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LOOK

STOP

LISTEN

The littlest fish could always swim
And dive to depths unseen;
■Mian stayed on land until he made
(Ships, and the submaiine.

God gave the eagles wings to soar
To Everest’s highest shelf;
And to the man He gave the task
To make wings for himself.
-—Alice Lawry Gould.
Auburn, Ma'jie.

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

dtetrs/

BY ONCOMING TRAIN
14-28

numanai

'J* BE superiority of our
steaks is beyond ques

OREL E. DAVIES
OPTOMETRIST

tion. Your sense of taste

will tell you of the flavor
and

oh !

how

tender.

Chops broiled or fried to

If you need Glasses, I will guar-*
antee satisfaction; if you do not
need them I will tell you so.

your liking.
Get acquainted with our
"Bill O’Fara”

301 Main St., Opp Park St.
13-tt

Newberf s Cafeteria
Rockland’a Finest Eating Place

We Offer
All the facilities of a conservative bank, locally
managed and locally owned, in exchange for
the opportunity to serve you.
Capital ..............

$100,000.00

100,000.00

Surplus....................

Profits ... ',........................................

66,915.00

Stockholders Liability......................

100,000.00
$366,915.00

RESOURCES
$3,700,000.00

4% INTERE3T PAID

You are invited to come in or correspond.

SECURITY TRUST CO.

supervision.

First it is

under

government

Second, the only bonds we sell

about any invectment you may contemplate

making.
You will find the service of this Divi

sion most helpful.
Limited United States Depository

4'“ INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland,Maine

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

DR'. MOORE LECTURES

EXPERIMENT COSTLY
BRIDGE BATTLE
.................
Ancj Lincoln County Towns
Tells of Present Conditions
Qu;t Trying To Keep
In Europe—“Deutchland Lively Hearing In Augusta On Resolve That Would Have
a
Commission
Appointed.
Highways
Open.
Unter Alles.”

FIRST

The plans and preparations for
A well filled auditorium was tlie
The first skirmish preliminary to water power conditions today show j keeping open the road from Bath to
pleasing sight to greet Rev. Fred
Atkins Moore Wednesday at tile Uni- the Kennebec bridge buttle in the what a commission will do. We had Rockland and Boothbay Harbor have
a water power commission and look met and been conquered by old King
versalist church, tile occasion being 82d Maine Legislature took place
at the situation. People are out of Winter w|,h his snow army. In Dehis lecture "Present Conditions in Wednesday, the question at issue be
work on account ot the low water. cenlber the promoters of this Idea
Europe and Their Relation to the ing whether or not a commission of
Down river they are using coal for planned to have a fine automobile
United States." The speaker was five persons shall be appointed by
power. And in the spring we will road through this section and great
fresh from the two months’ tour
.»• ••• •••
••• «•••♦•••• •••
have a freshet causing thousands of > beneflts wera pictured but the proand brought much first hand knowl the Governor to investigate and
dollars of damage due to this very tnoters failed to take into account
•••
What is bought is cheaper than a ••• edge that was exceedingly inter make report to the Legislature not
water which ought to 'be saved.
ten foot drifts of snow.
••• gift.—Cervantes.
••• esting.
later than, March 1st relative to the
“We had the United States engi
.«.
•••
No one questions the desirability
He
opened
with
a
fervent
plea
for
construction of a combination rail neers here recently. They cannot of of having a road that can he trav
.». .». .«■ .«.
••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• <f|
the United States to drop for all
ficially locate a bridge until the eled by car every month of the year.
time her "hands off” policy and com road and highway bridge over the
Legislature Votes to build it. It is Business would be sure to be helped
Kennebec
river.
mended
the
stand
taken
by
Presi

SPILLMAN IS COMING
placed 15 feet above high water level and jn ca,ae of accident and serious
....
dent Coolidge in European matters.
but it look« as though they would illness the value of such road would
In order Io prove Io ills hearers the
Tlie forces favoring the appoint allow us to reduce this to ten feet, be above estimating
This year lit
Great Personality Expert Will necessity for American cooperation ment
of such a commission were thereby taking five feet from each
discussed the several powers as represented by Mayor McLean of pier. We want to take it down to least Ihe Lincoln county towns must
Speak In This City On he
they are fixed today. His survey of Augustq, who pointed out that this that level where It would he easiest be content with the horse and sleigh.
England was most pessimistic based particular piece of legislation Is im for the railroads, so that they will The reason is that those who were
Feb. 18.
behind the movement were not able
on the theory—“England’s sun is partial as between the two proposed be willing to pay from $75,000 to
to muster the necessary equipment.
Il is seldom that one lias tli? op- about to set." He told of her tre sites for the bridge, the Bath and $100,000 a year rental. The engi To open roads through the present
mendous
army
of
unemployed
2.000,Richmond
location
It
is
in
order
neers didn't seem to find any objec snows and drifts a suitable equipporlunity to hear the greatest au
OOo men, fed at public expense; of that the Legislature may be provided tion to our locationof tractor plows must be had.
thority in America speak on his par her unbelievably hifili taxes which
with information pertaining to both
“The Eastern -Steamship Co., and
Boothbay Harhcr und Damariscot
ticular subject. If Thomas A. Ed took over one-fourth of every work sites
that this commission
is the Kennebec Towage Co., who are ta have light truck plows that are
ison. America's foremost inventor, or ingman's income; of the great unrest sought, Mayor McLean asserted.
the principal users, favor the site proving satisfactory in clearing the
the President of the United States, of the people under the yoke of the
That there is no need of such a and condemn that at Winslow's streets of the (owns and sheltered
were to speak here you would all Duke of Northumberland and others commission because of the fact that Reeks.
loads between towns but only a limwant to hear him. but these men are and of the success of the Labor party reliable data has already been ob
• o • •
i lted mileage. In Boothbay Harbor
no greater in their lines than is Har which he predicted in less than a de tained by the best of bridge engi
Mr. Carlton then read a letter ad the plow there Is clearing about 20
ry Collins Spillman, America’s great cade would be in the saddle in Great neers, was the contention of Sena
dressed to him by Gov. Brewster miles of streets and Included in this
est personality expert, who will ap- Britain.
tor Carlton of, Sagadahoc, sponsor A.ixrll 12. 1924 saying that he would mileage are roads to Boothbay and
! pear at the Fjrst Baptist church. Fell.
On France he took a more cheer for the Bath bridge project, and Sen abide by Mr. Carlton's position ad
East Boothbay. They hn'-o there
ing trend, commending her growth ator Hinckley of Cumberland.
i 18.
vocating the bridge at Bath, and found tt necessary to put the plow
To the average citizen the Inven Industrially and her enterprises in
Ernest L. McLean, mayor of Au further saying that the proposed at work almost as soon as the snow
tions in electricity, or our foreign shouldering the responsibility for re
bridge at Bath seemed to him to be
relations which Mr Edison or the building her SOtl.OOO destroyed houses gusta. appeared for the proponents the link that would aid In the devel- starts fulling and keep it going.
of the resolve introduced in the leg
Their 20 miles of road are properly
President would discuss, would not and 12,000 wrecked factories in the
islature by Representative White of I opment of the State in a manner par- plowed when the storm Is over but
! he of half the value or interest as North. He developed the surprising
Bowdoinham. Tlie great majority of 1 aliening California und Floridatheir plow lacks the power to buck
the speech of Mr. Spillman's "Twice fact that the birth-rate of France
"The men who used the harbor the snow that had accumulated on
people are convinced, he said ot the
Horn Men" or "The Overcoming of was high enough, Hut that infant
need of a bridge across the Kennebec most are our best friends," continu the road through to Wiscasset. The
Handicaps,” for he will show you mortality was also high due to in
ed Senator Carlton. "We concluded
the road to success and point out the sanitary ' living conditions. He did somewhere south of Gardiner, but some time ago that it is better to result is that the road from Boothway to travel it. He will help you mention the fact that France was that the most Important question is have a live bridge than a dead har bay Harbor to Wiscasset has been
the one of location. This, he argued,
abandoned as far as keeping it open
in your own career and while he is laboring under an almost limitless
must be determined by an impartial, bor. The claim that the bridge might as an automobile road.
doing it will entertain you and make financial burden and that she rather
be
partly
constructed
and
then
left
unbiased committee. Entering into
No equipment has been available
j you laugh, hut you will come away resented the fact German's Ameri
the question of location, in turn, are | unfinished is all nonsense. The for attempting to open the road from
! with a better idea of yourself and can debt had been cut in third, while
the factors of the effect of the bridge bondsmen would have to complete a Wiscasset to Bath und since the first
of others.
the French burden, incurred in the
j bridge If the contractor failed to fin light snows which were scraped out
Mr. Spillman's hook "Personality” Allied cause and in rehabilitation, on river navigation at Bath and at
Richmond; the cost, the river cur ish it.
with an old fashioned V hauled by a
is the best seller of any book ever was not reduced.
“As Nero fiddled, Rome burned," Ford truck no effort has been spent
rent; the approaches; the use of the
written on the subject. In the past
Mr. Moore startled hla hearers by
said Senator Hinckley ot Cumber cn this piece of road.
year he lias delivered more speeches stating that he was decidedly pro- i bridge for both highway and railland. "That is what this Legislature
The matter of expense of opening
before business men's conventions German, and staunchly substantiated I road purposes; the question of may be doing now. It seems to me
must be considered. With no Btate Aid
than any olher man. He is in con his claim In his fervent plea for whether a free or a toll bridge should from talking with a large number of
for this purpose and the towns unwil
stant demand for big sales conven- cause. Admitting that not a home be built; und the cost of mainten
members that the bridge should be ling to apply the fund raised for
! tions and yet he will be in Rockland or factory had been destroyed he ance.
“All that we are now asking for,” ! built, and should be built at Bath. I breaking down snow for that pur
on Feb. 18. You can’t afford to miss still maintained that Germany had
think there Is no question in the pose, popular subscription has had
this great man on his great subject. been terribly defeated He shewed declared Mr. McLean, “is an Im
partial committee to get the facts minds of the committee that the to be relied upon. Two trips be
It is the final number in the B. & P. that the Allied blockade had been
sentiment of 90 per cent of the mem- tween Wiscasset and Boothbay Har
W. High school Benefit
series. very effective and had caused the and lay them on the table where
l>ers is in favor of building the bridge bor cost $110. If this had been kept
everybody will' see them.”
death bj- starvation of 1,000,000 non’ at Bath.
up through the last three severe
....
combatants. He drew a piteous pic
* • • •
storms the costs of keeping this
If
the
bridge
is
started,
it
must
bo
ture of the hollow cheeked children
WITH THE BOWLERS of
Senator Hinckley then fold of the stretch of road open would' have
the Fatherland, 95 per cent tu finished, he pointed out, whether it i visit of the committee to Bath and reached a point where it is doubtful
costs
three
millions
or
ten
millions,
bercular, and of the working men
it had been reported officially If the benefit therefrom would equal
Team No. z4 Has Narrow who w-orked longer hours and got and said that he could name in jj said
that the site at Bath was feasible. the costs.
wage than in the pre-war stances where large sums of money He said he assumed that the war
With proper equipment a few
Escape From Becoming lower
days.
His investigations proved would have been saved to the State department engineers have a parttc- years hence many main line high
tight Germany would be unable to if preliminary procedure similar to ! ular place for the location of the ways will be kept , open but until
League Leader.
pay even the fraction of her war debt that called for by the White resolve, bridge. He understood that it could either by State aid or cooperative
left under the Dawes plan, nor could, had been adopted.' He mentioned j be built as a railroad bridge for not effort by the tonus and the right
A deadlock still exists in the City
she fulfill many of the treaty pro the Hancock-Sullivan bridge as an exceeding $3,000,000 nnd us a high kind of equipment has been obtained
Bowling League, two of the teams
visions. The speaker produced a example.
way bridge for not more than $2,000,- any effort to keep roads open for au
being tied for first plaefe. while the
In estimating the cost, which is , ooo.
psmphlet of the German Republic
tomobile travel must prove too cost
other two are tied for last place.
which he said was becoming more one of the duties required of the
“Why do men continue to talk ly and nust break down if the aver
The No. 4 team was in fine position to
proposed commission, Mr. McLean along the line that this Legislature age amount of snow falls to which
solidly
intrenched
each
day,
and
said
be the undisputed leader Thursday
named the approaches as an import
has nothing definite to start on? It Maine is accustomed.—Wiscasset de
night, but in the lust box of the last that today the workers of all Ger
ant factor. He said that the mem is just to throw dust In the eyes of spatch in Bath Times.
string Ty Cobh'bowled a 103-string many were more closely allied with
bers of the Legislature who recently the public to prevent this Legislature
the
workers
of
England,
France,
and
which spilled the beans. The stand
the United States than with thefr visited the Bath location, seem to and the next Legislature, and so on, the rumor, admitted frankly that he
ing:
have been unable to agree and that
Won
Lost
P. C. own German capitalists, and were there is much uncertainty ns to what from building the bridge, so that waRn't Interested in it and insisted
they can build it later and profit by that the Bath bridge would seek sup
Team 4 .................. 4
3
.571 unalterably opposed to any thing of
should be recommended.
port upon its own merits irrespective
Team 3 ..............
4
3
.571 a militaristic nature. He felt that
it.
Asked by Sepntor Smith, chairman
much
more
could
be
attained
“I think I can say that the Maine ot what the attitude of another bridge
Team 2 ................
3
4
.429
of the committee, if he thought the
through
a
peace
offensive
of
broth

Team 1 .................. 3
4
.429
- Central is not interested in building group was towards it. Elsewhere the
Capital prizes were scarce in erly love than through any other •late, March 1, adequate for the com , a bridge at Richmond but is vitally rumor was to the effect that the
mission
to
do
its
work,
Mr.
McLear
Thursday bight's game, high honors method.
interested in the bridge at Bath, change In the Richmond bridge bill
The lively open forum that fol said that he felt that the time ought i With others 1 was in conference with was to be made because it had al
going to Shields on a total of 476,
to
he
extended
to
the
very
last
pos

while Howard's 116 was the largest lowed the lecture disclosed that Ger
a Maine Central representative and I ready become quite certain that the
many was manufacturing munitions sible moment, and that to do so : think it is time to definitely decide Maine Central Railroad would not be
string. The score:
should
be
an
economy.
and arms and could readily go into
Team No. 3
on a location, and that within a few interested In the bridge at that point,
Asked by Senator Carlton of Saga
Shapiro ....... 93 80 108 94 90 471 the business on a huge scale, also
! days we can make a contract with and that proponents of the Rich
dahoc
if
he
were
aware
that
borings
Howard
. 116 75 82 72 71 416 the fact that as her scientists devel
the railroad for use of the bridge. mond-Dresden project would seek a
Cllthbertson 86 73 82 80 97 418 oped and led in gas warfare. They and estimates had already been There is no use of wasting time on highway bridge there, without con
Ramquisty... 78 88 84 93 96 439 were probably supreme today in the made by the best of engineers, Mr. a commission. There never was a big sideration of any other bridge con
Cobb ............ 94 92 87 S7 103 463 hideous new pestilential warfare McLean replied that he was.
bridge built by the State when the struction proposal.
“Then what could a commission
which would wipe out whole com
State had so much Information as
CAN’T GRANT EXTENSION
Totals
. 467 40S 443 426 463 2207 munities at once, also that her lead do?" asked Senator Carltonit lias on this one. When the Kit
“It could go to Mr. Wendell and
ing scientists along this line had re
Team No. 4
tery and the Portland-South Port
Hon. Frank J. Ham, collector of in
Thomas ...*. 83 90 91 81 97 445 cently concluded a long visit in ask him about the railroad ap land bridges were built the LegtslaSprague
. 75 76 84 79 76 390 Japan. (Mr. Moore concluded his talk proaches, and about the borings, how ' ture didn't know nearly us much as ternal revenue for the District of
Jacobs ........ 88 85 107 83 83 446 with a high tribute to the growing many of them went to bedrock and it does now- The citizens of Maine Maine, stated Thursday that taxpay
how many did not,” replied Mr. Mc
Shields ....... 107 103 97 89 80 476 efficacy of the League of Nations.
are under obligation to building a ers should bear in mind that under
Lean.
Sullivan
. 83 95 84 91 92 445
' highway bridge across the river at the revenue act of 1924 he has no
“I don't see any need for the com
authority to grant any extensions
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar
mission," said Mr. Carlton. The Bath that will be a toll bridge and whatever for filing Income tax re
Totals
. 439 449 463 423 428 2202 cade.—adv.
i that it will redeem itself within 10
turns.
Taxpayers desiring exten
years nnd become a free bridge."
sions of time in which to tile Income
tax returns should make applioatlon
1 4n rebuttal Mr. McLean said that to the Commissioner of Internal Rev
j while Mr. Carleton had read a letter enue at Washington, D. C., prior to
from Mr. Brewster, the proponents the due date for filing their returns.
i of the bill asked a commission ap Such applications must contain a full
WEDNESDAY
pointed by Gov. Brewster, and recital of the causes of the delay.
thought that he wouldn't do anything
and THURSDAY
to delay the bridge, but would get
The co-partnership which existed
• • • •
the facts before the Lctgslature as for many years under the name of I.
soon as iKisslble. He further said L. Snow and Company has been dis
2 Shows—2:00, 7:30
that the Waddell plans were based solved by mutual consent, the entire
on borings by Mr. Wooster, “who belongings having been taken over by
lias been impeached."
Chairman the I. L. Snow Co. Mrs. Helen L,
Smith interjected that he didn't Bain has retired from both companies
understand the Waddell company her interests having been taken over
had been impeached.
by her sister, Miss Addle E. Snow.
Senator Carleton declared that he
wanted to dispel any misapprehen
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Arsion. “I have the greatest confidence cade.—adv.
in the Wooster company as engi
neers.
They built .the beautiful
bridge between Portland and South YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Portland and were recommended to
If I had to Ike my ’»fe tgiin I would
us by Mr. Norris,
who had charge
of. , have
4l_ , ,,
..
.
made & rule to read some poetry and
the 1 ortwmouth bridge, as the best listen to acme mucis at least cnce a week.
The loss of these tastes la a lois of happi
engineers to make the borings.”
He stated regarding the Richmond ness.—Charles Darwin
proposition that it Is another distinct
OUR OWN
project, altogether, that the object of If I had known* in the morLbig,
the Bath project Is to get rid of the
How wearfly all the day
The words unkind
ferries and help the congested con
Would trouble my mind
dition of the traffic. *’By the, greet tI s.tl i when you wert away
est stretch of the imagination we , j had been more careful, darliuf,
could not do that at Richmond,” he J Nor given you needless pain;
Featuring:
asserted.
!
But we vtx
<,wn”

PARK

A Mammoth Spectacle

Our Investment Division has three great
features.

are those bought for our own investment.

7

IDE

,—At the .STgn “of
•North National Bank.

Third, we investigate and give you the facta

<

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Rockland
National
Bank

ROCKLAND, MAINE -

rC‘
North
SIationa,

Lincoln not only be
lieved in economy and
caving, but put these im
portant principles into
practice early in life. Let
every young man exercise
hie best efforts in emu
lating the example of
Lincoln.

Subscription $3.00 per year payable in ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
ami very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1816
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Pr$ss was established In 1855, and
in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Volume 80................Number 17.

THREE CENTS A COPY

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

—“?5he

HAWK

MILTON

429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank
DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

ENID

BENNETT

Dame Rumor Busy

SILLS

LLOYD HUGHES

WALLACE BEERY

and Three Thousand Others
(By RAFAEL SABATINI)

THRILLS!
PRirre.
*

ROMANCE!

I MATINEE ................... 25e, 35c. CHILDREN ................... 10c- I
| EVENING ......................................................... ..................... 35c, 50c |

ADVENTURE!
TWO SHOWS
2:00 and 7:30

Rumors were persistent Thursday |
that the Richmond bridge bill would |
be altered so as to provide for a'
highway toll bridge only, to cost |
$550,00(L It was asserted in some
quarters that. If the Richmond bridge
bill took the form of a proposal for,
a highway bridge only, the proponents 1
of the measure would seek to trade
with the Bath bridge supporters. It I
was said that they would offer to I
support the project of a combination
railroad and highway bridge at Bath,
in return for support for the highway
bridge at Richmond.
A leading proponent of the Bath
bridge project said that he had heard.

With look and tone.
We might never take back ag.iin.

For though In the quiet evenin':
You may give me the kiss of peace,
Yet It might be
That never for me
The pain of the heart should cease.
How many go forth in the morning
Tliat never come back at night.
And hearts have broken
For harsh words spoken.
That sorrow can ne'er set right.

We have careful thoughts for the stranger.
And smiles for the sometime guest,
But oft for “our own”
The bitter tone
Though we love “our own” the best.
All. lips with the curve impatient!
Ah. brow with that look of scorn 1
T were a cruel fate.
Were the night too late
To undo the work of morn.

—Margaret E Sangster.
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland Courier
YOUNG MEN MET

city’s young business men sat down
Commit thy way unto the Lord;
to a banquet and organized a per
trust also in hint; and he shall bring
manent club under the name of the
it to pass.—Psalm 37:3, 5.
Rockland Young Business Men’s As
The chiefly difficulty with this sociation. The necessity for such a
ground hog business is the size of club has been felt for a long time
the country over which he has Juris and it needed but the spark of en
diction. Here in Maine the fPsult of ergy of L. N. Lawrence and C. H.
Candlemas Day was thoroughly sat Berry to start the ball rolling.
With the conclusion of the fine
isfactory, A steady fall of snow
made It impossible for the sun to ex banquet L. N. Lawrence was made
ercise its prerogatives. No ground temporary chairman and J. M. Rich
hog by any possibility could have ardson temporary secretary. After
brief dscussion a representative com
cast a shadow. A stone church mittee was appointed to draw up a
couldn't have done it. The conclu slate .of officers to be balloted on by
sion was easy and comfortable. No the whole body This committee
shadow, no prolongation of winter. comprised F. A. Tirrell. W. C. Brd.
T. H. Chishholm. W. H. Butler.. Dr.
But that is for Maine. How about N. A. Fogg, R. C. Duff. Horace E.
the rest of the country? Kansas, for Lamb, C. li. Berry. F. L. Linekln. L
example, whose distinguished edi B. Cook. E. C. McIntosh. lx>uie Ro
tor of the Emporia Gazette is taking senbloom, A. S. Peterson, G. W.
Snow and J. M. Richardson, und up
up the matter in real earnest, advo on reporting the tentative slate was
cating the plugging up of all ground made a committee of organization
hog holes. Lamenting that on Mon and by-laws with instructions to re
day the ground hog saw his shadow, port at 6.45 Feb. 13 at the grill at
which time the constitution and by
thus insuring six weeks of bad
laws can be accepted and the elecweather. Mr. White adds:
tioji of officers completed.
"We have had this year six weeks
The big feature of the session was
of snow and ice, and 12 weeks is too the jolly good fellowship which pre
much winter for Kansas. Three vailed. bearing out the avowed pur
weeks is the Kansas average, and pose of the club, the creating and
those threo weeks are generally maintaining of good fellowship among
scattered over three months. Some the younger men, and the carry
thing should be done about the ing out the ideal of service. The
ground hog. We have had a lot of rousing songs did much toward creat
useless commissions in this state ing the cheerful atmosphere, and Art
which should be put to twork. Why Lamb at tile piano proved himself
not add to the duties of the health cock o’ the walk. The battle of mu
department or the public utilities sic he engineered was an uproarious
commission the job of plugging up success This highly auspicious be
ground hog holes in Kansas? If we ginning assures a full house at next
can keep the ground hog in his hole Friday's meeting when the formal
we can return to the mild and gentle -organization will be effected.
The charter member roll includes:
winters for which Kansas is justly
L. N. Lawrence. A. F. Lamb, F. L.
iamous.
"Perhaps this is a national prob Linekin. A. L. Miles. Ray Merritt.
lem. Perhaps the unjust competition Maynard Marston. E. C McIntosh, C.
between the states in the matter of M. Mitchell. W. E. Morgan, S. <C. Perwinters would make a national law py. B. C. Perry. Jr.. Standish Perry,
plugging up ground hog holes a com Lawrence C. Perry, Albert S. Peter
mon American blessing. If Presi son. Dr. E. \V. Peaslee. R. E. Phildent Coolidge wants to give America brick. J. S. Ranlett, Jr, Louie Ro
a business administration let him senbloom. Hyman Rosenbloom. K. C.
begin by plugging up the ground Rankin, J. M. Richardson. J. W. Rob
hog holes or offering a bounty on inson. W. H. Rhodes. Philip Rosen
ground bogs before Feb. 2. Of berg. G. W. Snow.
C. H. Berry. Pearl Studley. W. C.
course a law will have the opposi
tion of the coal trust, but it would be Bird. A. U- Bird. P. >. Bicknell. H.
a boon ?o the great common people B. Burgess. J. A. Blackman. W-H. Butler
who elected Coolidge. He has no T. H. Chisholm. E- B. Crockett. Har
light to ignore these masses who are ry Cohen. L. B. Cook. Ed. Chisholm.
dead tired of these long winters. J. A. Chisholm. Dr. P. R. Damon. R
Now science knows how to stop C. Duff. Lou Elwell, Dr. X. A. Fogg.
them it’s up to the government to D. P. George, R. W. Hanscom. E. C.
House. Dr. E. B. Howard, A B. Higgs,
act"
wly not have a referendum on Dr. C. H. Jameson. H. E. Lamb
Harry Berman. J. G. Snow. Dr. W.
the’ground hog. same as the Demo
H. Sanborn. C. Austin Sherman, Ba
cratic platform favored on the sil H. Stinson. F. A. Tirrell. Jr, M.
League of Nations? It would inter P. Trainer. E. R. Veazie. John Watts,
Charles Wotton. George Roberts.
est a great deal bigger audience.

That was an ambitious purpose
announced at the beginning of the
season to keep an open road between
Rockland and Bath. Nothing could
more delight the universal automo
bile traffic than to have it possible to
travel between the ocean and the
Kennebec during the winter months
with the same freedom that the rest
of the year affords. The story of
failure is clearly told by a writer to
the Bath Times, whose communica
tion is reprinted on another page.
When Maine lays down its old-fash
ioned embargo of drifted snows it
calls for powerful equipment to
maintain open ways. We have no
doubt that ultimately a method will
be found whereby the roads can be
kept free and navigable.

News of the death this week in
Bangor^of the widow of Hannibal
Hamlin Hoods the minds of older
citizens witli recollections of that
far-off period of the Civil War and
the years immediately following
when the old Carthagenian was a
distinguished figure in ixditical life,
as Vice President with Abraham
Lincoln, Senator from Maine and
ambassador to Spain. The captains
and the kings depart. Hannibal
Hamlin was a chief among them and
now he Is scarcely a memory.
In spite of the preparations that
had been made in certain quarters
to take part in the astonishing cere
monies attendant upon the predicted
end of the world. February 6 came
and went and nothing happened.
But that was not surprising. It is a
thing that has repeated itself with
considerable regularity for more
than two hundred thousand years.
Some scientists who are more par
ticular with their figures set it at
two million years.
Either figure
satisfies us. It’s a good old world.
We’re for it.

Every-Other-Dfey

ROCKLAND HIGH CAME THRO

New Club Gets Rollicking
Start For Good Fellowship Great Crowd Saw the Orange and Black Humble Leaders
and Service.

RuvkUnd. Jeb. i, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath dcelares that l\e is pressman In the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co. and
♦hat of the Issue of The Courter-Gaaette of
Pel*. 5. 1923, here was printed a total of
History was made in the Thorn
6,427 copies.
Before me,
KRAXK B. MILLER.
dike Grill last night when 60 of the
Notarv Public.

For an incorrect spelling of an un
imaginative name, can you match
Muscle Shoals?—Boston Herald.
It seems to be the makers of
government charts who are at fault.
They do the same thing to Mussel
Ridge Channel, just south of Rock
land harbor, where a channel sepa
rates the mainland from a group of
islands. Running the length of the
channel bottom is a ridge of rocks,
thickly sown with that edible bivalve
the mussel—millions of them. The
name becomes a perfect picture
story—Mussel Ridge Channel. And
then the mutton-headed government
topographers, with Circumlocution
Office fatuousness, go and turn it
into a piece of anatomy. It is such
things that tend to shake our confi
dence in government by the masses
(note to the compositor: be careful
in dividing those two words.)

Saturday, February 7, 1925

Rockland High jumped into third spite cf this the daring game of the
place as the result of its victory over local team was effective. Time after
Rockport last night, and left a very time Capt. Green broke up the Ausp
lund, Bartlett, Tibbetts offeree just
decided impression upon the big on the instant of fruition.
crowd that it must also be considered
The second half was a whirlwind
a pennant contender. Rockport High with Coach Jones constantly throwing
and Thomaston High are now tied for | in fresh men. Merchant. Trafton.
, Bird and Flanagan, rested—vigorous,
the lead, but both are only a full game harrasfced the hard-fighting Rockahead of Rockland. The standing;
j porters with Rounds replacing the
Won
Lost
I’. C. ’ weary Maxey in the nick of time.
Rockport High .... 3
1
.750 Stars one cannot pick, but speeial
Thomaston High.. 3
1
.750 ' laurels surely go to Capt. Kenneth
Rockland High .... 1
1
.500 Greene and to that plucky, ever pres
Camden High ..... 1 , 3
.250 ent Jim Murphy, a burr with a double
Lincoln Academy 1
3
.250 r. For Rockport Capt. Bartlett did
the scoring, receiving peerless sup
Well I maybe the hoys ami .•Iris port from Ausplund and Tibbetts, the
of Rockland High didn't do them . latter climbing out of a sick bed to
selves proud last night. Muybe they : play. The refereeing of Haley of

Every Piece of Furniture
Reduced in price for this Sale
HE gala occasion at this Store whfcn your dollar will
buy most. All new Furniture reduced to make this
the most interesting event of the entire year. We
advise early selection for the kind of values we will offer
will not remain very long. Watch for further announce✓
ment.!

T

Sale in Progress
Monday, Feb. 16 to 27

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

OCTOBER FOX HUNTING
THAT BOYS’ GAME

Fish and Game Association
Pass Live Resolutions—E.
S. Bird President.
Followers of Held and stream had
their inning last night when three
score ardent sisirtsmen assembled in
the City Council, chamber and formed
the Rockland Fish and Game Associ
ation. Elmer S. Bird was elected
president; Putnam P. Bicknell, vice
president; Montoro R. Pillsbury,
treasurer, and Edward W. MacDon
ald, secretary. The executive board
will include the officers and C. A.
Barnird, K. C. Rankin, W. H. Adams.
L. C. Jackson. W. C. Flint. W. H.
Butler and J. I Snow. The by-laws
were approved and 60 paid member
ships obtained immediately.
The snappy business meeting got
action at once which crystallized in
resolutions in favor of the game pre
serve at The Bog; in favor tf the
pending legislation providing for a
resident hunting license of $1.15; in
favor of legislating for one deer petperson per year; in favor of putting
bear on the game list; in favor of
the pending legislation for opening
the fox hunting season in October in,
stead of November and voted to op
pose the proposed change in the duck
law.
Regular meetings will be held the
first Friday in each month, and next
meeting will include a dinner with
motion pictures on_ field and stream
and possibly a talk by the State Com
missioner.
PRISONERS PAY REVOKED
Commissioners Act* In Accordance
with Attorney General's Decision.

didn't win the old laurel wreath.
Well—Rather. The mighty Rockport
boys' tearti came roaring down out of
the North, secure in its unsmirched
record and home high on the wave tri
royal faith that Rockport so lavishly
bestows on her victorious sons. Its
proud estate on the percentage scroll
of fame showed a big 1 with three fat
ciphers trooping after. Opposed to it
was a team unknown, whose record
showed the three fat ciphers but
lacked the imposing 1.
But io ! the scene cnangetn. The
stunned Rockport hosts see their
charges held—see them even gradu
ally bested and to their unbelieving
horror see the first half-end tally
read 12 to 8 with the impossible little
team from Rockland on the long end.
To Rockland supporters came that
joy which poesesseth all understand
ing, the pride of the under dog prov
ing his mettle, for though the great
attendance proved Rockland’s faith,
few were sanguine enough to pro
phecy victory. The second half went
the way of the first and the now
famous roof of the old Arcade liter
ally lifted as Timer Davies whanged
the cloning bell with the score 21 to
13 in Rockland's favor. The sight of
scores of youngsters with their Joyfllled. shining faces rushing onto the
floor, turned many an oldster’s blood
to wine and turned back memory's
calendar too.
• • • •
The Boys’ Game

The Rockport lads'gave a beautiful
exhibition in practice and were given
an ovation by the crowd, at lea»t
1500 strong. They far out-weighed
the local boys und had a marked ad
vantage in height. Ausplund. the,
lengthy Rockport guard, dwarfed the
field and handled himself exceedingly
well. Ac tion characterized the play
with both teams alternating on two
goals the first period. Capt. Green
tieing the score just before the bell
with a beautiful toss. The second
quarter was decidedly Rockland's ac
cording to the score book as she
chalked eight points to her oppon
ent’s four, yet llie ball was in Rock
land territory most of- the time with
Murphy and Maxey in continuous ac
tion. Ausplund's grea* height gave
him a steady advantage and he
minded the impacts of the Rockland
players no more than the presence
of a swarm of gnats, and was far
more solicitous of the welfare of the
boys in orange and black than he
would have been of the insects. In

The members of the State Prison
Commission were in executive ses
sion with the Governor and council
during the greater part of Wednes
day over toe matter of payment of
wages of 50 ce its a day to the pris
oners. The session was secret and
following the meeting was authorized
from the Council Chamber, saying:
“The Board of Prison Commission
ers appeared before the governor and
council and made the statement that
•I was their Antentior. to cease ;>«»I, ent of wages to t'.e |„isone-'s at
the State Prison, in • ccordance with
the opinion of the attorney genera..”
It was said unofficially that the
Legislature would probably be asked
to consider a bill which would mule
an additional prison appropriation
sufficient to reimburse the warden
for amounts which had been with
held under the old order of the Pris
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
on Commission, in addition to the
1 roposal to authorize such payments
STATE OF MAINE
in the future. The three members of
in Senate, January 21, 1923
the Prison Commission, were pres
Ordered, the House cneurrlng, that the
ent at the Council meeting and ex time for the reception of bills for private
and special legislation be lhiii'ed to
1 li ined th? situation .n detail.
'MONDAY. February 16, 1923, at four
Writing of education in Esthonla,
Hans Leoke. acting consul for that
country, says there are practically
no illiterate adults in the Republic.
Primary education is free and com
pulsory. Opportunity for advanced
education is provided at 122 second
ary and vocational schools and 2
higher institutions, the Technicum
und the University of Hsthonia. At
the university more than 3200 stu
dents were matriculated in 1922.

o’clock I’. AI.
And that all such petitions trid bills pre
sented after that date be referred to ’lie next
Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sen
ate cause copies of this order to publisu ”d
in all daily and weekly papers of the State
until and including Saturday, February 11,
1923.
In Senate Chamber, January 21, 1923
Read and passed.
Sent down for concur
rence.
ROYDOX V. BROWN. Secretary.
House of Representatives, January 22, 1923.
Read and passed
In concurrence.
CLYDE R CHAPMAN, Clerk
A true copy. Attest :
HOYDEN V. BROWN.

14 20

Secretary.
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WAS SURE THE DRIBS

MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Portland was superior. The sum
mary:
Rockland High
Goals
Merchant, rf
Trafton. rf ...
Bit-’.. if .........

Flanagan. If
Greene, c ....
M u rphv. rg
Maxey, lg ...
Rounds, lg ...
week later than in 1924, according to | Athletes who participate in organ-'
enough for both. The summary
Rockland High
the schedule officially adopted at the . lzcd games have a better record in
academic work than those who pre
t High
x Goals Fouls
midwinter meeting. There is no,
fer to sit upon the bleachers, accord -1
Goals
Breen, rf ...................... G
1
change in the corresponding time of in;» to statistics recently compiled
E. Perry, If .................. 1
1
opening the snason, which list year by Marlin Kemp, professor of psy
Webber, if .................... 0
0
I was on April 15.
chology in the College of Wooster.
Egan, e ........................ 0
0
A variety of reasons, including the Ohio. Tne football men ranked be
Blackhall, c................ 0
0
Presidential election campaign fig low the general average -for scholar
Griffin, jc ...............
0 li
ured in the earlier ending last year ship of the athletes but above the
Trafton. rg .................. 0
0
.but it was decided to go back to the general average of the r.ona-thletes.
1
13 Coltart. rg .................... 0
0
longer season again In 1925.
High 21, Hodgkins, lg ................ 0
0
A new building to house the Min
. Haley of
The New York Giants, four time
Totals ......... .......... 7
2
16 champions will start their attempt to istry of Ihiblic Instruction of Spain
was authorized by a decree of King
Rockport High
make it five straight on a foreign
The Girls’ Garre
Goals Fouls Pts. battlefield, opposing the Braves ;:t Alfonso dated October 31, 1924.
0
01 Boston in the first game on April 11 Tiie estimated cost will be 3,800.999
The Rockport girls came to town Doucette, ig............... 0
0
0 Brooklyn's 1924 runner-up outfit will IKwetas, of which 1.000.000 pesetas
led by a recognized star in Capt. Robbins, lg ................ 0
0
0 be host to Philadelphia in the other will la- applied to the budget for tile
Angie Welt, and gave Rei kland High Kaler. rg .................... 0
fiscal year 1924-25 and the same
0
0' eastern opener.
the nearest to a beating it has re Wall, rg ...................... 0
amount to the budgets for 1925-26
0
0
0
ceived by any team this side of the Brann, c ...........
and 1926-27, respectively; the re0
0
Kennebec in many years. To be sure Richards, sc .............. 0
The heavyweight ballyhoo for 1925 •malrxler, 890,900 pesetas, will be ap
1
5
Rockland was without the services of Welt, If ...................... 2
gathered full steam Wednesday when
the veteran. Carolyn Perry, but alibis Perry, rf .................... 10? Tex Rickard announced he would plied to the fiscal year 1927-28.
Totals ...................... - 3
17
don't count in the store. The first
match Tom Gibbons and Jack Demp
The transformation of customs and
The score—dtoekland High girls 16.
half ended with the score 6 to 4 and
sey for a return title I.nut early in
the Black iSullivan crew ^training Rockport High girls 7. Referee Wot June and then pit the winner against the modification of habits in a bene
ficent way are even more -marked
every nerve.
The local forwards ton.
the perennial- negro contcndeij, Hany- than I had anticipated.—E. A. Ross,
, Both games were hard fought and
played a ball possessed of a some
Wills, in September. Both bouts
thing or other than kept It balancing had the supreme merit of clean., hard will be staged In the Yankee Sta Department of Economics, University
on the basket rim and falling out In playing siiortsmanship tarried dog dium or Boyle’s Thirty Acres, Jer of Wisconsin.
stead of in. Meantime Trafton and gedly up to the final whistle. Rock sey City.
Rickard made this an
Hodgkins. the Rockland guards, land won and earned every fraction nouncement after an hour's confer
ftnind ('apt. Welt and her worthy of her victory, but all honor to the ence with Gibbons and the latter’s
lightning conductor. Perry, a pair of little school of 80 pupils on Diamond manager Eddie Kane, at whicB the
lively aces. The big crowd took a Hill that can send down such worthy St. Paul boxer came to definite
great fancy to Angie and cheered her boys and girls.
terms with the promoter. Wills al
thunderously on any and ail occa
ready is under contract with Rick
Rockland 5, Camden 1
sions. especially the time she emerged
ard.
miraculously in mid-air from among
Thursday nignt's hockey game on
There will be a 20% discount on all
Trafton. Perry and Hodgkins and Stevens Field was played under, dif
new Machines, both stand ma
Tiie bushiest girl,
calmly shot a perfect g< ai.
ficulties, as it was first necessary to
like het tistei t!w
chines and Portable Electrics of
Rockland's centers and guards were remove much of the snow, and when
college girl oi the
extraordinarily effective, else the this had been done it left a rough
which we have a full line. Why
MBs*
young matron, bicestory «-f the game would surely have and uneven skating surface.
not come to our store and see
a
smartly
lailnied
been different. A spectacular newIn spite of this the contest was a
what you are buying and see them
Vr
utility frock oi
star arose in the slender person of lively one. with both teams strain
demonstrated and save the tales
,1
wool that is guarYoung Griffin at side .center. This ing every nerve to get the jump on
auteed to give lung
youngster is surely destined to follow each other in the opening game or
man's profit—remember it costs
service without
the championship cup series.
money to sell goods. Cash or easy
Camden High showed a strong de
payment plan.
x
fense. Dailey again distinguishing
himself in the goal. Rossiter led the
We have about 20 used ma
F°r that reason,
attack for the visitors.
chines left that will be sold at 30,
the likes l'rork> like
Rockland High showed continued
^TiuBgf 3f the < i-,e sketched, 40 -and 50 per cent discount and
improvement with every man cover
some as low as $25. We also carry
fSS
which hails from
ing his position in fine style. MeParte and Repairs for ajl makes of
l',e ,nlarl I'aris
Loon and Ripley showed especial
machines and a repair man always
dressmaking shop
speed and dash, but had strong co
ready to answer a call. Remem
of Marie Louise,
operation from their team-mates.
for it is an Meal ber, to take advantage of this sale
The summary:
you must call at the store or phone
i&is
utility frock, made
Advertising In
Rockland High: Fales rw, Ripley t
Mr. Herrick. We will take this
of mosheert, that
I c. McLoon iw. Bartlett rd. Overlock
time to szV that all open accounts
ffa
soft, charming. r.Cw
id. Herrick Id. Andrews id. Chase g.
that wilt eend in their February
kind of ntohair
THIS
I Camden High: Rossiter rw, F.
which is as differ- payments before the 15th will re
Thomas c. Manning lw, T. Thomas
ceive 5% discount. Open evenings.
BraBigB
ent from the stiff.
rd. Jagels Id. Dailey g.
b
old-fashioned kind
PAPER
Remember the old stand—613
Score. Rockland 6. Camden 1.
of mohair as crepe
Main street; Tel. 477-M.
Goals. McLoon 3, Ripley 1, Fales 1.
\ /
tie chine is from the
Rossiter 1. Referee, Angel. Timers,
VI
stiff satins of
Wentworth and Witham. Scorer, J.
°
0
Grandmother's day.
SINGER
Chapin.
FU
Dainty lingerie

I

JB

K

I
K
IH
BH

Good Investment

v

frills, of organdie

The tfJtional League will open its
or pleated georgette,
1925 pennant race Tuesday. April
lend the hit of fem
14, and tlose its campaign Oct. 4, a inine charm necessary to this crisp,
good-lookinv and serviceable model

SEWING MACHINE CO
H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.
17-1S

There are Lemont and Lemont,

good, bad and indifferent. This it
a confidential talk on the good
kind. During inventory we found
55 Suite, all styles and patterns
that did not move at the regular
prioee ef $35 to $46. So we get
sour on them and call them Lem
ons. We are asking your aid in
taking them away.
Sort ef •
Lemonaide so to epeak.

46 Men's Suite priced at $36 to
$45.00; now $19.50.
15 Men’s Overcoats priced at $25;
now $18.75.

8 Men’s Overcoats, ell site 36,
priced at $20; now $10.00.

16 Men’s Pajama*, priced
$3.50 to $4.50; now $1M.

at

2T Boys’ Pajamas, site* 4 to 1$,
priced at $1.50; new 0$c.
16 Boys’ Outmg Flannel Pajamat with feat, aiaaa 4 to 3, priced
at $2.C0; new $1.39.
19 Boys’ Outing Night Robes
that were $1.00, $1.50; new 05*.

3 Men’s White Flannel Shirts,
priced at $5.00; all size 15; new
$1.95.

5 Ladies’ White Oxford Sport
Shirts, priced at $3.00, size 36-40;
now $1.98.
8 Blue Polka Dot Railroad Shirts
with collar to match, size 16-15</a,
17, priced at $2.25; now 95e.

I
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Every-Otlier-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN TAKE THE STREET
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTS

Feb. 7—Rummage rale given by B. &
Club
Feb. 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets in
West Rockport
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb 14 Thomaston, Valentine dance by
Parent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 17—Feature play "Mah Jong” at
L’niversalist vestry.
Feb 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course. High School benefit
Feb. 18—Monthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday
Feb 23-28—Portland Auto Show.
Feb 23-28—Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 24- Camden. Board ot Trade ban
quet, Rev. ('. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25—Lent begins.
Feb 25-26—Camden—"A Pair of Sixes”
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 2- Lady Knox Chapter D. A. R.
fcieets with .Mrs Grace Black. Talbot avenue.
March 2—Fuller-Cobb-Davis “Red Letter
Ball” Community Fair.
. March 13—-Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March 18-19—State Convention of D. A.K
lri Bangor.
/
March 2 P—First day of spring.
March 31, April 1-3—Tanners' Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 22-27 —Annual eonfefpnce of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.
I’. W

—At the—

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY at 6:15
Summer Streat Entrance

Frank S. Rhodes returned Thurs
day night from a week's business
trip to Boston.

Marston’s orchestra has been en
gaged to furnish music for a three
days’ food fair in Camden
next
month.
“There with the bells on” is State
Traffic Inspector Wentworth’s edict
with regards to sleighs. Better get
your bell before—■

Dean’s orchestra is th^ Saturday
While returning to their South
night attraction at the Temple hall
Thomaston home from this city Sat
dance.
urday night via sleigh, Or. and Mrs.
W. B. Sherman were thrown out
Past matrons and past patrons will Dr. Sherman clung to the reins and
have charge of the next meeeting of stopped the startled horse, but will
Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S.
nurse several started ribs us a re
sult.
The Sons of .Veterans Auxiliary
holds a public auction party at the
John A." Karl & Co. are moving
G. A. R. hall Tuesday evening. All
their paint shop and supply store
are welcome.
from 16 Park Place to the Main

Latest word from Boston concerndig Henry L. Withee, occasions much
concern. Mr. Withee is reported to
have partially regained his sight, but
his general condition is very serious.
#
___
H. N. Brazier of Warrenton Park
knows that apples are always wel
come in an editorial sanctum, hence
the large bag of choice winter speci
mens which he contributed to The
Courier-Gazette staff yesterday.
The Feb. 12 session of the Maine
Historical Society in Portland will
be addressed by Bertram E. Packard,
deputy
State Superintendent of
Schools, whose subject will be
"Rambles Through Old Pownalborough.”

Gen. Herbert M. Lord will he the
guest of honor and principal speaker
at the annual New England dinner of
the Massachusetts Maine Daughters
which will be held next Friday night
at Hotel Westminster. A brief re
ception will be tendered Gen. and
Mrs. Lord.
Willis I. Snow, who has been fol
lowing with interest the discussion
relative to the ship Frederick Billipgs. well remembers the launching
in 1585. as he was a member of the
picnic party w hich went up to see the
event in ihe schooner Willie. Capt.
John De Winter was the skipper on
that occasion.

Schooner
Helvetia,
Pettigrow,
which arrived at Charleston from
Boothbay last Sarttrday, sails next
Monday for New York, with a cargo
of dry hoards. It is expected that
Capt. Outhouse will rejoin his vessel
in New York, together with his stew
ard. At. Sewall. and Capt. Pettigrow
will go hack to the Wawenock, which
Is tied up at Providence. The Hel
vetia will make another Southern
voyage.—Schooner William Bisbee,
Merrill, is at Sullivan, discharging
curbing from Sullivan, and will load
coal for Boothbay.

New Employer: “And why did you
leave Mr. Duncan's employ?"
Marie: “Well, it was like this: He
time, down stairs the other tparnin'
and Began to hunt high and low un
der sefas. chairs, and tables for the
east wind and a coupla dragons, and,
Mrs. Smith. I’m goin’ to kork for no
lunatic."—Pennsylvania Punch Bowl.
Found—the East Wind and Dragon
at the L’niversalist vestry, Feb. 17.
—adv.
Food^Sa
Don’t forget the cooked Food'' Sale
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Sat. p. m.
Benettt of First Baptist C. E.—adv.

BA N C E
Saturday Night
TEMPLE HALL
: : Music by : :

Dean’s Orchestra

DON’T FORGET THE

DANCE
— At—

Watts Hall, Thomaston

••••
• • • •

: : Music by : :

Dean’i Orchestra

BIG DANCE
Monday, Feb. 9
Il

TEMPLE HALL
Marston’s Jazz Band
MOONLIGHT AND NOVELTY
DANCING
8:30 to 12:00

WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR

That leads to the
CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR

Rev. M. E. Osborne, formerly pas
Bath reports seeing a dozen robins tor of the Pratt Memorial M. E.
church in this city, will preach Feb.
in a single flock. Beats us.
15 at the Camden Methodist church.

Joseph Driscoll has a copy of King's
Hand Book of Boston, ‘ which has
been in his possession 45 years. One
of the many illustrations is a picture
of Boston’s first house.

MARK DOWN SALE
—OF—

•

MEN’S AND BOVS’ SUITS
•AT 25 PERCENT DISCOUNT
Under Regular prices until FEBRUARY 1 5

THE SAME DISCOUNT ON

MEN’S ULSTERS, MACKINAWS AND
SHEEP LINED COATS
*

We Shall Offer at the Same Discount until

NEW ENGLAND CLOTUJNGz HOUSE

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

130-tf

WITH THE CHURCHES
Gospel Mission services will be held
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 and evening
at 7.15, conducted by Charles Ather
ton.
• • • •
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will
preach at 10.30 tomorrow morning at
the Universallst church, topic, “An
Uncompleted Trinity.” Sunday school
at 12 o’clock. Kindergarten will be
held during the church service, and
Y. P. C. U. at 6 o’clock.
• • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sun
day morning service at 11 o’clock,
subject of lesson sermon, "Spirit.”
Sunday School at 12. The reading
room is located in the new Bicknell
Clock and Is open every week day
from 2 to 5 p. m-

* • « •

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "Muses—The
Revelation of the Moral Character of
God." Church school at noon. The
Fellowship League twill meet in the
vestry at 6 o'clock. A stereopticon
lecture entitled "Awakened India"
will be given.

The Saints will hold services in
their room. 471 Main street. Sunday, I
as follows: Sunday school at 1 p. m. I
and social service at 2 p. m. with:
preaching service at 7 o’clock. The
usual praye^Tneeting will be hekl at,
7 o’clock Wednesday evening and the
Doctrine and Covenant class on
Thursday afternoon at 2.30. On Fri
day evening at 7 O'clock the Religious
class meets.

• »

20 PER CENT

TEL. 745-J

Sunday.

See Dr. Richan as Bast’Wind at the
Universallst vestry, Feb- 17.—adv.

Page Three

SPEAR’S SHOE STORE
. 20th ANNUAL SALE
Big Sale Now On
All High Grade Shoes and Every Pair Guaranteed. They are all
good styles, slightly broken in sizes. You can buy them at Cheap
Shoe Prices.

Ladies’ $6.50, $7.50 and $8.50 Pumps and Oxfords

SALE PRICE $4.45
$5.50, $6.00, and $6.50 Pumps

« * * •

APRIL FIRST

The woodpeckers have arrived on j Mr. and Mrs. Harold Connon and
street store adjoining the O. E. Da
vies’ Jewelry shop. Leon Petrosky, their annual visitation, somewhat ' daughter Lucille arrived home from
who had the store under lease, is oc earlier than usual it would appear. , Boston last night where for the past
j treatment under a specialist.
cupying his old quarters at 10 Park
Place.
One Rockland young lady proudly
TV. E. Morgan of Frank H. Gordon,
announced yestereday that she has
The Sea Hawk, one of the sea solved 145 cross-word puzzles to date. j Inc., Bangor, has been transferred
j from Connecticut territory to Maine
son's biggest pictures, is due at Park, Who has beaten this-record?
I as territorial manager, with headTheatre for next Wednesday and
Hector Brown Tyler, victim of 4 | 1uarters at Rockland.
Thursday. Milton Sills is playing the
lead. The feature for Monday and ecent __________
_____
automobile _____
accident
in_____
BosTuesdaj- is “Tomorrow’s Lqve." star- ion? continues to” improve, and will
™R n'°™hig at daylight a big
fo,\ Rockland
ring Agnes Ayres; and the Friday- pr'obabl'v be a’ble”to leave”the hospT- ‘rart0" >’,ow
from Belfast the trip made possible
Saturday offering will be May Mc tai in about a month.
by
the
contributions
of
garages and
Avoy in “Tarnished."
others along the route. Take a drive
Claremont Commandery, K. T., lias
Preceding the Monday night session received a formal invitation to attend to Belfast tomorrow.
of the Rockland Lodge of Elks the the St. John's Day celebration in BnnGlencove—Mrs. Edw. Creighton of
House Committee will serve a turkey gor June 24. Twenty-three Comsupper. The lodge meeting promises manderies have been invited, and it South Union is visiting Mrs. Helen
to be one of extraordinary interest. is to he the biggest Knght Templar Hail for a few days. . . Mrs. Phoebe
The list of members who arc to attqnd event ever staged in Maine. Com- A. Lufkin of Pigeon Cove. Mass., is
,
... s vboys ...n,
i„ the a guest
of, Mys.
the banquet to be given in honor of mander
Jimmy
will be in
,
“ Sarah F. Lufkin for
.
.
a few’ weeks,
Grand Exalted Ruler Price in Port front
row.
land. Fcib. 17. will be completed and
the dinner tickets allotted.
Newton H. Perry died at a local
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows con
hospital Thursday of heart failure
ferred the initiatory degree on Carl
Ruth Mayhew Tent will have a spe C. Durrell of Thomaston, Carl W. after several n®nths’ illness. Funeral
cial meeting Monday evening by or Hurd of Ash Point and Bernard C. services will he held at 2 o’clock Bun
der of the president, Annie Eaton, to Kaler, Alvin F. Ratcliff and Lester day afternoon from the Crozier par
transact the regular business that M. Valley of Rockland, at Its last lors. Please omit flowers. Obituary
was postponed from last Monday meeting. The first degree will be mention will appear in a later issue.
owing to the severe storm. A sap worked next Monday night, and on
per will be served at 6 o’clock. Each the 16th Warren Lodge comes to con
Feb. 7. and the earth is still revol
member is requested to take an anec
ving.
The widely heralded an
fer the second degreedote or item concerning The period
nouncement that the world was com
covered by Lincoln's administration.
City Marshal Davis received a tel ing to an end yesterday suffered
egram from New York City yester the fate of many such announce
A huge steel structure iilpeared at day which read “George J. Willey ments, although Robert iReidt, the
Tillson wharf on Thursday's, boat captain of mv boat ‘Ffarry R’ was I Apostle of Doom, was still living
and proved to be the plow for the drowned tod; y. Please notify any in h°P*®
this paper went to
big Pear tractor. The arrangement relatives in Rockland, Maine.’* Mar- Pr^ss. The nearest to a calamity
resembles the great plows used by shal Davis has requested the inser- which lhe writer of this item could
the Maine Central Railroad, and it lion of this item to aid in the search ’ discover this morning, was the fact
has all sorts of modern improvements for relatives of the drowned man.
furnace fire had gone out.
and doodads. The tractor itself is All Information should be given to
billed into Rockland off this morn the marshal’s office.
News vis received this week of
ing's freight and is probably here as
----the death of Norma, only child of Mr.
the paper goes to press. There is a
Motorists between Gieneove and and Mrs Harold B. Doten of Virgreat public desire to see the new Maverlck Square have fopnd the go- ginia Beach. Virginia. Until recentgear in action. z
ing surprisingly good with a cleared ly they resided on Fulton street, this
path all the way. This condition is city, where littie__Norma was a great
George Priest of Belfast, who with due to the enterprise of Arthur B. favorite with both old and young
Mrs. Priest motored to Florida last Packard and Forrest Brazier of having a very swhet disposition and
fall has leased for five years u prop Gieneove who have been operating a i unusually bright for a 5-year-old
erty In the town of Kissame about tractor and small plow over the dis child. Her death was caused by ap
seven miles from St. Cloud and 20 trict. The work was hard and slow pendicitis. Mr. Doten is in the gov
from Orlando and has a tourist park becadse of the lightness of the ap ernment service and was stationed in
ing ground. The grounds are beau paratus, but it goes to show what this city about three years, where
tifully situated with a fine view and even a modest plow can do
Resi the family made many friends- A
include a bathing beach. Those who dents along the line are properly ap few months ago Mr. Doten was
know Mr. Priest and his love of preciative.
0
transferred to Virginia Beach. He
flowers and of working out cf doors
was also well known in radio circles
can well imagine the neat and beau
The snowshoe hike this afternoon here. Much sympathy is extended
tiful place he will develop, and wish should get together a great number the bereaved parents and grandparhim every success in the venture. Mr. of persons who are fond of this out
,ents who also resided here.
Prlet is a former Rcckland boy.
door sport. The invitation is open to
everybody, youetg and old. and the
Yesterday's Rotary OluhAluncheon
The costume party held in con participants are expected to congre- , wag
]a
taken
wRh ,he con.
nection with the regul&r meeting of gate in Post Office square for the sidf.rat,o» and adoption of a code
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thursday start at 2.30. Refreshments of hot
. , ,
_.
...
_
, ,
, .
, • .
. of bylaws. The attendance was as
night was a splendid success. One coffee
and chocolate, sandwiches and
:
, .
,
■
,
.
usual
high
in
percentage,
being
augof the liveliest and most interesting eake win be served at the Country
. , ,
, r „ ,u„
........
,
. mented by reports from the Rotarian
meetings took place in the evening, t lul>,
this leature having been made
.
,in Boston
„ .
»- ... v„,.ir
and, New
Toik,
at which members of the Thomaston possible through generous donations secretaries
... ,
,. ,
„ ...
Corps and comrades from the Post by 11. II. Crle & Co., the Veazie testifying that Fred It. Spear, enwere present. Sister Elizabeth Mur Hardware Co., Rockland Hardware route to California, had attended the
ray carried off honors, very few be Co./Xuston-Tuttlc, and V. F. Stud- regular club luncheon in both those
ing able to guess who “It’’ was. There ley. The chairmanship of Walter C. cities. The singing, again inspiringly
were many and varied costumes and Ladd Inaura* the success of this win led by Philip,A. Jones, was notably
added to by the Harmony Quartet,
It would be hard to say who was best. ter sports eventwhich had -beeti carefully selected by
It was about the only time men (?)
the program committee. The quartet
ever attended a meeting i.f the Re
King Hiram Council It. & S. M„
lief Corps, hut quite a few were pres was out in force at Masonic Temple contained four singers—A. W- Foss,
first bass. H. P. Blodgett, second
ent at this meeting. Chorus slpging
last night, when the degrees were
of old songs, and remarks from the
bass, W. A. Glover, third bass, and
conferred uixin Fred A. Snow of
comrades, with short talks from the
C. H. Duff, left Held. They special
Rockland.
L.
Orville
Gross
of
Cam

Thomaston ladies all added to the in
ized. in old-time college songs, adden. Henry Patterson "of Tenant's
terest of the evening. Next Thursday
hearing with deadly persistence t-o
Harbor,
and
Clarence
T.
Campbell,
Comrade Philbrook has promised to
the twenty-five or thirty verses of
James H. Castner. Merle S. Castner
read in costume and Comrade Wood"Oil, Clementine,” only deterred
and
“
Frank
E.
Elwell
of
Waldoboro.
sum is listed for entertainment, also
from following it with the extended
Tlie
Snappy
Five
Orchestra
made
its
The other comrades of the Post are
debut as far as Masonic entertain musical narrative of “ITpidee-l ples|>ecially requested to be present if ments
were concerned, and was re- ‘,al’
noticing that theh healerg
possible. Housekeepers will be Mrs.
had taken refuge In rffe Grill kitchen.
ceived'vvith
a
great
deal
of
apprecia

Winifred Butler and Mrs. Riah
Knight. The meeting falls on Lin tion. The orchestra had volunteered
We ashore little appreciated the
coln’s birthday, and special plans are its services, but when this was made wild fury which Thursday’s storm
known
the
Masons
passed
the
plate,
made for that evening.
exerted at sea. At bleak Metinic
and the musicians benefited hand
z
came serious disaster w|hen Fred
somely.
Be'ween
the
two
sessions
There will he a Valentine party in
Lurvey’s power boat was sunk and
of
degree
work
the
Eastern
Star
fur

Odd Fellows hall Feb. 10. Admission
nished a supper which also met with Byron Wottonto fishing boat was
15 cents.—adv.
17-18
crashed onto the rocks. The distress
everybody’s approval.
signals hoisted by the little marooned
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar
group were not seen and Sunday El
An
advertisement
in
another
col

cade.—adv.
umn tells a story about Community bridge Simmons took the sole small
boat and started for the White
Food Fair tickets. This is it. The
committee has compiled a list of Head Coast Guard Station for help.
graduates and former students of The Coast Guardsmen promptly re
Rockland High .School and has sent sponded and after a stiff battle with
to each two tickets. In many in sea and ice landed the castaways at
White Head, being unable to reach
stances this means that four or six
We give regularly until tickets even may go to one family. Spruce Head1 village because of ice.
The rescued party included Mr. and
is the plea of the ticket commit
further notice 20 PER It
Mrs. Byron Wotton and three chil
tee that when this condition arises
dren, the eldest but three years old;
tickets not be returned but sold
..
CENT OFF the marked the
,
...
,. r
. rred Lurvey and Mr. S tnmons. At
by the recipients as a ppft of their ..
.. 1 ..
selling price on every contribution to'- the High School the Station they were given every
comfort and kindness conceivable and
The spirit thus far man
article in our store, includ equipment.
are thoroughly appreciative.
ifested has been really remarkable
with only an occasional ticket being
ing Stoves.
Community Fair Feb. 23-?8. Arreturned. Every alumna should heed
cade.—adv.
the call of Miss Kathleen Snow’s-,
committee and contribute some ar- ,
tide or articles to the sales tables
Dnecration of our Sab
which the girls will operate. AU
bath day is a foreign idea.
types of handkerchief, fancy work—
anything that can be exchanged for
We want no Continental
L. MARCUS
cash money—is welcomed.
313-319 MAIN ST.

/

—Ku Klux Kian.

Episcopal church notices: Sunday
it St. Peter’s, Holy Communion at
7.30 a. m.. morning prayer and ser
mon at 10.30. church school following.
At Thomaston, church school at 6.30
p. m., followed by evening prayer and
sermon at 7.30.
The Thomaston
Guild will meet at the home of Mrs.
J. E. Walker Tuesday afternoon at
2 o’clock. There will be a meeting of
St. Peter’s vestrymen at the rectory
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• * • •
The Salvation Army, Capt. and Mrs.
George Simons, officers in charge,
hold Sunday services as follows: Hol
iness meeting. 11 a. m.; Salvation
meeting. 8 p. m.; Company meeting
ts.
2 p. m.; Young People's Le
gion. 6.30 pMn. Saturday. Sunday and
Monday will be observed as the “An
nual" for young people and special
services with the young folks taking
the leading part will he in order. Mr.
Rawley will he the chief speaker at
the Saturday night meeting. Sunday
afternoon the prizes for company
meeting attendance will he given out.
• * * •
At the morning service at Little
field Memorial church Rev. O. W.
Stuart will deliver the fifth in a serlee
of Sermons and his subject will he
What the Bible Says About Our
Times." The choir will sing “I Will
Extol Thee," Lowden. Bible school
meets at noon and C. E. corner at
6.15. Address by Mr. Stuart at R.16
from subject "While It Is Day." The
Bible conference ( pens Monday even
ing and tlie topic will lie "The Cre
ative Days;’’ Tuesday evening. “The
Dispensations; ” Thursday evening.
*Fhe Conflict of Good and Evil;”
Friday evening, "The Course of This
World.” Mr. Stuart has spared no
effort to make these lectures most
helpful. They will all be illustrated
by large, original charts.
* * * *
At Pratt Memorial' M. E. church
Sunday morning there will be a bap
tlsm and reception of members, fol
lowed by the communion. Music will
be furniahed by a chorus choir of 30
voices conducted by Miss Bertha C.
McIntosh, and will consist of anthem.
Rock of Ages." Buck, with incidental
solo by Mrs. George Wadleigh, so
prano; also duet. "The Cross," Hark
ness, Mrs. George Wadleigh soprano
and William Milligan tenor. In flic
evening the pastor will speak on
“Why Join the Church?" The music
will include the anthem, "In Him
Was Life,” Scheneeker, with inci
dental solo by Miss Marie Brown and
male
quartet,
‘Galilee,”
Mesrs,
Smith, Clark, Porter and Milligan.
Sunday school at 12 with classes for
every age; Epworth League at 6.15
ind prayer meeting Tuesday evening
at 7.30.
• • • •
Tomorrow morning at the First
Baptist church the pastor. Rev. 15. P.
Browne will sjieak at 10.30 on “Why
Trouble the Miaster?" The choir
will sing
"Jesus Shall Reign."
Scheneeked'. Sunday school is held at
the close of the morning service:
Ch.ldren’s Happy Hour at 4 p. m. and
Christian Endeavor at 6.15. At the
evangelistic service which begins at
7.15 the subject will be "A Portrait of
Pilot." Special music will include a
duet by Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Mrs.
Rachel Browne, "Forever With the
Lord,” Gounod; a solo by Mrs. Browne
and two selections by the choir,
“Savior, When Night Involves the
Sky,’’ Warren, and "Softly Now the
Light of Daf.” Hamer. Thf pastor
will answer the four following ques
tions: Do we need more police or
more Sunday schools? How does
archaeology help to prove the Bible
true? What is the i|a pardonable
fin? Is it true that St. Paul re
fused women the right to speak in
church? Prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

$3.95
One lot of Black, Gray and Brown Oxfords, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00

$3. £5
Men’s High and Low $7.50 and $8.50 Shoes
$5.95
One lot of Men’s High Shoes, Black and Tan, $5.50 to $7.50 for

$4.25
Men’s Leather Tops and Rubber Bottom, Crepe or Hard Soles,
8,10,12 and 14 in tops at cost.
♦ "*
•
Every article in our stock is a Bargain.

THIS SALE WILL CONTINUE ALL NEXT
WEEK.-WE HAVE THE GOODS !

FOLLOW THE BOYS!
Mr. Father, Mrs. Mother, Mr. and Mrs. Citizen of Rockland:—
Follow the Boys. They represent the Manhood of your city a
decade hence—and at their side stand the girls—the future
mothers. Give them your help and support Now. A little group
of earnest men and women is completing a great labor of love
by helping equip the New High School. The splendid Athletic
Field is an accomplished fact. Now put your shoulder to the
wheel and help equip the fine new building. Is a youngster’s
chance worth $2.00?

Buy a Ticket To the Community Fair and Carnival
ARCADE,

Arc the Vitaminen personal
|friends of yours? If not why
not.
Rockland Red Cross.

1924

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

BIG COSTUME CARNIVAL
FEBRUARY 12
CAMDEN OPERA

BORG

Refreshments
Prizes Given For Best Costumes
Cars to Rockland After the Dance
,

Hear these Lectures on Bible*Sub
jects you have wondered about at

Littlefield Memorial Free
Baptist Church
FEBRUARY 9-20, 1925

DIED
Young Milford. N H . Feb. 4. Mrs Oiarlotte A. Young, aged 79 years, 11 months.
Perry—Rockland. Feb. .5, Newton H. Per
ry. Aged 60 years, 4 months. Funeral Sun
day at 2 o’clock from Bowes-Crozier par
lors. Friends please omit flowers.
I ph am—Rockport, Feb. 7, William F. Up
ham. Aged 92 years. 9 montfis, 12 days
Hoffses—Souh Waldoboro, Feb 6, Annie
E.. wife of James Hoffses Aged 81 years, 3
months, 7 daju. Funeral Sunday at 1.30
from late residence.
/

7:30 P. M.
TOPICS FOR THE LECTURES:
Mnd.y, Feb. 9—The Creative Days.
Tuetday, Feb. 10—The Dispensations.
Thursday, Feb. 12—The Conflict ot Good
and Evil.
Friday. Feb. 13—The Course of This
World.
Monday, Feb. 16—The Eight Covenants.
Tuesday, Feb. 17—Under the Shadow of
the Cross and The Five Trinittos of

Grace.

Thursday, Feb. 19—The Tribulation and
Kintdom.
Friday. Feb. 20—The Seven Judgments.
Come! Bring your friends and your Bible
Everybody welcome
Chart with each lecture

CAMDEN

COAST ARTILLERY
15-19

MARRIED

H Jackion and Bernice Louise Wltham, both
of Rockland.

Know Your Bible Better

HOUSE

STRICTLY COSTUME AFFAIR
$1.00 per couple
Confetti, Serpentine Streamers, Good Music,

Phllbrook-Hanrahan—Rockland, Oct
11.
turb efficient operation. Business 1924.
Ralph J. Philbrook of Owl s Head and
insurance takjes up the slack. Con MIks Beatrice Hanrahan of Rockland
Jackson-Withhani -Rockland. Feb.— <korge
sult Walker. Phone 524-R.—adv.

Bible Conference

18-23

Every Cent For the Boys and Girls

rooney—New York <
L- . to Mr and
Mts. Burnell Cooney, of > • • ork and Wal
doboro, a »<>n—Daniel.
Sloane—Vinalhaven, Jan 31 to Mr. and
Mrs Parker Sloane, a daughter.
Carney—Rockland, Feb. H, to Mr. and Mrs
James Carney, a daughter.-—Glen lee Isabelle.
Weed Rockland, Feb. 6, to Mr. and Mre
William H Weed, a daughter—Kathleen Mil
Handsome costumes in Malt Jongg dred, 9 poundu, 3 ounces.
at Universallst vestry. Feb. 17.—adv.

Loss of an important life may dis

FEB.

■Mank.—'Fast Waldoboro. Jan. 28, Moses
Bnow Mank, aged 90 years.
Morse- -New * ork City. Jan. 22, Frederick
S. Morse, formerly of Waldoboro.
i Manson—Vlnalhaven, Feb. 5. Adel
| widow of David R. Manson. Zge<l 84 years
i 2J days
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our heartfelt thank?
to our neighbors and friends for the manj
acts of kindness and words of condolence and
sympathy during the illness and death of ouf
beloved sister and aunt and for the many
beautiful floral tributes at the funeral.
iMirs Carrie Morey and family, Eugene F
Merrill, Stonington.

WHY WAIT
LONG HOURS OR A WHOLE DAY FOR PAINT TO DRY
WHEN GUM-A-LAC DRIES IN A SINGLE HOUR?

1

GUM-A-LAC PAINT, a paint that dries in one hour, so that
floors and standing trim may be used 60 minutes after appli
cation.
2... GUM-A-LAC VARNISH, a varnish that sets completely one
hour after application. It can be waxed or rubbed with
pumice stone, or if desired, left in the natural gloss.
3 GUM-A-LAC VARNISH STAINS, dry in one hour after ap
plying. Ideal for Pianos, Floors, Furniture, etc.
4 GUM-A-LAC, a paint for Automobiles and Boats. The car
or the boat may be used one hour after the application of the
paint.
5 PULLEN’S SUPERIOR WATER AND RUST PROOF POL
ISH for Metal or Varnish. This Polish is quarantced to con
tain no gums or acids.
I will call at your house or place of business and prepare
any colors or any amount. I also refinish and repolish Pianos
and Furniture. Inside painting and decorating is my specialty.
Out of Town Work Solicited.
All Orders Promptly Filled

FRANK L. PULLEN
)29 McLOUD STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1060-M.

14317

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazev^yjBiturday, February 7, 1925.
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VINALHAVEN

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS WORD PUZZLE

ien Children Cough
Ad Quickly

Estate af John A. Black
NOTICE

Estate of George A. Miller
KNOX COUNTY —

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '1

Eastern Standard Time
<
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
• Trains Leave Rockland for
January 20, 1925, she was duly appointed the 20th day of Jan. A. D. 1925.
Rev. Albert Henderson of Rhode
Lester C Miller, Executor on the estate
Augusta, A|7.00a. m., 17.30 a. m., tLlO P- «u.’
executrix of the last will and testament of
Bangor,A§7 00a. m , t7.30a.in . fl.10p.m. J
John A. Black, late of South Orange, N. J , of George A. Miller, late of Rockport, In said
Island will prea'h in Union church
Boston. A{7.00a. m., |7.30a. m.. tl lOp. m. 1
in the County of Essex, deceased, without County, deceased, having presented hl« first
Sunday. Subject for morning ser
Brunswick, A57.00a.m., f7.30a.m., tl lOp in.,
Watch your child closely when he bond as the will directs, ana on this date account of administration of said estate for
vice will be "Greatness of Little pets a “cold" and begins to cough. was qualified to fill said trust
|5.30p. m.
allowance:
Lewiston.
A §7.00 a. m., f7.30a. m., 11.10 p. nt.
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given,
Many
a
case
of
croup
and
serious
ill

All
i>ersons
having
demands
against
the
Things” and in the evening, "On the
New York. tl.lOp. m.
has been turned aside with a few estate are desired to present the saute for ♦hree weeks aucceMively, In The Courier-GaEternal Presence.” There will be ness
Portland, A57.00a. m., |7.30a. m., tl.lOp.ut.,
doses of that fine old medicine, settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re tette, a newspaper published In Rockland, in
special music both morning and ev Kemp’s Balsam.
Act promptly. quired to make payment immediately to me said County, tliat all persons Interested may 15.30 p. m.
Waterville. A47.00a.m., t7.30a.m., tl.lOp.m.
Don't be disvoui aged because ordinary or to Henry H. Payson, my legally appointed attend at a Probate Court to be held at
ening.
Woolwich. A57.00a.m., f7 30a.m.. tlJOp.lu.,
Rockland, on tlie seventeenth day of Feb
cough
syrups
fail
to
—stick to Agent In Maine,
Representative
Charles
Roman Kemp's Balsam. Just help
(
MARGARET S BLACK.
ruary, next, and show cause, If any they to.30 p. m.
a few doses
returned Wednesday to Augusta.
South Orange, X. J. have, why the said account should not be t Daily, except Sunday
bring the relief you nre looking for.
allowed.
A
Passengers
provide
own
ferriage
Bath
to
Wool

January
20.
1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
Only 30 cents at all stores.
'Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles and
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Probate. wich.
Orren Shean left Monday for Mon
A true copy,—Attest:
Estate of John A. Karl
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
treal,
where
they
will
enjoy
the
win

11-8-17
HENRY H PAYSOlN, Register 9-28-24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt,
NOTICE
10
Feel
fine!
6
y
z
3
7
?
1
8
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
ter sports.
Estate of Edna 8. Porter
.
Let “Caacareta”
December 16, 1924, he was duly appointed
Ray Knowlton returned Monday
STATE OF MALNE
administrator of tlie estate of John A. Karl,
clean your bowKNOX, SS
from
Wnshington,
D.
C..
where
he
late
of
Rockland,
in
the
County
of
Knox,
—_______
- -s
1=^ els and gtiniu
12.
11
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland In
deceased,
without
bond
as
the
law
directs,
and
attended tlie funeral of his brother
and for said County of Knox, on the 20th day
on this date was qualified to fill said trust.
=. *ate .V°ur liver. Albert Knowlton, U. S X., whose
of
January,
lu
the
year of our Lord, one
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
No griping ot
A..A •
body was brought to that city for in
estate, are desired to present the same for thousand nine hundred and twenty-five.
The direct route between
S
1
overacting.
MilA
certain
tnstrument.
purporting to be the
settlement,
and
all
Indebted
thereto
are
re

if
13
ions of men terment in the soldiers’ cemetery at
The ground-hog ought to have been quired to make payment Immediately to
last Will and Testament of Edna 8. Porter, ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA«
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
late of Rockland, In said County, having been
HAROLD L KARL,
women, and Arlington.
satisfied with the amount of darkness
Rockland. Maine presented for probate, and application having
ISLAND
Monday Capt. Llewellyn Smith he had Monday, even if the sun did
children
take
/d
been
made
that
no
l>ond
be
required
of
the
December, 16, 1X14.
Jan31-Feb7-14
16
17
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
15
this harmless fell while stepping from an automo shine a few minutes in the early
executor
named
In
the
will.
',?• ’’ • ’.
..O
(Subject to change without notice)
Estate of Irene Voss
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
laxative- bile and dislocated his shoulder.
morning, for the storm all day Mon
NOTICE
persons Interest'd, by causing a copy of tilts IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
A special meeting of Atlantic
cathartic. It doesn’t sicken you like
day and far into the night was the
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
Order
to
be
published
three
weeks
succes

e. 1924.
K.
71
/9
2X>
pills, oils, calomel and salts. Tastes Royal Arch Chapter was held Thurs worst of the seasoft. The men had January 20, 1925, he w«fs duly appointed ad sively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
Swan’s Island dally except Sundaya
nice—acts wonderful. 10c, 25c and day evening, for the purpose of con battled with the high drifts from the ministrator of the estate of Ireue Vose, late published at Rockland In sAid Cminty, that at Loaves
5.30
A
M.
for
Stonington, North Haven,
ferring the Royal Arch degree on preceding storm and hadii't finished of Cushing in the County of Knox, deceased, tJiev may ap|»car at a Probate Court to be Vinalhaven and Rockland.
50c boxes—any drugstore.
Ithout bond as the law directs, and on this hold nt Rockland In and for said County, on
•.w
Returning
leave's
Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Philip
Brown
and
Henry
Dunean
of
on all the roads when this storm of date was qualified to fill said trust.
the 17th day of February, A. D 1925, at
22
All persons huvltig demands against the nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause. for Vinalhaven, North Haveu, Stonington and
North Haven.
»
snow and wind caught them. There
Swan's
lsiarft
JeT'A • • }
'5^-'
Tuesday evening at her home Mrs. are only a l'ew now to shovel snow. estate, are desired to present the same for If any they have, why the prayer of the pe
B. H. STINSON,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re titioner should not be granted
General Agent.
Langtry Smith entertained the Pals. In our boyhood days there used to he quired to make payment immediately to
26 27 26 29
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate
Rockland, Maine. Oct fi, 1924.
EDWIN
S.
VOSE.
Supper
was
served.
A true Copy,—Attest:
some
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men
and
hoys
In
the
old
Monday,
Candlemas
Day,
“
half
the
1 .*<■. •• <
Cushing, Maine.
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HENRY H PAYSON, Register
Chris Holbrook is quite ill at his district and six or eight sturdy yoke
January 20, 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
meat and half the pay*’ and this win home with pneumonia.
.<.5 . *
ot oxen and as many more steers
Estate of Luella Witham
33
31
32
ter it’s more than half the fuel con
Estate of Thomas Bailey Aldrich
The Variety Club was entertained which every farmer was glad to put
STATE OF MAINE
NOTICE
KNOX. RS.
sumed. It snowed all day. According Wednesday evening by .Mrs. Angus | int0 the team hitched to the big trl' ’ :: v
The subscriber hereby gives notlcf that on
Melt a little Vicks in a
At a lYobate Court held at Ro« kland In
angle. This was considered an excel June 15, 1920, she was duly appointed exe and for said Counity of Knox, on the twen
to his custom the ground-hog came Hennlgar. Supper was served
35
36 37
5f
spoon and inhale the
1’nion Church circle held its usual lent opportunity to <breek unruly cutrix of the last will and testament of tieth day of January. In the year of our
'•*
out, could not see his shadow and
Thomas Bailey Aldrich, late of Boston, Mas Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twentymedicated vapors. Apply
supper at the vestry Thursday night. steers. Now there is not a single ox sachusetts,
In the County of Suffolk, dc- five
went foraging for a succulent twig The housekeepers were Mrs. Charles or steer in the whole neighborhood.
frequently up the nostrils.
aaed, and on this date was qualified to fill
A
petition
for
the
confirmation
of
Arthur
38
to chew on while contemplating an Young, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw. Mrs.
Marlton Knowlton, the genial said trusa by giving bond as the law directs. Guest, Trustee under the will of Luella
Always use freely just
AU persons having demands against the Witham, late of Thomaston, having been pre
early spring, but at night he was very Frank Rossiter and Mrs. Edward carrier of Liberty Route No. 1 found
estate, are desired to present the same for sented.
before going to bed.
glad to escape the storm and zero Greenleaf.
the worst traveling Tuesday that he settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
weather and get back into his warm
io
1*v i 41
The Silent Sisters have postponed has found for years, but persisted quired to make payment Immediately to me or all persons Interested, by causing a copy af
to Frank B. Miller of Rockland, ray legally this Order thereon to be published three
room in the ground and sleep awhile the Married Folks dance adver and made his trip.
appointed Agent in Maine,
weeks aucceMively In Tlie Courier-Gazette,
Jonger.
tised for Feb- 20 in favor of the com
Women of all ages, sizes and de
MARY E ALDRICH.
a new^vaper published at Rockland, In said
t(£) by Western Newspaper Union.)
The men who are working on the edy “The Early Bird” to be present scriptions, fat, leah, short and long,
Boston, Mass. County, that they may appear at a Probate
January
20.
1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
pond
were
obliged
to
knock
off
MonCourt to be held at Rockland, In and for
Vertical.
Horizontal.
ed in Memorial hall under the aus beauties and baby-dolls, are doing
said County, on the seventeenth day of Feb
*■ t"day noon, on account of the severe pices of the Senior Class of Vinal •cross-word puzzles and,, learning to
1— Part of one's property
1—-Asunder
Estate of Albert T. Snow
ruary A. D. 192f5, at nine o’clock in the fore
pt 17 Million Jar9 U—d
2— Uance of Polish origin
G—To let
weather. Tuesday there was no work haven High School.
NOTICE
noon, and show caueae. If any they have,
snowshoe. One woman said her feet
3— Foreign
11— -Pertaining to the sun
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on why the prayer of the petitioner should not
either. It was very cold and the
Feb.
16
is
the
date
of
the
Men
’
s
were
determined
to
go
east
and
west
4— Male sheep
20, 1925, she was duly appointed be granted.
12— Ardent
high wind blew the snow hard, but supper, given at Union church ves at the same time, no matter which January
xeeutrlx of the last will and testament of
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
5— Woody plant having single main
13— Viscous mud
the Rockland Coal Co., are cut try. Proceeds to be used for church way she went, and she claimed it got Albert T. Snow, late of South Thomastoa, A true copy—Attest:
stem
14— Twist
the
County
of
Knox,
deceased,
without
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ting ice and making fine headway repairs.
0—Vicious
15— Enlarge
her into difficulty. •
bond as Ute will directs, and on this date
and will soon be through. It has
7— Organ of head
10—Terminate
Regular meeting, Order of the
Minot Bowman visited at the home was qualified to fill said trust.
Estate of Susie Mary Heald
8— Spry
been a very tough winter so far.
18—Card gams
All persons having demands against the
STATE OF (MAINE
HEADQUARTERS
Eastern Star, was well attended of Mr. and Mrs. Charles French in
0—Spanish title
10—Container
are desired to prenent the same for KNOX. SS.
Monday night’s storm was the Monday.
Somerville Sunday, making the trip estate,
settlement,
and
all
Indebted
thereto
are
re

At
a
Probate
Court
hold
at
Rockland
In
21— Saucy
10—Fungus disease of cereals
•
worst of the season. The cross roads
Thursday Leroy R. Smith received on snowshoes.
quired t ok make payment Inunedlately to
and for wald County of Knox, on the 20th
17—Racket
22— Banishment
are drifted badly. On the main road a large shower of postcards from
ADA M SNOW.
day of January, in the year ot our Lord one
Merle Marr has been talking of
20— Solution
23— Kill
South Thomaston, Me. thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
the snow is very deep. Mr. Heald, friends and relatives in honor of his buying a tractor to haul wood.
21— Projecting piece of wood
2G— Precious metal
January
20,
1925.
Joan31-Feb7-14
A petition for the confirmation of Albert
the mail man, did not get to the birthday.
23— Mixture of vegetables
30— Point
Mrs. Laura Lessner is learning to
P Heald, Lilia B Elliot and Arthur J.
24— Climbing plant characteristic postoffice here until nearly 12 at noon
31— One of the genders (abbr.)
Estate
of
Almena
E.
Hanrahan
Elliot,
Trustees under the will of Susie Mary
walk
on
snowshoes.
Mrs. Adel C. Manson, widow af
of tropical regions
NOTICE
33— Man’s title
Heald, late of Thomaston, having been pre
Tuesday. He went down past in his David It. Manson died at her home
and
Tlie
aub<crlber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
sented.
25— Circuit, compass, precinct
34— Smull sign
snowmoble at a pretty stiff pace, Thursday aged 84 years. Obituary
Beware of inferior Castor Oil. January 20. 1923 he was duly appointed ex
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
27—Any of various willow trees
36—(set up
making the snow fly in such clouds will appear in next issue.
ecutor
of
the
last
will
and
testament
of
Al

all
persons
Interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
Be
safe
and
buy
it
under
Three
Crow
2H—Kind of thread
38—Any of various resins, such as
mena E Hanrahan, late of Rockland. In the thia Order thereon to be published three
all around him one could hardly tell
20—Garb
copal
Members of Marguerite Chapter, Brand.—advCounty of Knox, deceased, without bond as weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette,
whether it was the mail team, a O. H. S., will attend the funeral ser
31— Pertaining to Flaudlrs (ubbr.)
30—Christmas carols
the will directs, and on this date was quali a newspaper published at Rockland, In said
BUILT TO ORDER
locomotive or the Flying Dutchman. vices of Mrs. Adel C. Manson, Sun
32— Supplies with men
40— Fact
fied to fill said trust.
County, that they may appear at a Probate
STATE OF MAINE
35—Australian bird
All persons having demands against the Court to be held at Rockland. In and for
COUNTY OF KNOX. SS.
41— Town in northeast Greece
That snowmobile is the only motor day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
TROUBLE SHOOTING
estate,
are
desiied
to
present
the
same
for
said
County,
on
the
17th
day
of*
February
To
the
Honorable
Justice
of
the
Supreme
37—Fish eggs
car on the road these days. There is
REPAIRS
Elder Harvey Minton has arrived Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland settlement, and all indebted thereto are re A. D. 1925. at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
Solution will appear In next Issue.
quite a lot of teaming and the horse from a Rockland visit and will open within and for said county, on the second quired to make payment Immediately to
and show cause. If any they have, why the
ALTERATIONS
Tuesday of September. 1925.
LEROY D PATTERSON,
prayer of tlie petitioner should not be
is having his day.
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
a fieries of meetings in the Saintfe
Rockland, Maine. granted.
Reginald W Warden of Thomaston in said
January 20. 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
Broadcast Reception
church beginning tomorrow.
His county, husband of Annie W. Warren, now of
Solution of Puzzle No. 22.
A
true
copy
Attest
:
parts
unknown,
respectfully
represents
:
That
opening subject will be ”The Solid his wife’s maiden name was Annie W Hut
Estate of Edna Banks Mured
Coils Wound To Order
11817
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STATE OF MAINE
Foundation." A steropticon will be ton; that he was lawfullwmarrltd to the said
Parts and Accessories
School closed Wednesday after
SS.
Estate or Isidore D. Prince
The friends of Elvin C Fish will used during the week to brightoH1 ^nnle w- Hutton at Ljxnimmvllle in the State KNOX.
MAIL
ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland
in
KNOX
COUNTY
—
an eight week term. I'ntU the reof Vermont, October 2, 1917, by Rev. Mr. and for said County of Knox, on tlie 20th
be saddened to learn of his death the services.
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
ATTENTION
Richardson, duly authorized to solemnize mar
"ent storms the children have had a
day
of
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
the
20th
day
of
January,
A.
D.
1925.
riages ; that they lived together as husband
which occurred Saturday at his home
fine chance to go to school. One of
J. Morrln Studley, Administrator on the
and wife in the S’ate of Vermont ten months thousand, nine hundred ahd twenty-five.
FEDERAL LAND LOANS
A petition asking for the appointment of estate of Isadora D Prince, late of Warren.
the pleasing features of the term has
in Yonkers, X. Y. He had been ill
and in Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,
four years, from the time of their said mar D H. Glidden, as administrator on the In said County, deceased, having presented
been the hoi 'unches two or three
for some time and was tenderly
estate
of Edna Banks Murch, late of Vinal hh first and final account of admin 1st rat ion
Federal land banks of Maine closed riage until October 29, 1921, that your 11RADIO SERVICE STATION
I times a week. Aside from the bene
cared for by his wife and daughter. 42 loans valued at $120,400 during bellant has resided in this State In good haven. in said County, having been presented. of said estate tor allowance:
E E
(Over Express Office)
Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
fit of these it nanes a sort of picnic
He was the son of the late John and the month of December, bringing the faith for one year prior to the commencement all persons interested,
ILK
by causing a copy of three weeks successively, In The Courier-Ga
Postoffice Box 359
these proceedings; that said libellee is a
for the children. On Jan. 29 Eliza
Adelaide Fish who were old residents total number closed from the period uf
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
suc

zette.
published
in
Rockland,
In
said
County,
resident of this State; that your libellant
ROCKLAND,...................... MAINE
beth Newbert cooked the dinner for I
cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a news that all persons interested may attend at a
of Hope.
has
always
conducted
himself
towards
Ids
said
of organisation to the end of last
the whole schoo' and carried It to '
, ,»o«o
i
i
.
wife a.? a faithful, true and affectionate hus- paper published at Rockland, In said County, Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
True’s Canning factory is again
tq 2,243 \alued at $6,306,130, ac^ band; that on the said 29th day of October, tliat they may appear at a Probate Court to the seventeenth day of February next, and
Ji them at noon ar.d epent the afternoon 1
'canning apples owing to increased >ear
cording to figures from the treasury 1921, the said Annie \V Warren utterly de be held at Rockland In and for said County, show <4^ise. If any they have, why the said
B E DJ|V A I L|
i in visiting the school. She did the
sales and orders and at the present department. The loans closed by the, sorted your libellant wlthoAt eiui’e and went on tiie 17th da> of February. A. D. 1925, at account should not be allowed.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge
same thing last winter and the pu
ND L E S Si
parti unknown to him. since which time he nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show
outlook there will be about a month’s Maine federal land bank, were al
has never seen or heard from her; that aaid cause, if any they have, why the prayer of A true copy,—Attest:
pils had all been wishing she would
EAR Sj
work.
the
petitioner
should
not
be
granted
11-817
HENRY
H PAYSON. Regls:er
most four times more than were utter desertion has continued for three con
' Come again, for ;hey leported a great
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
The snowplow used by A. P. Allen closed by such banks In any other secutive years prior to the filing of this libel
iR'Y'El
A
true
copy
—
Attest
:
Estate
of
Carrie
B. Quinn
dinner and grand good time on botli
this winter gives good satisfaction, New England state during Decem that her residence is unknown to your li
11817
KENI^Y H PAY80N, Register. KNOX COUNTY-rbellant and cannot be ascertainol by rea
occasions. The dinner consisted of
making a wide smooth road.
In
Court
of
Probate
held
at Rockland on 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
ber. Vermont and Massachusetts sonahle diligence ; tlbflt there is no collusion
Estate of Ellen K. Vose
baked beans, brown bread, hot blsthe 20th day of January, A. D. 1925.
A flock of 50 Rhode Island red pul tied for second place, having closed between your libellant and the said Annie W
STATE OF ‘MAINE
Willoughby
W
Quinn.
Executor
on the es Telcpscncs—Office 4C8; House 693-R
| cult, two kinds of picl-.les, pineapple
KNOX. SS
lets owned by George Athearn la yed 11 loans, each, the value of the loans Warren to obtain a divorce
tate of Carrie B Quinn, late of Hope, In
he prays that a divorce may
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in said
pie, doughnuts, Jelly and whipped
S5Vi dozen eggs during the month of in Vermont being $20,800, and in be Wherefore
County,
deceased,
having
presented
his
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
decreed between him and the said Annie and for said County <rf Knox, on the
The “standing room only" sign
cream and apples.
second and final account of administration
January, not counting the ones used Massachusetts $24,500
W. Warren for the cause above set forth
twentieth day of January, in the year of our of
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
]
could
have
been
displayed
at
th?
said
estate
for
allowance
:
Mrs. Marguerite Griffln and two
January 11, 1925, State of Maine.
Lord one Thousand nine hundred and
by the family. This is going some
Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
evening
REGINALD W. WARREN
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
twenty-five.
children were Sunday callers of Mrs. schoolhouse last f riday
for January and the best record
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
Rockland, January 11, 1925
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
A pHItion asking for the appointment of three
when
McClain's
Minstrels
took heard of yet in <his locality.
Hazle Perry.
zette
published In Rockland. In said County,
Middlesex, ss.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
Ethel V. Grover, as administratrix on the that all
charge.
It
was
a
welcome
sight
to
persons interested may attend at a
Chrystal Stanley and Ruth Moody
M
assachuetts.
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND EN
estate
of
Ellen
K
Vose,
late
of
Thomaston,
Harvey Kimball entertained his
AS A PREVENTATIVE OF
Probate Court to be hel<l at Rockland, on
Personally appeared Reginald W Warren in said County, having been presented.
LARGING.
were overnight guests of Elizabeth the boys to see so many there. As brother Fred Kimball and family last
abo?e named, libellant ami made oath that
GRIPPE
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof be given to the 17th day of February next, and show
quite a number of our people are Sunday by playing selections on his
Sprowl, Monday.
the foregoing allegation as to the residence all persons interested, by causing a copy cause, If .any they have, why the said account
Keep the bowels open and take
•
Dr. Plumer of Union was a busi away for the winter. Space does not new Victrola.
of the libellee Is true.
of this order to be published three weeks should hot be allowed.
EDW’ARD K GOULD. Judge
(Seal)
Before me.
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a news A true copy,—Attest
ness caller at Minnie Brown's Mon permit to tell of every number but
The flrst and second degrees were
:
ALBIN
JOHNSON,
paper
published
at
Rockland,
in
said
County,
each one of the company was good. worked on one candidate last Satur
day.
11-8-17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Justice of the Peace that they may appear at a' Probate Court
(Seal)
STATE OF MAINE
Anyway you look you see plenty of Maynard says he was stage-struck, day evening at Hope Grange. Re
to be he'd at Rockland in and for said
Estate
of Ellmt K. Voso
KNOX. SS.
County, on the seventeenth day of February
enow hero on the Ridge. The roads but none believe it, as he went freshments were served.
on rising and retiring.
Clerk's Office, Supreme Judicial Court, In A D. 1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, KNOX COUNTY.—
are made through fields a good part through with the opening number,
In
Court
of
Probate
held at Rock’.ar.d on
Vaca t loti.
Successor to A. J. Craklni, * Co.
and show cause. If any they have, why the the twentieth day of January.
1923.
“How Do You Bo Monhegan Folks,”
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.
Rockland, January A I) 1925.
of tlie way.
prayer of the pettrioi^r should not be
Alton
C.
Grover,
Guardisu
of Ellen K.
*17 MAIN 8T. .... ROCKLAND
•Upon jhe foregoing Libel, Ordered. That the granted.
like an old-timer, the rest of the
of Theinaston, In said County, having
Libellant give notice to said Ann.e W. War
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate. Vose,
company coming in on the chorus.
presented his final account of guardianship
GEORGE R. DOAK
ren to appear before our Supreme Judicial A true copy—Attest:
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
said ward for allowance •
Mrs. Emeline Waterman
Strolling Down Lonely Lane” by
Court, to be helden al Rockland, within and
11S17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register. of Ordered,
That notice thereof be given,
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
The sudden death of George R. Freddy Osgood and Lorimer Brackett
Mrs- Emeline Waterman died at
three weeks successively. In The Couricr-Ga
Estate of Isadora D. Prince
day of September, A. D. 1925, by publishing
zette, a uewspaper printed In Rockland. In
Doak, retired jeweler, Tuesday after was also good, but Freddy did not the home of her daughter, Mrs. Bessie
STATE OF MAINE
an attested copy -of said Libel, and this or
said County, that all persona interested may
der thereon, three weeks successively In The KNOX. SS.
noon, was a great shock to the citi sing near as loud as he does whan, Luce, in Camden, Jan. 30, after an
attend at a Probate Court to be held at
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland
In
Courler-Ggrette, a newspaper printed In
400 Main Street, - - . Rockland
zens of Belfast. Mr. Doak was for he is down at the southern beach, Illness extending over a period of
Rockland In our County of Knox, the last and for said Couhty of Knox, on the twen Rockland, on the seventeenth day of February,
Graduate Palmer Schoel et Chlreeraetle
next,
and show cause, if any they have, why
many years a member of the firm of Adolph gave “The Pal That I ’Loved. several weeks. Miss Emeline Boj-ntieth
day
of
January,
A
D.
1925
publication to be thirty days afc least prior
Office Heurij
J. Morris Studley, Administrator, having the said account should n<»t be allowed.
to said second Tuesday of September next,
Chase & Doak, retiring a few years Stole the Gal That I Loved,” the1 ton was born in Loberty May 26,
Meedaye, Wedaeedaye. Frideyt, 10-12; 2-l|
EDWARD
K.
GOULD.
Judge
that jhe may there and then in our said court presented his petition ihat the actual mar
7-1.
Ttieedeyi.
Thuradiye, 10-12; 2-1;
ago. He was for mnay years promi other colored gentlemen joining him 1839. and at the age of 20 years was
Member
appear and show cause, if any she have, why ket value of so much of the estate of Lsadore A true copy,—Attest:
Saturdaye. 10-12. Tel. Md
Later he sang a married to Albert- A. Waterman, and
11-8-17 HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
nent in Masonic circles and was the on the chorus.
the prayer of said Libellant should not be D. Prince, late of Warren. Me., Inlaid County
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Knox, as Is subject to the payment of Ihe
granted
first worthy patron of Primrose Chap French song, (the most of us had to came to this place where she spent
Estate of Auetln L. Kirk
State Inheritance Tax, the persons interested
CHARLES J. DUNN,
of Mew York
ter, O. E. S„ of which he was a chart take his woixl for It) but it sounded a long and useful life. Six children
STATE OF MAINE
In the succesakm thereto, and the amount
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
KNOX.
88
er member and was Instrumental in good at that. The clogging and were born to Mr. and Mrs. Water
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the of the tax thereon may be determined by the
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland In
Judge
of
Probate;
STOCKS
and
BONDS
Court
thereon.
its organization. He is survived by fancy dancing by Lorimer
and man, of whom four survive: Laura
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to and for said County of Knox, on the twen
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
his wife, formerly Miss Abbie Carle Courtland. Adolph Stevens and May E. and Lottie M. of Kenyon, R. I.,
tiie State Assessors and all persons inter tieth day of January, In the year of our
Publishers of the
14-S-20
Tdeshest IU
ton, to whom he was married at Vi nard Brackett was especially good, Mrs. Luce ot Camden, and James,
ested In the succession to said property, by Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twenty
S« UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
WEEKLY FIMAMCIAL DIGEST
Estate of Woodbury M. Puring.on
causing a copy of this Order to be published five.
nalhaven whero he was at one time Lorimer with fancy dress, red hose, who has always lived on the home
KNOX COUNTY
A
certain
Instrument,
purporting
to
be
the
Graduate
of
American 8ehool af
once a week, three weeks successively in The
which is sent free to
1 in business, and by two sons and slippers and picture hat and Court- place. A step-daughter. Mrs Ida
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at last Will and Testament of Austin L. Kirk,
Osteopathy
*
the 30th day of January, 1925
investors upon request
late
of
Warren.
In
said
County,
havkig
been
four daughters, Judge Carleton Doak. land with his nifty chapeau and Hoskcn, has of late made her home
Rockland, In said County, that they may ap
Frank
H.
Ingraham,
Public
Admlnlstra
pi
esen
ted
for
probate,
and
application
having
pear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
Rock

Marthon Doak of Belfast, Mrs. Mar wonderful skirt. Deckle was very with the deceased.
During the
tor on the estate of Woodbury M. Purlng
land. In and for said County, on the seven been made that no bond be required of the
shal Martin and Mrs. Ralph Clifford fetching in his knee pants, henna greater ]>art of her sickness the
ton. late of Rockland, in said County, de
teenth day of February, A. D. 1925, at nine executor named In the will.
ceased,
having
presented
his
second
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
I It f Providence, Miss Abbie Doak, R. N.. stockings, and little sailor hat. He family were all privileged to be with
o’clock In the forenoon and be heard in ref
count
of
administration
of
said
estate
for
erence to the determination of said tax or persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
of San Francisco and Mrs. Dana B. certainly can toot on that clarinet. their mother, and cared for her with
Order
to l>e published three weeks succes
allowance :
any question that may arise In reference
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Southworth of Belfast. As a citi Manville didn't have much to say but that tenderness and devotion which
Ordered. That notice thereof he given thereto.
slvely 1n The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
The Fameu* Sheet Mutle yea eee adverthree
weeks
successively
In
The
Couricr-Ga
published
at Rockland, in said County, tliat
zen he was highly respected and his he was right there with his ole was stimulated by their great af
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
tiled in all the leadln, ma,ulnae.
zette, published in Rockland, In said County
they may appear at a Probate Court* to be
A true copy,—Attest:
, home life was ideal. Mr. Doak was 'cordeen. Courtie got out his big fection for the one who had so lov
Estate of Charles Et Bicknell
that ail persons Interested may attend at a
held
at
Rockland
In
and
for
said
County,
on
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Regte’er.
Over
220
eeleetleae—
far
STATE OF MALNE
about 70 years old.
hook and made a stump speech and ingly cared for them so many times.
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
the seventeenth day of February. A. D. 1925,
eetaletae
KNOX, SS.
tlie seventeenth day of February, next, and
at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show
Estate
of
Vedie
I.
Williams
when he got through, some were al For those who knew and loved hetMAINE
MUSIC
CO..
Rockland.
Mo.
At a Probate Court held at R<x*kland In
cause. If any they have, why the prayer of
STATE OF MAINE
Use a few drops of Pure Three most speechless. Many were the lo no eulogy is necessary. Her life was and for said County of Knox, on the 36th allow cause. If any they have, why the said
the petitioner should not be granted
account should not be allowed.
KNOX. SS.
day
of
January,
In
the
year
of
mir
Lord,
Crow Friars Balsam on Sugar for cal hits, but every one was sport a benediction in itself to her many
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge
EDAVARD K. GOl’LD, Judge of Probate.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
nine hundred and twenty-five A true copy,—Attest :
| coughs or tickling in the throat.—ad. enough to take them in the right friends. Ever ready to lend her in oneA thousand,
and for said County of Knox, on the twen A true Copy,—Attest:
petition asking for the appointment of
14*8-20
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
11-8-17
HENRY U. PAYSON, Register
tieth day of January, in the year of our
spirit. Last, but not least, Eldorus fluence to every good word and Alfreda B Smith, as administratrix on thLord, one thousand, nine hundred and twen
Estate of 8srsh F. Leadbetter
of Charles E. Bicknell, late of Rockland
Estate of Henry Pearsons
McClain as one of the end-men, was work, she will be sadly missed. estate
ty-five.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
STATE OF MAINE
In said County, having been presented.
KNOX COUNTY.
A petition asking for the appointment of
of the best. All regretted that he Services were held from her late
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on John It. Williams as administrator on the KNOX, 88.
Telephone 328
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
could not sing his solo on account of home Thursday conducted by Willard all persons Interested, by causing a <-opy of the 30th day of January, A I) 1925
estate of Vedie I Williams, late of 8L
tills Order to be published three weeks suc
Harry 8 . Pearsons. Executor on the estate George, in sail County, having been pre and for said County of Knox, on the 20th
a had cold, but he was right there E. Overlock of Razorvllle a long cessively
Summer
Street, • • Rockland
in The Courier-Gazette, a news
Henry Pegwons, late of Rockland, in said sented and application having been made that day of January, in the year of our Lord, one
with his jokes, hi3 banjo and clario time friend of the family. Mrs. paper published at Rockland, in said County, of
M-tr
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five
County, deceased, having presented his final no bond be required of said administrator
certain Instrument, purporting to be
net. He deserves great credit- for Barnes, Mr. Wadsworth and Mr. that they may appear at a l*robate Court account of actynlnistration of saJd estate for
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to theA last
Will and Testament of Sarah F.
be held at Rockland in and for said allowance :
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
getting up such a good minstj-el and Mrs. Meservey sang two selec to
County, on the 17th day of February, A. D
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three this Order to be published three weeks suc Leadbetter, late of North Haven in said
team. Here's hoping he tries his tions by request. She had always 1925, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and weelAi
successively, in The Courier-Gazette, cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa County, having been presented for probate,
hand at it again before long. Ice loved flowers, and many beautiful show cause. If any they have, why the published in Rockland, In said County, tliat per published at Rockland, in said Countv, and ttivplleat-ion having been made that no
Office Moure: I te 2 and 7 te • P. M.
of the petitioner should not be granted all persons Interested may attend at a Pro that they may appear at a Fiobate Court to bond be required of the executor named
cream and cake was served after the offerings were laid upon her casket. prayer
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate
Realdeeee until 9 A. M. aad by AaaelatMa*
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the he he’d at Rockland in and for said County, the will.
performance, during which music The interment was In the family lot A true copy,—Attest:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
seventeenth day" of February next, and show on the seventeenth day of February, A. D.
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
14-8-20
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Telephone IM
was enjoyed. About $35 was real in Pine Grove cemetery, Appleton.
caiute, If aip- they have, why the said ac
1925, at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and this
Order to be published three weeks suc
count
should
not
be
allowed.
Estate
of
Hannah
McDonald
show
cause,
if
any
have,
why
the
prayer
of
THOMA8TON. ME.
ized from the entertainment.
cessively
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
NOTICE
the petitioner should not be granted.
at Rockland, In said County, that
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce of
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. ArEDWARD K. GOl’LD, Judge of Probate published
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on A true copy,—Attest:
they may appear at a Probate Court’ to be
Monhegan and Capt. and Mrs. Nel cade.—adv.
14-8 20
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
A true copy,—Attest:
October 28, 1924. she was appointed execu- I
held at Rockland in and for said Countv.
11817
HENRY
II
PAYSON.
Register.
trlx
of
the
last
will
and
testament
of
Hanson of Boothbay Harbor left last
on the 17th day of February. A D 1925, at
Estate of Nathan B. Allen
nah McDonald, late of Thomaston, in the
STATE OF MAINE
nine o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause,
Saturday on the Clyde Line from
Estate of Edwin D. Wiley
County*of Knox, deceased, without bond aa
if any they have, why the prayer of the pe
KNOX,
88.
STATE
OF
MAINE
New York for West Palm Beach,
the will directs, and on this date was quall106 PLEASANT STREET
titioner should not be granted
At a Probate Court held' at Rockland In KNOX. 88
ified
to
fill
said
trust
Fla.
BDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate
and
for
said
County
of
Knox,
on
the
30th
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland
in
and
All persons having demands agak.st the day of January, in the year of our Lord
A
true
Copy,
—
Attest
:
In the death of Dr. Frank Clarke
for said County of Knox, on the 20th day
estate, are desired to present the same for
ll-S-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five
of January, In the year of our Lord, one
which occurred recently at his home
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re one
1 J
A Certain Instrument, purporting to
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five.
quired
to
make
payment
immediately
to
TEL. 244-W
at Pemaquid Falls, this little com
the
last
\\'lll
and
Testament
of
Nathan
B
A
certain
Instrument,
purporting
to
be
Estate
of
Maynard W. Carver
ADELAIDE M. HANLEY.
Allen, late of Rockland, In said County, hav the last WEI and Testament of Edwin D KNOX COUNTY.—
munity has lost a good friend, as
117-tf
Thomaston. Maine. ing been presented for probate and a pet I
Wl’ey, late of St. George, in said County,
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
.well as a faithful doctor. He was
Octboer 28, 1924.
Jan31-Feb7-11
Agood
tion asking for the appointment of Amory B having been presented for probate, and appli the 20th day of Jan. A D 1925.
always ready and willing to make
Estate of Hannah E. Dolliver
Allen, as administrator with the will annexe
cation having been made that no bond be re
Addle Carver, Administratrix on the es
NOTICE
ha’-’n*? been presented.
quired of the executor named in the
the trip out here, day or night, to
tate of Maynard W. Carver, late of North
Tlie
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
be
given
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
Haven,
in said County, deceased, having
any that needed his services.
January 21. 1925, he was duly appointed ex all persns interested, by causing a copy of all persons Interested, by causing « copy of presented her first and final account of ad
ecutor of the last will* and testament of thds Order to be published three weeks suc- this Order to be published three weeks suc ministration of said estate for allowance:
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Hannah E. Dolliver, late of Union, in the cesalvely In The Courier-Gazette, a news cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a news
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof be given,
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as paper published at Rockland, in said County, paper published at Rockland, In said County three weeks successively, In The Courier-Ga
the will directs, and bn this date was quail
that they may appear at a Probate Court to that they may appear at a Probate Court to zette published in Rockland, In said County,
lied to fill said trust.
be held at Rockland in and f<»r said Cunty. beheld at Kink.and In and for said County, that all persons Interested may attend at a
In the report of the installation
All 'persons having demands against the on the 17th day of February, A. I). 1923, at on the 17th day of February, A D. 1925, at Probate Court to be held at Rockland,
ceremonies of Naomi Chapter, O. E.
estate, are desired to present the same lor nine o'clock In the forenon, and show qauae, nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause, tlie L7th day of February next, and show
settlement, and all indebted thereto arc re
if any they have, why the prayer of the pe- if any they have, why the prayer of the pe cause, if any they have why tlie said account
S. which appeared in a previous
quired to make payment linmedltely to
titioner should not be granted
i titloner should not he granted
should not be allowed.
issue of this paper. Harriet Wheeler Aludc to meet a Demaad ** not a Price //
CHARLES F DOLLIVER.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Trobate.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
MUSIC department^
Installed Associate Conductress, was
Lewiston, Maine.
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
A
true
Copy,
—
Attest
:
A true Copy,—Attest:
12-tf
January 21, 1925.
Jan31-Feb7 14
14-3-20
HENRY H PAYSON, Register. » 11-3-17
• HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND.
11-3-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
omitted.

When the correct letters are placed In the white spaces this pasxle
Will spell words both vertically and horizontally. The fix >-t letter in each
word is Indicated by a number, which refers to tlie definition listed
below the puzzle.
Thus So. 1 under the column headed ••horizontal’*
defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the first black
square to the right, and a number under •‘vertical” defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. \o letters go in
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang, initials, technical terms nnd obsolete forms
are Indicated In the definitions.

i“Cascarets" 10c
if Constipated,
Dizzy, Bilious

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 23

For that Cough'
■ KEMPS BALSAM
RAZORV1LLE

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

ROCKVILLE

I EAD COLDS

4

WICKS
vV R
O

apo

ub

RADIO SERVICE
Haynes DX
Bloopless Three Circuit
Superdyne
Browning-Drake

Audio and Radio
Amplifiers

APPLETON RIDGE

HOPE

R. W. TYLER

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law

MONHEGAN

370 Main Street, Rockland

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance

BROWN’S RELIEF

NORTH APPLETON

C.M. WHEELER, D.G PLG
Chiropractor

c.P.Dow&ca

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician

10 STATE STREET

SHEET MUSIC 15c
Mid

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

38

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

SHEET MUSIC

All the Latest Song Hits

pal,

20c and 25c
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

HEATING

In-Doors
ai^Out-

TENANT’S HARBOR

BCM

KCIGAR

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

ML

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 7, 1925.

Every-Other-Day

WEAK,BUN DOWN
NERVOUS,DIZZY
Mrs. Lee Suffered From All
These Troubles, but Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Made Her Well
Terre Haute, Indiana. —“I was weak
and run-down and in such a nervous
condition that I
could hardly do my
work. 1 was tired
all the time and
dizzy,had noappe
tite and could not
.sleep. 1 tried differ
ent medicines for
a year but they did
nothilpmc. Then
my husband saw
thead.forLydiaE.
Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound
in the newspapers and had me take it
I regained my strength and never felt
better in my life. It completely re
stored me to health. I nad practi
cally no suffering when my baby boy
was bom and he is very strong and
healthy. I know that the Vegetable
Compound is the best medicine a wo
man can take before and after child
birth for health and strengh. 1 would
be willing to answer letters from wo
men asking about the Vegetable Com
pound.
Mrs. Wm. J Lee. Route
E, Box 648, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Lydia E. Pinkham ’sVegetable Com
pound is a dependable medicine for
*11 these troubles.
For sale by druggists everywhere.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

Great Variety of Uses
Unlike the date and the coconut
palm, the oil palm Is not at all well
known. Nevertheless, It is exceed
ingly useful. In the Congo, writes
Mr. Isnae F. Marcosson in “An Af
rican Adventure,” and for that mat
ter In virtually all of the West Af
rica, it is the staff of life.
Thousands of years ago the Egyp
tians used the sap for embalming
the bodies of their kingly dead. To
day the oil palm not only repre- •
sents the most Important aglcultural
Industry of the colony—It has long
since surpassed rubber ns the pre
mier product—but It has an almost
bewildering variety of uses. It Is
food und drink und shelter. From
the trunk the native extracts Ills
wine; from the fruit comes oil for
soap, for salad dressing aid for
margarine; with the leaves the
native makes a roof for his house;
with the fiber he makes bis units,
his baskets and bis strings for fish
ing nets. The wood Itself he uses
In building.
An oil palm will bear fruit with
in seven years after the young tree
Is planted. The fruit comes In
what Is called a regime, which re
sembles a huge bunch of grapes;
each fruit In the cluster is approxi
mately the size of a large date. The
outer part, which Is called the perl• arp, is almost entirely yellow oil
lio-ased In a thick skin. Imbedded
in the oil Is the kernel, which con
tains a finer oil. The fruit Is boiled
down, and the kernels are dried nnd
ex|>orted In bees to England, where
they are broken open and the oil
In them used for making margarine.
For hundreds of years the natives
have gathered Hie fruit of the palm
and have extracted the oil. The
waste ut first was enormous; the
blacks threw away the kernels be
cause they were unuware of the
vuluiihle substance Inside.—Youth’s
Companion.

Legends of First Man
Common to All Races

Almost every race of people has
legends regarding the first man
and woman. Among North Ameri
Lemon Pica
can Indians myths are common. Tra
S MOST people enjoy a well- ditions trace back our first parents
made lemon pie, the following to white and red maize; another Is
recipes will prove a change fromthat man, searching for a wife, was
the usual lemon pie. We occasion given the daughter of the king of
ally meet those who do not like the
the muskrats, who in being dipped
meringue. Bv those the first recipe
into the waters of u neighboring
will be liked:
lake, became a woman. One of the
Queen of Lemon Pie.—Cream two
strangest stories concerning the
tablespoonfuls of butter with one origin of woman Is told by the Madcupful of sugar; add one tablenguscarenes. Insofar ns the crea
spoonful of flour, the juice and rind
tion of man goes, the legend Is not
of oue lemon, one cupful of sweet
unlike thnt related by Moses, only
milk nnd two well-beaten egg yolks.
that the fall came before Eve had
Stir In the stiffly beaten whites ot arrived. After the man had eaten
three eggs Just as it Is ready to
the forbidden fruit he became af
pour Into the pastry-lined pie plate.
fected with a boll on the leg, out
Bake as usual. The crust Is not
of which, when It burst, came a
previously baked.
beautiful girl. The man’s flrst
Lemon Whip Pie.—Line a medi thought wns to throw her to the
um-sized pie plate with pastry, with
pigs; hut be was commanded by a
a fluted rim, and bake twelve min messenger from heaven to let her
utes in u hot' oven. Beat three egg
play among the grass and flowers
yolks until light; add one-half cup until she was of marriageable ago.
ful of sugar, slowly beating all the
then to make her bis wife. He did
time, and cook until jelly-like over
so. called her Barbara, and she be
the heat in a double boiler. Re came the mother of all races of
move and cool slightly; add four
men.
tablespoonfuls of lemon Juice and
Ihe grated rind of a lemon. Cool,
Fowl Names
and meunwliile beat three egg
whitey vntil.stiff ami add to them
The fal plumber was in a philo
a half cupful of sugar; nmv fold in
sophical mood.
the yolk mixture, blending thor
“There Is simply no understand
oughly. Heap high in the baked
ing women,” he observed. ' . ~
pastry shell nnd brown in the oven.
“Whadilye mean?” the thin car
Lemon Prune Pie.—Line a pie
penter asked, just to start the con
plate with pastry and bake In a hot
versation.
oven. Mix two tablespoonfuls of
“Well, for instance, a woman
cornstarch with one cupful of sugar
does not object to being called a
und one cupful of water and cook
duck.”
twenty minutes In a double boiler.
“No.”
Add carefully, stirring constantly,
“And she even stales If some |
two egg yolks, slightly beaten, and
one happens to refer'to her as a
cook until smooth. Remove from
chicken.”
the fire; add four tablespoonfuls of
“Too true.”
lemon juice and the grated rind of
“And some of them will stand
one lemon. Line (he buked pastry
for being called squab, broiler or
shell with prunes which have been
turtle-dove.”
cooked and the stones removed.
“Yes, yes, what's the Idea?”
When the filling is cold pour if over
“It’s Just this,” the fat plumber
the prunes and top with a meringue
exclaimed, “a woman objects to be
made from the egg whites, beaten
ing called a hen, nnd u hen is the
■tiff, adding six tablespoonfuls ot
most useful bird of the whole
augur. Place in a slow oven to
blooming bunch.”—Popular Poultry.
brown the meringue.
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Ancient College Custom

IT HE

DIFFERENCE!
BETWEEN
I THIS GENERA^

Ition

AND THE 1

I LAST IS THAT |
PATCHES HAVE
EEN CHANGED I

|FROM TROUSERS!
'TUBES.

He Taught Her
a Lesson

African 0(7 Palm Has

A person who falls to pass an ex
amination Is suld to have been
“plucked." This meaning of the
word lias a curious origin. In olden
days when degrees were conferred
lu Oxford two proctors marched sol
emnly down the hall and back.
I Tradesmen with grievances—name
ly unpaid bills—would sit on the
benches and pluck the proctor's
gown as he passed. If the bill wns
big enough and a tradesman proved
his case, the undergraduate was
refused Ids degree. Hence the term
“plucked," which, now that its
origin is forgotten. Is used for fail
ing In examinations of any kind.
The proctors still march up and
down the hall, but of course their
gowns are no longer plucked.

Habits of Silence Inbred
In the old days Ojlbwcy iilldren
were taught to h« „een nnd not
heard, for to be heard might liuve
CONDITION
meant death. When the screams of
the hoot owl or other strange noises
came from the woods, they snuggled
From Rasping Lung
closer, but kept all the quieter, for
Cough
the noise which they heard wns Ru
ble to be the signal of a prowling
Cured By One Bottle
enemy, and to have cried would
have been to have revealed the hid
ing place of the family or tribe.
Thus through the thousands of
years that the Indians lived in con
stant danger of attack, the habit of
silence wus bred In the blood. Even
now the Ojibway youngster will
take a severe jolt without a sound,
Hundreds of Lynn people have, und even come up smiling.

IN SERIOUS

Allen’s
Lung Healer

been cured of severe lung coughs by
this wonderful remedy, many of
whom have cither written or told us
fifaming the Druggist
of their experience.
Following is
“I can’t find Bluebelle In this tel
the written testimony of one of the ephone book."
hundreds gratefully given:
“Aw, this druggist never has any
Mr. H. J. Allen:
thing you want.”—Louisville Cou
Dear Sir:—Several months ago 1 rier-Journal.
contracted a very heavy cold on my
lungs. The lungs were sore and con
Expected
gested and I was in a serious condi
Passenger—Hang It all, the train's
tion.
I had heard so much about late!
When do you expect It?
your Lung Healer and the n any
Stutlon Master—Ob, it may ba
cures it had wrought in si.niiar cases, here any hour now!—New York
I thought I would try it. The first Central Magazine.
dose relieved me :'.s did each succeed
ing dose, and when the'bottle was
used up I was practically well again.
Yes, Prohibition is a great blessing
> I am satisfied that the Lung Healer
to this country, and our children’s
saved me from having pneumonia.
children, fifty years hence, will prob
Sincerely yours.
ably wonder why their ancestors
ever allowed such an iniquity as the
MARY J. (iOVER.
34 Moulton St.. West Lynn. saloon to exist in this fair land of
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge ours.—D. M. Bare, the D. M. Bare
Paper Company.
Pharmacy.

Page five
SOUTH THOMASTON

Office™ of the O. E. S. are as fol
lows for the ensuing year: Worthy
Matron, Elvte Curtis; worthy patron.
Martin looked from Ids littered Charles Hurd; associate matron.
table with a frown thnt was any Latta Crowley; secretary, Susie
thing but encouraging. Deep in the ■Sleeper; treasurer, Ethel Harrington;
work of reading the manuscript of conductress, Lillian G. Coombs; as
the second net of the musical com sociate conductress, Lucy Luscoinbc;
edy which he was engaged in direct Adali, Eila Prince; Itutli, Agnes Bart
lett; Esther, Eva Sleeper; Martha.
ing. he hated to be disturbed.
“You wish to see me about some Syhta Dow; Electa, Annie Peterson;
1 marshal, Louise Allen; chaplain,
thing?”
warder,
Edna
The girl nodded, and he noticed Clara Radcliffe;
that her little hands were clinched Coombs; sentinel, Harold Coombs;
nervously In the soft folds of her ! organist, Ella Watts.
J. P. Spaulding arrived in Rockland
silk skirt.
“Well, Reynolds, what Is It?” he Monday night after being In Boston
harked, putting on Ids professional since Jan. ? where he underwent a
manners like a well-tailored over very successful operation at the Mass
coat.
achusetts Homeopathic Hospital. The
The girl spoke with difficulty. "I ' storm was so great that he was
want
to know tf— Well,
am ------I fired?' -obliged
--- ......
---- - --— VW
to -J..*..
stay m
at nee.
the Thorndike
He considered the matter before 'Hotel Monday night and arrived
he replied. He recalled. If dimly home Tuetday noon. He was ac
more details. Twice lie bad been companied by George Green who Is
forced to halt the reheursal to re Bpending the winter with his daugh.
mind this girl that she must pay at ter, Mrs. It. J‘. lloclsdon in Lynn,
tention to what was going on and Mass.
stop dreaming.
Miss Hazel Hopkins came home
“What was the trouble this morn Tuesday from Rockland where she
ing?"
has had employment for some
Something In the tone seemed to months. She has a Blight case of
grate on her and ber answer was blood poisoning in her hand.
sullen.
L. O. Hanley’s large sorrel horse
“Why, there wasn’t any trouble, has been very sick for several weeks
only you were picking on me all the with some strange malady that baf
morning. I didn’t do a thing. fles all the local veterinarians. There
Everybody had always liked me be seems to be no help for the animal,
fore—I never had anybody pick on and he will be a big loss.
me—” her voice trailed off Into
Saturday afternoon a party of five
nothingness.
«
Martin sighed and his stem lips little girls and their dolls met at the
curved Into Just a suggestion of a I home of Marion Watts and sewed
smile as he gazed down on her sob | for the dolls. It was go much fun
bing form. “Suppose you just go tliat they formed a sewing club to
back home and rest and show up meet with one of its various mem
for rehearsal tonight Just as usual,” bers every Saturday afternoon. All
he suggested. “We will both Just the little girls in the village between
forget what happened and start all the ages of fi and 12 have been In
vited to Join and it promises to be a
over again. Will you do that?"
For a moment she sobbed on and very happy thought. Ethel Holbrook
.entertains this afternoon
then, with a sigh, she nodded.
There Iras no school Tuesday on
*••••••
For probably the flrst time in his iccount of the roads not being broken
long experience as a director Mar out
Dr. W. B. Sherman met with a most
tin waa nervous. Somehow he
couldn’t quite erase the memory of painful accident Saturday night
a slender, sobbing figure that had when he and Mrs. Shennan were re
faced him earlier In tbe day. Little turning home from Rockland. The
groups of actors gathered about the sleigh went into some hole or thank
barren stage and beyond the row of e-marm and threw them out. He
staring footlights, the orchestra was clung to the reins and the result was
tuning up. Chorus girls began to several ribs started and many bruis
wander in from tbe dressing rooms. es and lame joints. He is in bed for
He glanced at Ills watch, and rapped i week or more with Dr. North in at.enhance.
smartly on his table,
Thursday night “The. Young Mat“First act, please," be snapped
runt/ Sowing |Club," consisting cf
with professional enrtness.
At Ids nod the orchestra broke In Mrs. Lottie Crowley. Mrs. Isabel
to a lilting melody and the rehearsal Jackson and Mirs. J.ucy d.uaconib
was on once more. For a time all held its weekly meeting as a surprise
went well and Martin had almost mi Mrs. Belle Allen. Refreshments
worked off his uneasy feeling, when and sewing formed the entertainment.
Miss Lillian Rowell arrived home
sudcdnly there was a hitch. The
chorus hesitated, stumbled, made a Tuesday after an extended visit with
bad attempt at recovery and tiled to ler brother Fred in Bangor.
Paul Huntington of Brunswick Is
go on.
Martin’s heavy voice broke In the guest at Mr. and Mrs. C. L.

By GEORGE BRINTON BEAL

Grip Left You All Run Down ?
ACK lame and achy ? Sharp pains stab you at every
sudden move ? Nerves “all unstrung ? ”

B

Then look to gourkidnegst Winter, you know, is
danger time for the kidneys. That’s because grip, colds
and chills are apt to weaken the kidneys and allow body
poisons to upset the whole bodily machinery. Then is
apt to come lameness, soreness and stiffness; constant
backache, rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness and
irregular or painful passage of the kidney secretions.
Don't risk serious kidney sickness! Use Doan's Pills
before it is too late, Doan’s have helped thousands.
They should help you. Ask gour neighbor!

Here is Rockland Proof:
P. C. Walker, 93 Cedar St., s pyi:

“I was subject to attacks of

lu kuc’ie and rheumatic trouble which usually settled in my bark

and hips. My ank’eS swelled too.

After using three boxes of

Doan’S Pills, the trouble disappeared

I still use a few now and

then as a prev ntlve and they al ways bi lag the same good results ”

Doan’s Pills
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
At all dealers, 60c a box.

Foster-Milburn Co., Mfg. Cbemiits, Buffalo N. Y.

Few Realize Great
Pressure Under Sea

DAILY STRENGTH

Nature has admirably fitted

When you drop something into
t’ e body to fight against weaktwo or three miles of ocean, you
immediately invite bard usage. The
iiess but there is need for a daily
weight of the sea at 1.000 fatb'viiis
(approximately one mile) Is one ton renewal of strength, which comes
to the square inch, or 150 times as easiest through nourishment
great as tlie air which we breathe.
Go down 2,500 fathoms and there is
a pressure many times more power
ful than that of the steam in a loco
motive boiler.
Captain I»e Carteret told me of a
test tliat was made on tlie cable is a practical aid to health and
sl|ip Colonia in mhh.cetin, writes
George W. Gray in the American strength. If you are pale, under
Magazine. An empty soda water weight or weak, Scott’s is the
bottle—one of tlie kind that lias a
conical bottoih—wns fitted with a restorative that builds
long stopper of hard wood trimmed
to fit the neck of the bottle snugly, you up Nature’s way—
and cut so as to make it barely through nourishment
toucli tlie bottom of the bottle. The
with Impersonal coldness;
bottle was weighted and let down Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
24-23
“Now, once more, from the en
to. a depth of 2,000 fathoms. When
trance—one—two—three—"
It was brought up. tlie point of tlie
Again the line wavered and broke
DOOM OF THE FLAPPER
wooden stopper was protruding
and what started as an Intricate
through tlie thick glass bottom. The
resulted In mere chaos.
pressure of the water had convert Is Seen In the Millinery Styles Or figure
With a bound, Martin was down
dained For the Coming Spring.
ed the stopper into u hydraulic rain,
the line of hushed girls. He singled
and had driven it so neatly through
out one girl and his voice was sav
tlie bottom of tlie bottle that there
The doom of the flaptter is sounded, age with repressed fury.
wasn't even a star fracture lu the according to an announcement by the
“If you don’t huppen to know
glass.
whkh your right foot Is," he rasped,
Another cable seaman told of Retail Millinery Association.
The old simple, boyish stuff that “Just try using them In turn. Now,
lowering a piece of meat, properly
more—”
weighted to make it sink, in tlie knocked tile men folks off their feet once
For a second the slim form before
mid-Atlantic. After being exposed last year, simply won’t stand a him quivered and threatened col
to tlie near-freezing temperature
lapse, Ihe girl’s face went white.
and tlie squeezing weight ot a chance with the coming spring fash Their eyes met In one swift ex
thousand fathoms of ocean, tliat ions. says the message.
change of glances that left him puz
tough roast beef came up as ten
The girls this year will be the zled und not a little troubled, but
der us veal.
same, but you will have to look he never swerved from his self-ap
twice before you recognize them. pointed task. From that moment
When they hl-ossom out in their until midnight never for a second
EVELYN W. SMITH
Easter finery you will discover they did he leave the Immediate vicinity
have been converted into grand of his morning visitor.
Time after time the rehearsal was
dames, with big picturesque hats,
elaborately ornamented with lace, halted while he poured fresh stores
of satirical abuse on the one object
j ribbon, flowersj or feathers.
You will find, says the association, of bis displeasure. No mutter who
ihat formality has put simplicity erred, the blame went the same
way. That something unusual was
down for the count of ten.
It was announced that the "grand going on was apparent to every one
dame wi_th styles" scored a decisive In the company and more than one
victory witt^ the jtft-y at the assoc pitying glanqe was directed at tbe
iation’s spring fashion show in the hapless little singer.
At last the agony was over and at
Hotel Astor. This Jury was eom! postd of the Duchess de Richelieu, the alga of dismissal there was a
Mrs. William F. Sheehan, Mrs. general scattering as though to es
1 James Lowell Putnam. Mrs. Charles cape a threatened storm. Last to
leave the stage was Reynolds, who
Senff, Charles Dana Gibson. Neysa
for once had played a leading part.
I MeMein. Herworth Campbell. Gif- From a cringing, frightened unit
! ford Beals, Leo Lentelli, Henry
she had changed almost beyond be
' Creange and Frank Alvah Parsons.
lief during the course of the eve
“Wide ribbons," says the an ning. As her foot found the flrst
nouncement, "were emphasized style step lending down to the chorus
note, l«)th for whole crowns, as well dressing room she heard tbe ex
is stream effects, after tlie manner pected summons:
, of Reynolds or Watteau. Pastel
"Reynolds, one moment, please,”
shades were very mucli In evidence. commanded Martin.
Ostrich feathers are in fashion. The
again she faced the dlrectot
oa
n t» ^loSn nil dftl a w a so o w a'afii use of flowers was diversified. In butOnce
It was different now.
general, smail flowers were very
“Well.” she asked finally, In th*
Miss Evelyn W. Smith on her much in evidence as distinguished face of hla continued stare.
tractor ansi busy with her under from large roses."
"Not so very well for you, sp
taking of reforestation at Anawalk,
parently,” he advanced with a wry
N. Y., where 600,000 trees are being
smiley still studying her.
cultivated for future lumbering
The girl shrugged her shoulders.
purpo.es. Miss Smith personally
“Retter, thank you.” she flashed,
directs tho work of 100 men, and
meeting his eyes with a smile.
- is the first woman in the world to
"You—" he hesitated.
“You
undertake eucn r project.
haven’t any complaint to make?”
She shook her bead.
“Lott your ambition to be liked?"
he persisted.
PEOPLE OF OUR TOW hl
"No, Just found It,” she replied.
"Am I through this time?”
“Just as you say,” he said, a touch
I
When you catch cold you are in of hit former gruffness creeping In.
clined to th.Jk that it was accidental,
“Child,” he said kindly, ”1 guess
that you sat i? p draft or that you I gave you a pretty tough lesson,
caught it from hut you needed It. You can’t win
-someone
else. out In this world by Just wanting
T ^is is only half things. You linve to win them. You
the truth. The wanted to be liked, but you didn’t
real fact is that want to work bard enough to de
a cold is »he pen serve It. You have proved that you
alty for neglect are worth liking. Only don’t forget
of the com.flon the lesson. Good night."

Scott’s Emulsion

CATCHING COLD IS
NOT AN ACCIDENT
The Penalty For Neglect
of Health Rules

(lt&

5*

■ ■ar ,'•••»
It there’s Anything
Interesting
about This Bird, noltody’s Discovered
it mi ye:, lie's the Village Loafer
and all l.e Does is Hat and eleep and
Breathe, Nothing More, and when he
Decides to Quit walking Around to
save Funeral Expeifces, the Town
will never Miss hint. ’

rules of heal.h.
You have a.lowed yourref to
become
over
Atired, weakened
and run dowi,You have al
lowed your pow
er of resistance
to lie towerd.
The cold germ
which is always
lurking nearby
finds you an easy victim.
You cun maintain your power of
resistance to colds, coughs und simi
lar trouble by taking Father John's
Medicine which builds new .-'.length
and health. If you have already al
lowed yourself to take cold, begin
treating it ut
John’
, once
,, with Fithef
,
Medicine. It will not onlv drive off
the cold but It will ’.wild up new i
strength which ought to tight offtu-tore attacks.
I
OVER 69 YEARS OF SUCCESS

1

lilt. Western Newipeper Unloa.)

Dates From Pagan Times
Halloween is a relic of pagan
times. In England the Influence
of Druldlcal ceremonies is evi
denced in the undent Halloween
fires. Certain of the customs
which used to prevail in Englund
were survivals of Pomona, the god
dess of fruit. Halloween is culled
by this name because the festival
nils on the evening of October 31,
which Is the eve of vigil of All
Hallows, the festival of All Saints,
wlilch falls on November 1.

Ready for a Rush
Film Star—What will you charge
to conduct my divorce?
Lajtvyer—If you’ll give me a moy of your future divorces, I’ll
(jg one
nothing!—Kasper
(Stockholm.)
...

------------------.--------

Sleeper.
C. L. -Sleeper reports that he got a
■itation In South America Wednesday
night on the radio.
The lecturer of Weasaweskeag
Grange wishes to notify the pturons
that next Wednesday night will be
ibserved as "Lincoln’s Night" with
he following program:
Singing.
’America,” Grange; quotations from
any of Lincoln’s sayings; reading.
’Lincoln," Mrs. Lottie Crowley; vo:al duct, Mr anl Mrs. Harry Wat
erman; reading medley, ladles; read
ing. Mrs. A. F. Sleeper; song, the
boys. Cake, sandwiches and cocoa
will follow the program. A move to
inish the lower hall has been started
ind everyone can and should help.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Jackson from
-tpruce Head spent last weekend with
■elatlves here.

WALDOBORO
The Whiz dub held its second
meeting at the home of Mrs. Earle
Benner. Eight mr<nl.ers were nrestnt.
Prizes were won by Mist-es
inne Gay and Edith Benner.
Miss Jessie Keene spent the week-nd ut home fiom Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay ure In Au
ras:.! this ."eek.
Mrs. Helena M. Smith bus received
•vord 11 lltc death of Frederick S.
dorse in New York Jan. 22. Mr.
VIorse Wus the son of Samuel and
■'rances Boyd Morse formerly of
A'uldoboro. He leaves a widow, a
ion, and a sister. Miss Mary Morse
who Is In South AmericaMrs. E. R. Benner entertained the
.Vomen’s Club nt the Tuesday meetng The news notes were varied and
nterestlng. Mtss Murton Clark's
taper, “A Garden of Memory" told
it the life of Kate Douglas -Wlggln
••nil was well written and delivered,
drs. Wlggln's stories and travels
vill always hold a tender place in
he hearts of the people of Ute state
ihe loved so well. Many of the an•cdotes were amusing and bright-ned Ihe sombre periods with which
he life of any great artist Is tilled.
Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz had the
ending of the afternoon and made
t selection front "Just Maine Folk
:on«emlng the famous writer. Those
iresent were Mrs. D. B. Mayo, Mrs.
C. B Stahl, Mrs. W. A. White, Mrs.
.1. R. Smith, Mr*. E. M. Waltz, Mrs.
F. A. Hovey, Miss Marlon Clark,
Mrs. E. T. Potter, Mrs. H. 11. Ktiltn,
Mrs. Eudora Miller and Mrs. Ben
ter The open date ot next week will
be held Thursday ufternoon nt the
tonte of Mrs. Hovey. If stormy the
neetlng will be postponed until Frllay.
The members of the Paragon Buton Corporation Hand wish to Gtiiitk
he many friends, who came to their
tld one year ago, paying Into ther
reasury one dollar or more a yeqT
.s Associate members. By this aid
he band was placed in excellent
■ondition anil held a place among
ho best bunds of the state. The
■and played exceptionally well und
ltd more work than in uny previous
ear. ITtey played exceptionally’
veil and did more work than In any
irevious year. They played at live
airs, four of which they are al
eady to play in 1S25. The band was
infortunate in losing their director
toward Foetker, which pluced them
it a disadvantage. They have reently secured another director who
will join them in May. The band
gain asks financial assistance und
•ooperatton from
their igssoclnte
liembers so that the organization
may he bigger und better than last
year.

Community Fait Feb. 23-28.
cade.—adv.

The Flavor
Is Roasted In!
Insist upon it at your grocer’s!

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.

To Keep Your Form
Roll and Wear Corsets
Says Venus of The Air
LUOR rolling and a corset will do IL
What? What every woman wauls to do—
either keep from losing or restore the grace
of her figure!
Now comes another aulluritv in the train of
those experts who prescribe ways und means to
allay the persasivc feminine fear of the grace
less figure.

Marie Meeker, known all over America as “Tlie
Venus of the Air,” speaks with the force of prac
tical experience successfully applied.

Dainty Marie, generally acknowledged to pos
sess the most shupcly figure vuudeviile ever knew,
believes in the use of the sensible corset.
“Women,” said Miss Marie, “make a mistake
when they go uncorsetted. As uii atldete I know
the value of a brace for tlie vital organs and,
.while I do not wear a corset while exercising on
my aerial apparatus, I put it on immediately
after I finish.

“I have developed, tlirougli experimenting, a
method for reducing women who are loo fut. My
isy»lem lias hern endorsed by physicians. It in
volves the floor-rolling method with a distinctly
different movement for each fatty part. If the
fat is io tbe abdominal region, a corset, after
{rolling, retains tlie advantage one gains through

my method. I tliiuk, in uddition, a corset adds
much to neatness in dress, u condition all women
are desirous of obtaining.

“A year ago, through an accident, I had to
.leave off my exercises for a while. Immediately
I began to accumulate fat. Soon I weighed 160
pounds. Upon recovering from my injuries, I
reduced myself to 128 pounds through my rolling
method. That is uiy weight uow.”

FRIENDSHIP

Mr. rfnd Mis. Rich Davl* anti Mr.
anti Mrs. Everett l>avis of Pleasant
Point, Curbing, came across Meduncook river on the ice Saturday even
ing to Friendship.
Mrs. Sylvia Wallace is sick.
Miss Rita Wincapaw has returned
from Waldoboro where she has been
employed.
Mrs. Crosby Prior and children of
Long Island are occupying Melville
Lowry’s cottage for the winter so
that the children can attend the vil
lage school
Wilma Cushman and Margaret
Simmons of Thomaston High School
s-pent the weekend at their homes.
Mrs. Laura Poland has returned
from Massachusetts where she visited relatives for two wogks.
(Friends of Mr. and Mis. Thompson
from I>avis Point- walked across the
harbor Thursday evening and gave
them a surprise. They also brought
a nice treat of chocolate fudge, di
vinity fudge and cake. The evening
was spent in social chat and quiet
games. Those present wire: Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Murphy, Mr. and
Mrs.
Elbridge
Wincapaw.
Mrs.
Patience Murphy. Mrs. Bthel Day.
Mrs. Edith Neal. Mrs. Lizzie Thomp
son and Mrs. Geneva Thompson.
Mrs. Mary Stanley returned home
from Rockland Monday where she
served on the grand Jury.
The home of the late Samuel Allen
is being painted and papered, pre
paratory for tenants. Ralph .Starrett
and family are to occupy the lower
tenement and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Ar- ville Pottle the upper.
The Ladies' Akl of the M. E.

church met with Mrs. Tom Benner
Wednesday afternoon and the B. F.
M. met with Mrs. Emma Morton the
same afternoon.
The Farm Bureau meeting will be
held Feb. 13 with Mrs. Rufus Con
don in charge of the project, “Good
Manners and Costume SJps.
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AT THE STATg CAPITOL

Every-Other-Day

In Everybody’s Celiimp

Prtegn for maintenance and current
expenses during the coming two
i
1 ■ ",
■■
-hr- -jiCr. — "»
years.
■
Mrs. Elmer Woodcock has returned
The Methodist Ladies* Aid meets
Advert iscuWts In this column not to ex• • * •
,
coed
three
lines
inserted
once for 25 cents,
j] from a visit to her son, Professor Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs.
A?
times for 50 cents.* Additional lines 5
Several Matters of Knox County Interest Among the Tlie committee on I.egal Affairs 3cents
I Karl Woodcock at Lewiston.
Herbert Sylvester.
for one time, 10 cents for three
has voted “ought to paxa” on the act times. each
I The Wesley Forum will meet at
(general approbation of the service
»'.x words make a line.
Doings of the Maine Lawmakers.
allowing the dissolution of OrlehuI the vestry of the M. E. church Mon- during the recent storms has been
ven Plantation
’ day evening next. Supper will be accorded Street Railway officials.
Lost and Found
• * * •
served at 6 o’clock The speaker will
The roof of the Knox Woolen Co.’s '
fcs
In the Senate Thursday, AiUhoine ' the rivers, brooks and streams oT the
LOST—Cln Ktmus Club Card in Security |
Dnlnai of Camden appeared before
be Rev. J. L. Corson,, subject. “Sea storehouse on Washington street
of Cumberland introduced a resolve state. The act provides that no per- a committee Thursday to urge the Trttet Co. No good only to owner. Return (
coast Missionary Experiences.”
collapsed under its load of ice and
memorializing Congress, urging the son in any one day shall take or have importance of granting an appro to MRS CARRIE PACKARD, taro A A P !
store.
17*lt 1
Yea-ton Robinson has been spend snow recently, but did slight damage
appropriation of sufficient fundj to in his possession more than six priation of $2500 for repairs and
ing a few days in Boston.
FOUND—(’ollie dog, female, black and
to the contents of the building.
permit the carrflng out of the pounds in all of land-locked salmony lmprovement8 nt the Lake Megunll. white and tan underneath: low ears Has
Miss Belle Cullen entertained a
A Valentine Social is scheduled for
■lengthening ot the army and navy trout, togue. white perch and bla.df conk hatehery. Camdpn. He toId jlwt ollar, no name. (1. L. TOLMAN, West Mead
Sewing Club ai her home Wednes the Methodist vestry next Friday
ows. Rockland.
16*18
ot the tlnlted StatM a* suggested by bass unless one individual fish ( wha, waR ,lIanned to do
„
day evening.
night.
President Coolidge in his recent mes- caught shall weigh more than six said that this was one of the show
NOTICE—^Notice is hereby given that de
B. F. Frye is making a business
iHoratio Prince has an Oakland
posit book No. 32569 lias been lost and the
pounds, or unless the last fish caught
sage to Congress.
places of the region and that outside owner of said book asks lor duplicate in
trip through New Hampshire.
six. bought from Arthur HosmerHinckley of Cumberland intro increased the combined weight to
ol the Lake Auburn hatchery, prob accordance witli the provision of the JfcState
Each member of the Beta Alpha
Next Thursday night Battery T
duced an act providing for a reward more than six pounds. The act fur
Law.
ROCKLAND SAYLXCS BANK, by A.
ably more persons visited it than B. Blackington, Asst. Treas.
Club is asked to make candy or salt will hold its costume carnival in the
Rockland,
for the capture of escaped convict? ther provides that no person in any any o\her hatchery in Maine.
Maine. Jan 24, 1925.
ll-S-17
peanuts for the entertainment at the Opera House. It will be a strictly
from the state’s prison or the state one day shall take, catch or kill or
I Baptist vestry next Tuesday evening costume affair.
<
LOST—Cold Conklin pencil between Cliamreformatory. The hill provides a re have in possession at any one time
ber of Commerce and Knight Bros. Return to
J for the benefit of the orchestra.
Dean's Orchestra contributed the
RAS seat down front
ward of $50 for the capture of the more than 20 fish In all
KNIGHT BROS.
16-18
> W. ,1. Robertson has evidently music for the Brewster night ob
convict,
who
shall
receive
a
punish

FOUND—RAsary, Iasi week on street. Ap
I heard Sam Hellens’
robin. The servation, thereby proving its public
And
Representative
Gilchreet
Is
ment not exceeding the entire period
ply at COP RIER-GAZETTE
15-17
Announcement has been made that
frame of his new house is being spirit.
Making Good At State Capital.
for which the escaped convict was the public hearing on the bill to
LOST—Bunch of keys between Broadway
raised with automobile speed.
J. Foster Ileald has entered the
sentenced or a tine not exceeding prohibit daylight saving time in the
and Ma:n streets Reward. TEL. COVRIERBattery F met Warren locals in a taxi business with a Aloon sedan.
Representative Hollis II. Gilchrest GAZETTB. 770.
15-17
$500 for any person who shall aid State of Maine will be held at 2
basketball contest at the Armory
The Past X’oble Grands will confer
of
Thomaston,
Republican,
is
on
Ihe
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum of
any such escaped convict. A hus o’clock next Wednesday afternoon in
• Thursday evening.
Battery F 15, the degree at Maiden Cliff Rebekah
I fbor committee, which seems to be money between Trainer's restaurant and 18
band, wife, child or parent of the the Senate chamber.
The hearing
Gay St.
Finder please return to DANIEL
Warren 14.
Lotlge Wednesday night.
convict is excepted from such pun- wUi be lef<tre the committee on com consistent, as Mr. Gilchrest worked COLE. 18 Gay St. Reward.
*14*1F
J The Guild of the Episcopal church ‘ The Victor’s Life Power” will be
at stone-cutting for 31 years and
| ishment.
merce.
* wilt
will meet with *Mrs. John E. Walker the sermon subject at the Baptist
i-eeii
around
quarries
since
he
was
» ♦ ♦ *
| Senator Powers of Aroostook inTuesday at 2 p. m.
church tomorrow morning. At the 7
Wanted
15 years old. If that isn’t a qualifi
! trbduced an act relating to th? giv71 e coi imittee voted “ought to
Elston Luce must have been sur o’clock vesper service Mr. Holman
I ing of checks or drafts where the pass" on act to increase salary of cation for anything to do with labor,
WANTED—Old pieces of pewter by NEL
prised to read himself advertised in will use as his thought, “An Ancient
I maker has not sufficient funds. The clerk in the < lerk of courts office of he doesn’t know what is.
SON B. COBB. City.
17-19
a Thomaston item in Thursday’s is Altar.”
He has swung a hammer in Maine.
i afet provides an amendment to a law Knox County from $12 to $15 per
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family.
sue as an Electrical “Washer.” What
Rev. Ernest fc?mith will preach
New
Hampshire
and
Vermont
and
passed the last session of the leg week.
CALL 976-W.
*
K-tf
the correspondent wrote was electri tomorrow morning on “Getting the
8or some time has been in business
• ♦ » *
islature so that prima facie evi
WANTED—Cook and second maid
Musfc
cal “Worker.”
Cart Before the Horse.” The even
tar
himself
under
the
firm
name
of
dence of intent to defraud is further
be neat and had some exi>erienee. in Thom
H. D. Crie, representing the Crie
Miss Elizabeth Burgess of Warren ing praise service is at 7 o’clock. On
qualified by the provision that such estate, appeared in support of the act •he Gilchrest Monument Works. He aston ADDRESS P, care of THE COI
KlERJrAZETTE
17-19
returned to her home Friday having Monday night at 7 the Fourth Quar
maker or drawer shall have pro- to disorganize the Criehaven planta lie is a past chancellor ot the Mevisited friends here for a few days. terly Conference will be held in the
—Small farm, not over. 15 acres,
i cured some benefit or induced some tion in the County of Knox. Mr. Crie tb.ic lodge. K. of 1’. and a member lb,WANTED
k’l.in l or Camden
preferred, good soil,
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter and child church.
person or persons to surrender some I explained that by the disorganization of the Thomaston board ot aseessor j buihi’.ngs in good repair, price reasonable,
left Friday for their new home in
At the Congregational church to
II legal right, money or other valuable j of
plantation the school system and is an able business man in every near car line. Address FARM, can* Cou
Albany, X. Y. Mr. Potter will meet morrow morning the pastor’s theme
bay.
rier-Gazette
16-27
things by reason of the check, draft would be greatly facilitated and the
them in Boston.
will be “The Challenge of Gov.
Mr. Gilchrest has a good s»at,
WANTED—To buy alwje or shoe and cloth
I or order.
tax
rate
would
be
lowered
consider

ing
store,
one
witli
small
stock,
or one
Lionel Wilson who has been the Brewster ‘Boom Maine.’ What has
down front, and is listening when
• • • •
ably.
to retire from business. Location
be followed by a social to which
guest of his sister Hortense two the Church to do With It?” His
anything is said about the Kennebec wishing
ROCKPORT
In
the
House
f
hursday,
Dudley
of
«...
desired,
Union,
Warren.
Waldoboro
or
I)anieveryone is invited.
weeks, left for Duluth, Iowa Thurs evening subject will be “Abraham
bridge.—Who’s Who in Bangor Da'iy irtseotta (.FORGE STILES, ue Centre St..
Wesistuck introduced a resolve to re
It
would
be
necessary
for
any
per

The
Senior
play,
“
A
Bunch
of
Middleboro,
Mass.
16*18
day.
Lincoln and his Ideal for L$craccMrs.
Raymond
Philbrook and
ject the proposed 20th amendment son to secure permission of the News.
Regular services at the M. E. racy.”
WANTED—Cash Registers in any condition.
daughter Dorothy of Rockland have Fun” will be presented in Union hall, to the federal constitution being the owner of land before setting any kind
March
13.
The
cast
which
rehearses
MAX BELZ. Waldoboro, Me.
l-Th‘16
church Sunday morning—text Luke
GOOD BYE CHOO-CHOOS
been guests of her mother* Mrs. An
child labor law so called. The re ol" a trap in an organized or incor
daily,
is
as
follows:
Rev.
Dr.
Stephen
WANTED—Table girl at THORNDIKE HO
8:39; evening theme. “Making a
nie Small this week.
solve states that the amendment is porated place, under a bill introduced
WARREN
TEL
15-tf
Grandon,
Milford
Payson;
Mary,
his
Life,” it being the faith talk of a
That It, If the Maine Central De
Ralph Thomas is confined to his
by Xletcalf of Farmington Thursday
wife (flustered on occasions) Grace rejected for the following reasons:
WANTED—Jdan and wife for work in pri
series on “Sidestepping Saints.”
cides
To
Electrify
Its
Tracks.
home
by
illness.
That it is revolutionary in its It would also be required that
Harry Carry in “The Flaming
vate family. Would prefer an experienced
Special orchestra music at the even Forties” is the picture to be present
Mrs. Florence Knight was the Butterfield: Martha, hia sister, a form and substance as not germane
houseman and cook. Apply Mrs W. IL
he visit all traps once every 24 hours.
trifle
warped)
Mildred
Heald,
ing service.
15-17
guest
of
Mrs.
It.
E
U.
Snibles
Thurs

An announcement of exceptional PHILLIPS, The Laurie, Rockland.
ed in Glover hall tonight. This is a
Christina, a Swede maid, (struck on to the constitution of the United The same representative also intro
The Community Brotherhood will
day.
importance
—
one
that
may
mean
States.
—
gripping picturizatio* of the famous 1
duced
a
bill
making
it
illegal
to
dig
meet at- the Congregational vestry tale by Bret Harte. “Tennessee'e' F. S. Philbrick of Rockland was a the movies) Catherine Kaler; Ray
For Sale
That it grants to the Congress a out or molest a fox den, except on much to the economic and indus
mond Hunting, a live wlrte, Huse
Tuesday evening .Supper at 6.30
of Maine—was
Pardner.” All the lure of the days recent guest* of hi^ old friend, Fred Tibbetts: Vera Mathersou, a base pqwer beyond what the people of private fox ranches. It provides a trial development
o’clock.
|
FOR SALE—Household range used one
of '49—all the fascination of advent-I Kellar- He was a former neighbor ball fan. Isabelle Perry: Nina Lee. a this state now have to regulate or penalty of $10 for each offense. made Tuesday by President Morris
in good con d It loo. Co*t $87 50. If
The household goods of Mr. Phil ure and danger is in this Photoplay.
Mr- Ke»:lr in West Rockport, and stage aspirant. Rita Packard; Cecily prohibit labor of children because of Metcalf a'.so introduced 4i bill mak McDonald of the Maine Central year,
sold at once will sell for $35. L. W. KEN
lips who recently bought the Ilollis the Greatest Picture Carey Ever their meeting was much enjoyed.
Railroad
Company.
the
limitation
of
the
14th
amend-'
NER.
2
North Main St
17-19
ing an open time on rabltits during
Overlook house have arrived at the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Sellers of Vin- Moorland, the mandolin girl, Marion ment to the constitution of the Unit
A contract, PresSdent McDonald
Made. “Cartoon Comedy” and Paths
FOP SALE Second hand upright pianosj
March
in
addition
to
the
present
Upham:
Sylvia
Stewart,
the
dancing
R. R. station and are being trans
alhaven are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
said, has been signed with Murray 65. $135. $185, $250. Square piano $2t»
News.”
f
open sfeison.
.
girl, Mary Brann: Lynn Lockw’ood, ed States.
ported to the house.
& Flood, New York engineers, for a Easy terms if desired. MAINE MUSIC CO.
That it gives to the United States
Ralph Crockett of East Warren. Ralph Wentworth.
• • • •
Parker
Dow;
Alice
Hunting,
the
en

16-18
The Beta Alpha Club will meet Edward Ludwig and. Albert V.
Mrs. Mervyn Bird who has been
survey of the main lines between
power to enter the homes of our peo
tertaining
girl.
Ruth
Ballard;
Mur

FOR SALE—Knox Marine Gas Engine, 4*6
Monday evening with Mrs. T. W. Shorten of the village have Joined ^end‘"« * "~k "*th her , n,,o'h,er’
Bartlett of Bangor—Act to require Portland and Bangor, including Rig
ple
and
despoil
them
of
self-govern

H. P . and 15 gal. gas tank. Engine in good
Pease. Members are requested to
Mrs. Minnie Piper,
iper, returned Friday ray Kent, a college playwright, A. ment.
the teaching of the constitution of by and Commercial yards In Port condition,
and has just bad new bronze
the National Guard.
Howard Crone: “Tacks” Mulford, a
take materials for an apron.
to
her
home
in
Belfast.
the
United
States
in
public
and
’
pri

boatings.
Price $23.
Florence Automatic
land
and
the
yards
in
Bangor
and
That
it
gives
to
Congress
an
unlim

Mrs. L. E. McRae of Rockland was
The formal opening of “Ruby’s
Airs Alvenus Cross was operated football star, William A Bartlett; ited and new’ kind of power over the vate schools Such instruction shall Waterville. The purpose is to ascer OIL stove, 3 burners and oven. Good condlthe guest of her parents, Mr. and
ti»m
Price
$12.
White
Mt. Ice Cream
Mrs.
Selina
Blair,
a
peat
in
the
Shop Unique” was found to differ
upon Tuesday at the Knox Hospital
liberty and property of our people, begin not later than the opening of tain the economic possibilities of Freezer. 2 gal. capacity. Price $5. R. S
Mrs. B. E. Watts Thursday.
Rockland for gall stones and appen parish, Corrlnna Mariner.
Thursday afternoon at the home of
the
eighth
grade
and
shall
continue
JORDAN,
151
Pleasant
street.
15*18
electrification.
M. F. Robinson of Portland was in
The Seniors will give an entertain and the same is not restrained by the in the high school course and in
Mrs- Ruby Carter Peabody. 27 Main
dicitis. At this writing .sj>e was as
This investigation will begn at
last clause of the fifth amendment to
FOR SALE—Five Maltese shag cats, 9
town Thursday.
ment
at
the
new
town
hall,
Feb.
24.
street, proved to be a delightful social
comfortable as could be expected.
the constitution of the United States courses in State colleges, universities once, and will be completed in about months old LOUIS ROBLNSON, Anglers
Crockett Bachelder of Warren
1.1-U
Frank Thomas of Camden was at The program will consist of solos, as is every other power of Congress. and the educational department of six ibontbs
gathering as well. A constant stream
Later, the engineers’ Farm. Union.
Garage made a business trip to
dances and readings All numbers
Roland Crockett’s Thursday.
of visitors came to admire, purchase
State and municipal institutions, to report will be submitted to the Maine
FOR GALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered
That
it
gives
the
power
of
slavery
Union Thursday in the snowmobile.
CHARLES BELIN, Rockville.
C. E. Grotton who has been con will have local talent and members over those under 18 years of age
and offer their encouragement and
an extent to be determined by the Central directors for further action. $15 cord
Mr., and Mrs. W. M. Stetson were
Tel. 352-21._____________________ 13-24.
fined to his home by illness for sev of the school. The public’s support
good wishes and partake of a delic
State commissioner of education.
Although short lines have been
•
♦
♦
♦
in Rockland Thursday.
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
i» heartily solicited.
eral days is convalescing.
ious cup of tea meanwhile. “Ruby’s
*" • • • •
electrified by other systems, this is rolls, wide range of choice. While they last
Mr. and Mrs. Davis who have been
Mrs. Margaret Thorndike and Mrs.
Dwinal of Camden introduced an
At the Methodist church Sunday
Shop Unique was found to differ
25 cents each V. F STTDLEY, INC..
boarding with Mrs. Fred Starrett are morning, the pastor, Rev. J. N. Palm Raymond Philbrook visited school act to regulate the employment of
Kinsman of Augusta—An act re the first time that a New England only
9-tf
from the ordinary gift shop in that
road hips taken a definite preliminary Music Department.
now making their home with Mrs. er, will take for his subject “The Wednesday.
guardians for adults and the employ lating to the protection of white step toward electrification upon any
the wares, many of which came
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
Georgia D. Pendleton.
perch
in
certain
waters.
The
act
Supt. Hull addressed the Student ment of conservators when the judge
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. H. SANBORN.
Discovery of God”
Mrs. Wesley
through a New York buyer, are really
H. A Beals of Lewiston was in Thurston will be the soloist. The body at a moot inspiring rally Mid be- Is interested. The act provides that provides that so much ot the rules thing like so big a scale. President 80 Pleasant St. Tel 903-W
5-tf
unique in design, quality and price. town Thursday on business.
McDonald
’
s
brief
announcement,
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Cap*
iulject of tip* evei.n ?; wr.ae will be fore the Camden game. The teach when any judge is interested either and regulations of the department of therefore, has unusual significance
Something uniquely her own con
Charles
E.
Hall.
Middle
St
Height*.
AR

Mrs. Ralph Spear returned last “Personal Salvation.”
ers were called on and cheers were in his own right, in trust or in any inland fisheries and game as prohibit for Maine people.
tribution were the Jolly RubbyTHUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
Sunday from Knox Hospital and is
the taking of white perch, is re
given
for
all
the
members
’
of
the
other
manner,
or
is
within
the
sixth
The
second
concert
for
the
benefit
kids which won all hearts. Choice
1-tf
now’ the guest of her mother, Mrs. of the new Town Hall was enjoyed team.
'•
degree of kindred, an application for pealed. A provision is made how
needlework, favors, wall plants and
FOR SALE—3 second hand uprtght pi
I. E. Starrett of North Warren, a Thursday evening by a large audiever. that the daily limit on this fish
Francis
Dow
’
25,
has
returtied
to
j
the
employment
of
a
guardian
or
conanos
;
1
Brunswick
cabinet
phonograph
; ]
EMPIRE
THEATRE
the most melting of homemade con
convalescent.
music cabinet; 1 Victor; 1 flat back man
• servator shall be made to. and such shall remain as provided by the gen
ence. The program began with an school after his recent illness’
fections were also on sale.
dolin.
V
F.
STUDLEY
INC..
Music
Dept
The question to be discussed at 'orchestra selection.
The Masonic School of instruction ' appointment shall be made by the eral law of the State, not exceeding
Miss Adelaide
1-tf
Today will be the last opportunity
Warren Grange next Tuesday even 1 Cross of Rockland, violin; William "’ill be held Monday evening at 7.30. ' tudge in any adjoining county, and 13 pounds in one day. or not ex
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
Insure today, tomorrow mhy be too ing is “What kind of a Grange would Tibbetts, Rockland, flute;
Joseph Wor. Willis R. Lufkin of Rockland the record of the appointment shall ceeding 25 fish, though they may not to see “The Fust Worker” starring cement
modern Improvements; large
Reginald Denny and Laura
La garden. cellar;
weigh 15 pounds.
late. New York Life Insurance Co., this Grange he if every member was Emery,
Albert " Ill he
charge. All Masons are In- ' show’ why it was so made.
Npw grocery business well stocked
Camden,
drums.
Plante. It is a story with thrills ga M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St , Camden. 1-tf
just like me?” A spirited discussion ’ Adams, pi ano. Miss Gladys Jones of vited to attend.
• « • «
E. F. Woodcock, local agent. 15-17
I
lore. alternated
with
as
many
is expected.
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and In junks,
I Rockland consented 1to appea
Senator Walker ot Knox intro ’.aughs, and dished up with all Den •Adck
Cump of Wilton introduced ar
delivery
Tel. 169-4 Thomaston
Frederick Hastings of South Hope program jagain, and her sol
were
duced a resolve appropriaiingt $186.- ny’s whimsicalhumor and Laura La or write R J. COGAN, Thomaston, Maine.
act
to
regulate
the
daily
limit
on
pro

STRAND
THEATRE
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Emma Nor enjoyed even more than at the pre
UNION
156*16#
090 in favor ot the Maine State Plante's blonde loveliness The ac
tected
fish
which
may
be
taken
in
wood.
vious concef t. She responded to an
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana •
“
Flow
as
Lightning
”
is
the
title
of
tion
ranges
from
a
chase
with
a
Sunday
at
the
Congregational
bed room set, including mattress and spring.
encore, and for her second number
The Woman’s Missionary Union of
sheriff to a climb on a five-story Best ipiallty of used modern furniture which
the Congregational church had a very church will be Observed as Lincoln sang “A Perfect Day.*' by Carrie Ja- today's picture and Kenneth Mc
we will sell or exchange for antique furni
pergola.
Donald
is
the
star.
If
you
know
how
Sunday.
In
the
morning
the
pastor.
pleasant gathering at the parsonage
obs Bond and for^n encore another
145-tf
“Women Who Give,” which comes ture. COBB & DAVIS.
on Thursday afternoon at its regular Rev. C. D. Paul, will speak on the of her songs "I Love You Truly,” slow lightning is you cen get some
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
to
the
Empire
Monday
and
Tuesday
question.
“
Who
Made
Lincoln
a
idea
of
wh-at
to
expect.
You
should
monthly meeting.
There were 14
both of which were enjoyed.
Dr.
6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
deals With seafaring men and their Island,)
At the evening Richan of Rockland appeared in a also get readj- to sharpen your wits
location close by shore.
Garage and out
present. A short business session Great Leader?”
wives
and
sweethearts
who
patiently
service
he
will
present
“
The
Perfect
on
another
of
those
popular
cross

buildings,
water In house.
Acre and half
was held, which was followed by sev
character song. “Silver Threads
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
word
puzzles.
await
the
return
of
their
loved
ones
Tribute
”
by
M.
Andrews.
Among The Gold,” w ith a parody.
eral readings which were very in
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGS, At
who go down to the sea in ships. lantic. Me
Rev- II. M. Purrington was called Dr Richan has a rich bass voice and
A mighty good domestic drama is
R7*tf
teresting. The ladies worked on dif
It is an adaptation of “Cape Cod
ferent kinds of fancy work; a social Friday to Falmouth, where lie will leceived great applause and in re scheduled for next Monday and
Folks.”—adv.
•
time was enjoyed and refreshments attend the funeral cervices of his sponse to an encore g«lve several rec Tuesday, under the tilde of “Wander
Miscellaneous
mother. Mrs. Abbie Lois Purrington. itations, und later on the program, ing Husbands."
The stars are
served.
Exactly 431,950 alewives were dip gave “Cohen at the Telephone.” James Kirkwood and Lila Lee. It
Don’t forget the cooked Food Sale
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS in bud. C M.
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Sat. p. m. THOMAS. Maverick 8q. Tel 223-M. 15 17
WOULD INCREASE AUTO ACCI- !'pd
tile traps in Warren in 1924 Miss Ruth Thomas of Camden in her deals with the marital’ troubles of
DENTS
I'rep tickets were used for 2.400 fish: |)iano
Benefit of First Baptist C. E.—adv
piano W(loSi showed mU(.h skiI1. Her George and Diana Moreland. George
STORMS A CLOUGH—Practical Painters
paid tickets for 29.550 fish. The fish mastery of the piano and her splen is ieglecting his wife and email
and Paper Hangers. TEL. 87-6, Rockport.
15*17
At coming sessions of Legislatures ag< .nt received $78.60. Some 400.000 did technique are worthy of special fiaughter for a “lily of the field.”
Used Cars
n.ttemjrt’s will be made to ipass laws of the fish were sold to T. M. Nick mention. She was also the accom Finally Diar.a gets tired of "4t ana
LET ME QUOTE PRICES fO YOU on Dia
FOR SALE—Keo Touring in A-l condi mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and
making automobile accident insur erson of Bucksport at 40 cents a panist of the evening and ably sup decides to have a show-down She in
tion
Price $350.
Address P. 0. BOX 113, Spark, .Plugs; also five used cars from $85
ance compulsory on automobile own hundred, totaling $1,600. Expenses ported tl)e soloists. Her rendering vites the “lily” to spend a weekend
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH, 174
Brunswick.
9*17 up o $369
ers. In addition to this, laws will un amounted to $161.73 for the catch, of “Old Black Joe” with variations at their Long Island home and ar
Pleasant St., Rockland
Salesman for Knox
1921 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled and Hwtcr Sales. C.________ ______________ 44-tf
doubtedly be proposed to establish leaving a net profit of $1113.85. was especially good. Richard Park ranges to have the motor boat spring
in first class condition—tires practically new
monopolistic state automobile insur A check was received Monday for inson of Camden in his vocal solos a leak w hen the three are well away
ROOM ANO BOARD—Anyone wanting room
—A bargain if sold at once. BERT ANGEL.
ance or state automobile funds with $1000 with the balance promised be was. greatly enjoyed. He has a from shore. Neither woman oan
Gray Gull Restaurant, Llmerock St , Rock- and board call at 31 Ocean Street, or tele
phone
618-W.
MRS. MINNIE MILES
land.
144 *tf
commissions to c«Ulect and expend fore March.
pleasing voice carefully trained and swim and Moreland can save only
14-16
Rev. C E. Turner, a former War- added much to the program. Miss one.
Moreland chooses hie wife.
the some, similar to present state
HARD WOOD—Now is tlie time to order
your
hard
wood
:
$16
cord
delivered.
Good
workingmen’s compensation commis veil pastor, who wazobllged on account Adelaide Cross of Rockland, a prom- Ecltement is at a high pitch through
PETITION FOR FISH WEIR
full measure.
L. B. SMITH, South Thom
sions.
of his health to give up his work as ising young violinist, accompanied out. as it would be with a theme
Vinaihaven. Maine. Feb. 2. 1925
aston
Tel.
598-M
13-18
To tlie Municipal Officers of Vinalhaven,
All this agitation for new legisla missionary pastor of the islands by her sister. Miss Charlotte Cross, of this sort. Both James Kirkwood
Respectfully represent* William L ClayRADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 we will
tion and further extension of state along the coast, has accepted a rendered several selections very skill and Lila Lee do splendid work
ter that he desires to erect and maintain a pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
Margaret
Livingston
is
good
as
flHi
weir iiulhe.waters of Roberts Harbor so liver yours back to you fully charged.
activity into the field of private clihrge in Manchester, Vt.
fully.
The Temple Quartette of
called In the location to wit:
•business wiil b?Tcarried on under the
HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC. Rockland.
Tel.
At the Baptist church. Rev. H. S. Camden composed of Charles Lord. Marilyn Foster and little Muriel
Beginning on land of F. Hermann Kslate. 721-M
Exide Service Station.
12-tf
guise of accident prevention work.
Kilborn of the Thomaston Baptist John Taylor, Richard Parkinson and Dana does some very promising
near Ilcron Ledge, so called, and extending
do the average family washing in
in an easterly direction for a dktanH> f
Here is one point to consider: At church will speak in exchange with Joseph Brewster, sang several selec- work as Rosemary. Others in the
$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
about three hundred >arda more or less to item.
less than an hour.
Booklet free listing this and old ma
present, private insurance companies Rev. II. M. Purrington Sunday morn- tions and received only words of supporting cast are Eugene Pallhtte.
ward Sheep Island.
terial
wanted—broadsides, pamphlets, stamps,
exert a restraining influence upon ing. At 6 p. m the Y. P. S. C. E. commendation, and no numbers on Turner Savage, George Pearce and
aligned
W.
L.
CLAYTRR
prints,
etc
G. A JACKSON, 105-6 Pem
do it alone—while the mistrey: docs
the foregoing petition, ordered, that berton Bldg., Boston.
reckless automobile drivers due to will hold its meeting with the “ton- ihe program were more thoroughly George French. This is a good pic
10*24
pob.
’
lc
Wx
be
given
as
required
by
law,
the fact that they reserve the right quest of Selfishness" as its topic., enjoyed. Mr. Adams ami Mr. Em- ture—an interesting story, well acted
other housework.
not less than
’ days before the 9th dav
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge,
to refuse insurance to «, man known leader Mrs. Fred Wyilie. At 7 or>" >'> their selections contributed and beautifully photographed.—adv.
of February, 1925, 11^?? which day a: 2 covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS T0L«
wash and wring the clothes, too.
to be a bad risk.
o’clock in the afternoon a nearing will be MAN MORSE. 359 Main St. Tel. 868 M
o’clock the pastor will speak from much to the program. William Tibliven in the Selectmen’s Office, upon .said
1-tf
Under state insurance, there would the thought “Not Complete.’’ The belts in his flute solos, accompanied
petition, to the end that all persons may have
take ah t’i< dfrt out of the clothes
be no incentive on the part o-f state chorus will lead the singing. The on tlie piano by girs. Edna Brown
PARK THEATRE
full opportunity to show cause why said ‘pe
TRUCKING, MOVING
AND
ERRANDS
tition should not be granted
hv air pressure and suction.
officials to turn down a poor risk. A Women’s Missionary meeting will played very sweetly and showed
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. 0. HARSigned G. V. DREW,
ADEN.
Tel. 156-M or 629-J.
1-tf
compulsory state insurance law or meet with Mrs. H. M- Purrington at much skill 'Ihe piano duets by Miss
.. M
,
"
L. B DYER.
I
it
•
i
i
i
xxMore
significant
than
its
title
save
inv
mistress
from
scrubbing,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
«a monopolistic state fund act would the parsonage at 2.30 p. m. Tues .Marion Knowlton and Miss Thomas i
,,
«
nmu
»-.•
,,,
16-17
Municipal Officers of Vlnalhaven.
, Miss
...
..
.
would
Fire Patrol,’
the Rockland Hair Store, 3?6 Main St Mail
require that all carry insurance. day. An interesting program hafl '.were much, enjoyed.
Knowlton
... imply is . “The
.
save her clothes this way, too.
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
is another of Camden’s accomplished Wh
apP^rf' tOday’ A'though its
The careful driver would be forced been prepared.
, NOTICE—The co-partnership of the I. L
1-tf
’
musicians.
Robert
McIntosh
of
"ramatic
sequences
are
all
that
Snow & Company has been dissolved by mu
to pay rates sufficiently high to cover
use less than 5c. worth of lighting
Miss Jane Sidenlinger died Mon ..I,,,
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
tual
consent.
Tlie
property,
good
will
and
,
•
,
melodrama,
in
the
unexaggerated
the reckless driver or else the deficit
Lockland has a pleasing voice and
- ..
. ,
R
,
current.
ll*tf
equipment has been taken over by I. L Trucking and Moving.
caused by reckless drivers would day afternoon at her home in East rendered two Scotch songs verv "'"“I*. ‘
Snow
and will be carried on by that
Warren.
Preparations
had
been
concern. All debts due and all accounts
pleasingly. The sol., by Mrs. William “
e «Jrprtae
have to lx* made up out of general
can he attached to any ordinary light
completed for her removal to the Tibi,c.s „f Rockland with flute
payable will be assumed by the I. L. Know
To Let
find tba ..
^lrc Pa‘[0>" comtaxes assessed against all the peo
socket or outlet.
Co. (Signed)
home
of
Mrs.
Flora
Jones,
an
ex

Obligato
by
Mr
Ttbbetta
and
piano
bl
"
e8
Wi,b
'
thr1
"
8
a
"
d
,
ple.
RICHARD K SNOW,
TO LET—5 or 7 room tenement with elec
ISRAEL SNOW,
Any way it- can be figured, perienced practical nurse, where it accompaniment by Mrs. Brown was cal "Uf,r, ase’ ’ P^holosrieal and
I would like to come over to your house and
D.
Active Co-partners. tric liglits and toilet at 15 Rockland St.
wholesale state automobile insurance was thought Miss .Sidelingef would also a very pleasing number. Rock- emotional quality and deftness of
SHAFTER.
12-tf
Rockland, Feb 2, 1925
17-8-23
do your next washing—to show you how easy,
would open a wide field for fraud and receive needed care and be more port has certainly I,ecu favored in characterization seldom present In
TO
LET
—
Small
tenement
on
Union
street.
Estate of Elvira A. Coombs
ch,p“rP°rt t0 avoW,
the encouragement of carelessness. comfortable, although she was able having so many artists come to them fl
quickly and well I can do it.
Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS. 21 Middle
NOTICE
6-tf
The present check of personal lia- to be about the house and tend to ; on these occasions and give their a that 8 melo in drama,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on St.
many
of
her
wants.
Selectman
S.
V.
January
26,
1923
he
wah
duly
appointed
ad

Make
a
date
with
me
by
telephone,
leter,
or
see
» bility and responsibility would be
services. Tlie public should also ap“Tomorrow’s Love,’’ a new ParaTO
LET
—
Two
tenements
on
Otis
street;
ministrator of the estate of Elvira A. Coomb; each has 6 rooms and bath.
Apply to F. P
largely removed and the unprincipled We aver and Mrs. Jones went Monday ' predate the efforts of the commit- mount matrimonial comedy-drama
me at the local store.
«.
late of Rockland in the County of Knox, de
Tel 614 W. 5-tf
driver would simply say, “Let the morning to East Warreii with the j tee—E. E. Thorndike, Mrs. Blanche starring Agnes Ayres, comes next
ceased, and on this date was qualified to KNIGHT. Windsor House.
intention
of
escorting
her
to
her
new
fill
said
trust
by
giving
bond
as
the
law
di

insurance company or the state pay
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St,
Steward ancT Mrs. Jessie Tibbetts Monday for a two days’ run. The
rects.
•
—/i.-f.S'f Electric Clothes Washer
home but it was apparent that vshe in securing them. The exact pro- picture Is an adaptation of the Bafall modern conveniences.
I’. L. HAVENER.
■the hili'. What do 1 care.”
All persons having demands against the Tel. 792-R.
H6-tf
was
failing.
DrF.
G.
Campbell
was
Automobile accidents will not be
estate, are desired to present the same for
< ceds of the concert are not yet unlay Evening Post story. “Intersettlement, and all indebted thereto are re
prevented by making it easier for called and every effort made to in known.
loeutory.” by Charles Brackett. Pat
quired to make payment immediately to me
drivers to escape responsibility for sure her comfort until* her death
Eggs and Chicks
Rockport High
O'Malley, who played opposite Miss
or to Frank B. Miller of Rockland, my le
which occurred near 6 p. m.
gally appointed Agent for Maine
•their own carelessness.
Ayres in “Worldly Goods.” again ha«
/
WILLIAM
S
COOMBS.
Supt. and Mrs. F. D. Rowe were in
The Senior Class held a sale and the leading man’s role opposite the
Worcester, Mass
Friday
attending
the supper at the Baptist church, Fri- star.—adv.
Community Fair Fell. 23-28. Ar- Portland
Augusta
/
Guilford
Feb. 2, 1925.
_________ ^Feb. 7-14-21
-------------------Cumberland County Teachers’ Con day evening. Although the weather
Sstato of Leslie A. Howard
Bath
cade.—adv.
Lewiaton
vention at which Mr. Rowe tvas one was very stormy there wa/s a good
Belfast
NOTICE
Mechanic Falls
SOUTH THOMASTON
The subscriber herebySgives notice that on
attendance. The class wishes to
of the speakers.
Boothbay
Norway
February
5,
1925
be
was duly appointed adthank everyone who assisted in any
Brunswick
Pittsfield
nciistrator of the eitate of Leslie A. How
way towards the supper.
Th6
ard,
late
of
Warren
in
the County of, Knox,
Camden
Richmond
The program at the church Sunday
deceased, and on this date was qualified to
PORT CLYDE
Seniors will have a sleighride to will be a service at 10.30 in the mornDexter
Rcckland
fill
s£ald
trust
by
giving
bond as the law di
West Rockport on Feb. l: with a pie j inB W(,h sermon by the pastor’ “How
Dover -Foxcroft
Skowhegan
rects
rc
social at the Grange hall.
All
persons
having
demands
against the
Freeport
Waterville
A Soured Man Got Sweet.” ’At the
'Rev. William M. Brewster, of Rock
estate, are detdred to present the same for
The next home game in basketball 7 o'clock service the sermon ’’Ashore
Winthrop
BABY CHIX—Myllle’s S. C Reds raised
Gardiner
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re on free range, trap nested and bred for type
land will preach at the Adventist occurs on Feb. 13 when Booth-nay
on a t’lnnk” will he repeated; by re
quired to make payment immediately tu
and color. State a<*<*r«*<lited for white diarr
At Any of Our Stores
church at .Port Clyde Sunday. Harbor will fry conclusions with tli#* quest. Mrs. Lulu Allen in chhrge of
CHARLES R 3IAGEE
hoea
Price 22 cents each, postpaid Safe
-------- THIS PAPER--------- Services at 10.30 a. ni. and 7 p. m.
'Rockland.
Maine.
arrival guaranteed
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ciimemi ai. 1 while. Tlie game will : music
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Let ME
begin to help
you this winter^
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In This Town Is^ the
Family of Readers of
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JAMES GIOFRAY

WOMAN’S ED. CLUB

The remains of James Giofray,
who died last Saturday in Chicago,
at the home of his niece, Mrs. E. H.
Tolman, were interred in the family
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
lot at Sea View cemetery yesterday
pecially desires Information of social liapafternoon, with prayers at the grave
nanlnps, parties. uiualrala. etc. Notes sent
by Rev. B. B. Browne. Beautiful
by null or telephone will be gladly received.
It was bargain night at the Wom
TELEPHONE ......................................... nV
memorial services were held in Chi
an's Educational Club last night—an
cago last Sunday, and some of the
Mrs. Sadie Pryor and Miss Vivian ideal evening, a good number present,
(lowers were bro'ught here with the
Bartlett were guests of Mrs. George many interesting topics and a fine
^remains which were accompanied
speaker
who
kept
his
audience's
at

Young Thursday.
by another niece, Mrs. Ed Kelley of
tention throughout. Mrs. Katl^rlne
Fairfield, who had also been spendMorey
assisted
in
the
opening
exer

The “Jfoveltie Maids of ’35" will
i-<- tbo winter in Chicago. The de
cises
and
it
is
surprising
to
observe
hold forth nt K. C. hall tonight
ceased had been ailing for three
the
number
who
have
memorized
from 5 to 7 and show* what the mod
aeeas. but was confined to his bed
ern girls can do in the supper line. Lincoln’s Gettysbuurg address. Miss
only one day before the end came.
Tittle Dorgan and Joanna Patterson Helen S. Chapman, Mrs.'Ruth Rafter,
“Uncle Jimmy,"az he was affection
Mrs. Ida Dondls and Mrs. Esther Ber
will he mistresses of the bean ladle.
ately known to many friends wher
man were admitted to membership
ever he had lived, would have been
and -several more names were sub
87 years old the coming May. He
Mrs. body Cross and Blanche Ma mitted.
Nine members have not
was a native of Messina, Sicily, but
gee gave a "last day” surprise party missed a meeting this season. Nearly
came to this country as a boy of 12.
at the home of the former last even all present had read the quarter hour
and obtained his schooling here. Un
ing. Mie surprise being the announce each day. The civics lesson under
til he was 27 years of age he was In
ment of Miss Beatrice Hanrahan's the proficient leadership of Mrs. Ma
Worth
coming
miles
to
see
the employ of his brother, Joseph L.
marriage to Ralph J. philbrook, bel Stevens are evoking growing in
Giofray, who kept a hair shop in
which, it developed, took place Oct. terest. All feel the advantage of
FLOOR COVERINGS—
White block, next north of the
11, 1924, and has remained a careful learning the difference between mort
Thorndike Hotel.
ly treasured secret. The announce gages. deeds, hills of sale, etc., and
Returning to his native country he
ment was conveyed through the me all who do not attend miss q good
became the head of a commission
dium of little cakes served to the deal. Mrs. Mary Adams brought out
in
all
the
Latest
Patterns
and
Colors
for
bouse which dealt extensively in
guests, each containing a red heart the questions on the powers of Con
lemon extracts and other products,
on which were the couples’ initials gress through the catechism of the
EVERY
ROOM
IN
THE
HOUSE
-hipped to other countries. He also
and the dale of the nil important U. S. Constitution. Gov. Brewster's
became well known as an official in
event.
The games, luncheon and inaugural address was discussed by
FELT
BASE,
ARTISTIC
at
only
terpreter.
congratulations constituted a merry Mrs. Glace Armstrong and Mrs. Mer
Mr. Giofray bad crossed the ocean
affair fully enjoyed by tlie 15 parti ritt.
seven times and for some years re
clpants.
Miss Kathleen Snow's scholarly
sided in Vinalhaven where he was
paper on “The Doings at Wanhingemployed by the late Gen. Davis
Miss Florence Prist and Miss Net ton or Who's Who in Congress,’’ held
Tilson In connection with th- granite
PER YARD
tle Waltz, who have been the guests lose attention and indicated a wellbusiness. It was there that he was
of Mrs. H- B. Waltz returned to ead mind. When the question was
made a Mason.
Damariscotta Mills today.
rung
in," "Which would you
Fate decreed that lie should be in
ather be, man or woman? or the
bis home city at the time of the
Opportunity Class of the First advantage of disadvantage of being
earthquake 15 yeal-s ago when Mes
Baptist church held a business meet
woman.’’ Rev. Ida Bradstreet pre
sina was dealt' such a crushing
ing with Mrs- Walter Greenlaw, Tal faced discussion of the question
blow. Like many other unfortunates
bot avenue Thursday evening, 26
which would you rather be, man or
313-319 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 745-J
he was shorn of his home and prop
members being present. The meet woman?” with a graphic description
erty, for the same quake which en
ing opened with prayer by Mrs. Mau of her struggle in the ministry, but
gulfed his home destroyed the bank
rice Snow, Mrs. Evelyn McKusiek, said she was satisfied to be a woman.
in which his earnings of years had
Mrs. Nellie McGuire. Mrs. Kitty
Mrs. Mary Adams voiced the sen
been deposited. His clothes which
McInnis, Lord's prayer by the class timents of all when she discussed the
were unearthed many weeks after
and Scripture reading by Miss Caro disadvantage of train and long skirts.
enough it was as he said. She
BEDTIME STORY
MRS. HANNIBAL HAMLIN
the catastrophe were carefully pre
one who wore them, she said, will
lyn Alien. Reports from officers and
drank it as he had. She found it a
served. and in them the body was ar
committees were followed by the ever submit to them again. Mrs.
bit queer to put her arm down to
ranged for burial. His citizenship
White Cross work. Ice cream and Armstrong noted that women and
ward her mouth rather than up, but
a
™?"'""
The
World
oi
Upside-Down
papers, of which he was so proud
Dies At Advanced Age.
cake were served by the hostess. men are about even in right, and
she soon got xised to it.
and How It Feels To Be She put down the glass suddenly were also placed in the casket. .
Mrs. Ellen Hamlin, widow of Han
This program was given: Piano solo, habits, etc., and nearly so in salary.
Mr. Giofray’s escape from the
iMrs. Nellie Maguire: original poem, Miss Kathleen Snow was loyal to her nibal Hamlin. Vice President with
for some ponies were galloping up
earthquake bordered on the miracu
There.
Abraham Lincoln, died at her home
Oman teachers.
Mrs. Lillian Judkins; reading. Mrs.
lo the edge of the pond. As soon as
lous. only one earner of the hoiye
Refreshments were served by Mrs. in Bangor last Sunday. She was 89
Leroy Hamilton; solo, Mrs. Lillian
they lame near the edge tne ponies
Joyce: original poem by Mrs. Clara Abbie Conners. Mrs. Anna Flint and years old. She was born in Paris [For The Courier-Gazette by Edith appeared also in the Woild-of-Up- had not been engulfed, and with
much difficulty he was dragged from
Crasto Pitcher]
and was maried to Hannibal Hamlin
Gregory, read by Mrs. Hattie Bick- others.
Side-Down
Susie laughed till she
Tommy Topsy-Turvey, from the cried to see them trotting along on a sepond story window.
The address of the evening was by in Paris Sept. 25, 1856. She was the
more. The next meeting will be
He was so fortunate as to have in
with Mrs. R. H. Angel, 7 Limerock Franklin Dana Cummings, one of second wife of Mr. Hamlin, his first world of Up-Side-Down, invited Su their heads, with their short legs go
this country two nieces, whom he
Portland’s representatives in Legis wife having been her sister, Sarah sie from the World-of-Risht-Side-l’p ing u|f and down in the air.
streethad not seen for years, but who
lature. who discussed two topics. Emery.
They were the daugh- to spend the day with him in the
She was asked to ride and to her
promptly made arrangements to care
■Mrs. Delia Bird Sullivan of Boston, Maine’s Water Powers and Who tes of Stephen Empry. a prominent Shadow Country. 1
utmost surprise she found she could
for him, and greater affection could
Now the Shadow Country began 'ide upside down perfectly well.
formerly of Rockland, is the guest Owns Them?” and •YThe Primary citizen of Oxford county.
not have been given by a daughter
Law and Who Don’t Want it.”
Mrs. Hamlin is survived by one (a, the edge of the Looking-Glass
of Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, Broadway.
As ehe and Tommy rode gaily on
son, Hannibal E. Hamlin, Ellsworth. po„d. As long as you keep to the their heads, Mother Topsy-Turvy than that which has been constantly
In opening his remarks Mr. Cum former attorney-general and law eijpe ofgthe pond you will never get called out, ^Children be careful! showered upon him by Mrs. Kelley
This week's party at tlje Country
Club will be counted one of the mings expressed his great apprecia partner with the late United States jost in the Shadow World.
Don’t ride away from the edge of and Mrs. Tolman. Mr. Giofray’s
Susie loved the Looking-Glass l)ie pond, if you do, you will ride out wife had died aliout four years be
most successful of the season, Birth tion of the organizations of women Senator Eugene Hale. Another son.
aun and moon conspired to make that are springing up from Maine to Frank Hamlin, a well-known attor Pond, with its blight green marsh' of the Shadow World and 1 sjiull fore the earthquake.
“Uncle Jimmy” was widely read,
weather conditions perfect even in California for the purpose of inform- ney in Chicago, died suddenly two grass edge and its lovely white and never/see you any more."
yellow daisies growing beside it.
February- The quiet beauty of the Ing themselves regarding political years ago.
Alas! They thought it such fun and could tell many interesting
airs and of the merits of different
place was enjoyed by the ladies who ufhti
Mrs. Hamlin was a woman of beau She loved their reflections, too, and to ride that they forgot about her stories of his experiences. He has
spent the afternoon in sewing with plans and purposes that materially tiful character and many accom the soft sky shadows so pretty.
warning aud rode right away jpmi gone to his reward, mourned by all
Susie danced and skipped by the the edge of the pond and so away who had come within the genial
Impromptu music furnished by those affect tiie welfare of mankind. He plishments and had' been an eye
present. By 6.30 about 40 had gath urged them to seek truth and justice witness to many of the most import edge of the pond till Tommy Topsy- from the pretty World-of-Up-’Sidc- scope of his career.
ered and a delicious supper of roast rather than to bolster up customs ant events in the history of this coun Turvey came to the surface, running Down right into the World-of-Rightchicken with the "ftxin's” was served. merely because they were ancient
try while her husband was Vice on his head from out the Shadow- Side-Up.
He argued that there were certain President. United States Senator World.
After the tables were cleared the
Olher children play on the edge of
“Come on. Susie,” Tommy called the Looking-Glass l’ond and other
gueats gathered to enjoy the crown things that were publicly owned by and ambassador to Spain.
An Ad. In These
ing event of the evening—the read the common consent of the intelli
Hannibal Hamlin died suddenly in "Come into the world of Up-Side- children play witli them in the
ing by Mrs. Edith Pitcher, the gift gence of mankind. Among those Bangor on July 4, 1891, since which Down to play with me."
World-of-Up-Side-Down as long as
Columns Will Sell
"All right,” she answered.
ed wife of the Rector of St. Peter’s. things he mentioned streets and time Mrs. Hamlin had occupied the
the sun seines, mind you. us long as
'Before she knew it, she too, was the sun shines.
The well chosen selections from highways, the post office depart homestead in Fifth street with rela
’’Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm" ment. sewers in cities, and in the tives. About four years ago she frac running around on her head—a shudAnything From a
were followed by one of Myra Kel apid increase in the public owner tured a hip, but had been able to be ow just like Tommy. Then she add
A THOUSAND ACTORS
ley's stories, by request. Mrs Pitch ship of lighting, and water for do around the bouse in a wheel chair ed: "Isn’t it queer, Tommy, that I
Needle to an Anchor.
er completely captivated her audi mestic and santary use.
and to take drives in fair weather. can run on my head here in the Huge Cast Is a Feature of Sabatini's
He cited the situation regarding On the occasion of the visit of for- World-Of-Up-Side-Down as well as
ence by her charm of personality
“The Sea Hawk” Soon Appearing
What Do You Want
and her versatility in impersonation. coal as an example of allowing a mer President William Howard Taft [ can on my feet in the World-Ofat Park Theatre.
One lived with Rebecca in her joys great public necessity to become con to Bangor, a few years ago, he called Right-Side-Up?”
and sorrows and even went so far trolled for private gain, and asRcd upon Mrs. Hamlin. President Theo- ] "O. no, that's not queer at all."
Sabatini's brilliant nover, "The
to Sell?
Hawk." one of the three best
as to share in the “mad” of Sadie why. in view of the results in eoal, dore Roosevelt also called while he said Tommy," for it's always that way
here in the World-Of-Up-Side-Down. sellers of 1923 and regarded as a
and Eva Gonerowski and (thanks we should allow private interests to was in Maine.
This is the (Shadow Country. Come more spirited narrative than even
to lire insurance) their subsequent monopolize [hat great future source
of light, heat and power which is to
“glad.”
»
Mrs. Frank Achorn, who has been on, let’s play tennis."
“Scaramouche," has at last made
come from water.
Before she realized what she was its way to the screen and will appear
isiting Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson
"The time wiil come.” said Mr. in Bangor for two weeks, has re doing. Susie was swinging her rack at Park Theatre Wednesday a nd
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary has
postponed their Monday night meet Cummings, "when the coal measures* turned to her home on Lindsey slreet et and batting the ball, calling out Thursday.
"thirty love” all the time running
ing until the followng Monday night, will become exhausted, but that great
In book form "The Sea Hawk"
nd easily developed hydro-electric
(Feb. 13
A birthday parly was given for about on her head. She laughed and has been regarded as a modern gem
power will last just as long as wa Mrs. Bert Witham nt her home, 24 laughed till she thought she'd split and in relating the story pictorially
Mrs. Anali B. Gay of Union street ter runs down hill," and urged the South Main street. Card playing was her sides to see Tommy running on Mr. Lloyd has enhanced its value.
attended the funeral of her aunt, wisdom of preventing its private among the diversions, and these his head with his feet in the air.
To transfer the big drama to the
Although she shouted and fairly screen it has been necessary to build
Mrs. Cordelia A. Quimby in Port control and the building up of a fic prizes were awarded: Mrs. N. L.
land Thursday. Mrs. Quimby died titious and entirely unnecessary cap Witham. candles and candlesticks; screamed there never seemed to be an entire Algerian city with its
TODAY
|n Kansas .City, Mo., where she had italization to be used as a basis for Mrs. Boy McConcbie, glass dish; a sound, and finally she called to quaint slave market, winding streets
gone to spend -the winter with her unnecessary and unjust charges for Mrs. Edwin Witham (consolation) Tommy,’“Do you hear me. Tommy?” mysterious courts, four gigantic
There was the sone stillness. He ships of the Sixteentli Century design
daughter. She was in her 92(1 year mankind to forever pay.”
measuring cup; L. E- Dyer, neck
He cited Ontario as an example tie: B. R. Witham. ash tray; Elmer seemed to hear and she to under and to use more than a thousand of
but traveled West every fall to visit
—In—
her daughter, returning each spring- of what can be accomplished through Witham. cards. Other features in stand. "That's all right," cried Tom people actively in the several big sea
public ownership and showed that cluded radio reception of the Boston my. “We’re Shadow children!”
to spend her summers in Maine.
battles.
prices for domestic use had been hockey game on Mr. W itham s new
•”Tis a lovely place to be in!"
Milton Sills has been given the
Miss Alice Porter entertained sev thereby reduced from an average of
tube set, Aid selections on the said Susie as she picked a bunch of dominant role of Sir Oliver, later
eral of her little friends at her home more than 8 cents per kilowatt hour player piano.
Buffet lunch was shadow daisies that grew on the Sakr-el-Bahr the hawk of the sea,
J6 Cedar street Thursday in honor to from 1.8 to 2.8 per kilowatt hour served—hot ^hocolate, cake and edge of the pond. Even the flowers and Enid aavuuvll
Bennett is .......
cast as Rasaof her 8tli birthday. Those present under public ownership and that many fudge. There Was a large birthday grow upside down here in this euii- ' mun(j( his sweetheart.—adv.
besides the young hostess were Mu thousands of electric cooking rang cake, but mathematical details as to ous place. Do you have such a
picture which is just as fast as
riel McPhee, Faye Hodgkins, Mar es were in use at a great saving of the number of candles were not thing as time here. Tommy?"
part of the title sounds.
She tried to find her stomach but
See “Mah Jongg” at the Universagaret Waltz, Hazel and Maudie Pe money and labor. Also that Can forthcoming. The guests were: Mr.
terson, Mabie Porter. Doris Coltart, ada vvijl import 4,000,000 tons less of and Mrs. Edwin Witham, Mr. and found it a little awkward from being list vestry, Feb. 17,—adv.
• • • •
Thelma iJine of Rockport and Phyl coal the present season because of Mrs. LeRoy MeConchle. Mr. and Mrs. upside down. “I begin to be hungry.
lis Fletcher.
At 6.30 lunch was her hydro-electric development.
Also
a new
Linwood E. Dyer. Mr. and Mrs. I wonder how I shall manage to eat
•Don’t forget tlie cooked Food Sale
He also mentioned the fuct, that in Elmer Witham. Nathan L. Witham. my lunch.”
served in the dining room, where
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Sat. p. m.
CROSS WORD PUZZLE
Just then the ice wagon with si Benefit of First Baptist C. E.—adv.
•table was prettily decorated vv'tl) the State of Washington they have Mr. and Mrs. lloland Rackliff. Brick
potted plants. Refreshments con recently discontinued the building Hazgord,
James
Mullins, Cecil lent wheels turning in the air. drove
up. 'Strange enough the ice did not
sisted of ice cream, fancy cukes and of chimneys for their houses because Witham and Ellena Dyer.
tumble out- Stranger than that the
punch, after whicli games, music of the use of electric energy which
MONDAY-TUESDAY
and dancing were enjoyed. Tlie they obtain for heating and cooking
Miss Edith MacAlman leaves today ice man unloaded the ice, while lie
at
one
half
of
one
cent
per
kilowatt
peanut hunt was won by Hazel Pe
for a three weeks’ visit in New York walked on his head.
'Next some real children came to
terson. Miss Alice received many hour.
with her cousin, Miss Myrtle Hem
THE THEATRE AROUND
sail a boat. Tommy and Susie saw j
Discussing the question of the Pri ingway.
pretty little gifts.
z
THE CORNER
—And—
mary Law Mr. Cummings assured his
the pretty thing sail in the Shadow
-W
—
n
------------------Miss Marion McLenna, stenog hearers that the bills being intro
Miss Lucy Fuller left by (his World with its sail up side down. (
rapher for Ihe Livingston Manufac duced in Legislature for the declared morning train for Falmouth where but it. stood as straight and true as '
Last Time Today
turlng Co-, underwent a doulde op purpose of improving the law by
she will visit her college classmate, if it were in the World-of-Right- j
eration at Knox Hospital Wednes return to what they termed a return Miss Gene Swift. Monday she at Side-Up.
—In—
“I'll tell you,” Tommy explained :
day and is rallying well from both
to the convention system with the tends the alumni dinner at Lasell,
right of appeal were in reality de and this will be followed by visits “that when real children play along ‘
Despite the storm Monday the signed not to Improve, but to de with Miss
Pauline McLoon at the edte of the pond there are always ,
—With—
meeting of Lady Knox Chapter, D stroy.
Wheaton and Miss Elizabeth Mc Shadow children who come to play
A. RT at the home of Mrs. Lucie
“Every old liner, every lover of Dougall at Wellesley.
with them."
Walsh was well attended. Dona the old, discarded and rotten system
“The real children belong to the
—Also—
tions were made to the Berry School of convention control who opposed
There will be a concert at the World-of-Right-Side-Up. \ Tommy,
and the Philippine Scholarship Fund the Primary Law are lined up be Country Club .Sunday afternoon at “and folks call us 'reflections' you
“
The
Riddle
Rider”
It was also voted to present a framed hind the bills designed to return to 3.45. The car leaving the station at know, but that's a grown up word
Number Two
copy of the Declaration of Indepen
that system." he said, “and the ar 3.10 will accommodate the patrons. and we are really Shadow taildren."
———
i.
dence for the new High School build gument put forth to try and convince After the concert supper will be
"Now we'll have some more fun!”
’.ng. Mrs. Mary Cooper, regent, will the people of Maine that the demand served to those who make reserva cried Tommy. "Here are a Jot of
Monday-T
uesday
be the delegate to the NatloSal Con for a return comes from the rank- tions. Each member may invite one children coming to the edge o’ the
She was a daughter of jo}-—he
ference in Washington April 30-25 and-file of our citizens is absolutely guest. Mrs. l’.lingwood will enter pond. Qoody! Goody! They have
The alternates are Mrs. Mary Rich without foundation in fact."
tain with readings and a musical lemonade! It’s a picnic, a picnic!”
a
Wandering Husband. Pleasure
Mrs. Cora Kittredge, Mrs. Annie
Tommy turned a somersault in, the
program consisting of piano, violin,
Simmons, Miss Harriet Patterson
George B. Wood has moved into and vocal numbers will lie presented. air landing tip-tiif"on his head of
wus their creed. They hu% no
Mrs. Lucie Walsh, Mrs. Ella Buffiun his new residence on Talbot avenue
course, and said, "Now we'll be in
Mrs. Ethel Hayden, Miss Kitty Co E- S. Levensaler is occupying the
The February meeting of the La vited to lunch with them!"
qualm of conscience or thought of
burn. Mrs. Angelica Glover- The dele residence on Broadway which he va dies’ Circle of the First Baptist
Susie began to feel a little doubt
.
—
With
—
the consequences.
But—did it
gates to State Conference to be held cated. and which is now Mr. Leven- church was held Wednesday night ful about how she was going to man
in Bangor March 18 and 19 are Mrs, sa’er's property.
with covers laid for 100. The supper age lemonade and keep it from spil
BARBARA BEDFORD
l>j»y
Mary Cooper, Mrs. Grace Black
was of the usual high quality and ling, or how she .should keep the ice
Mrs. Lucie Walsh. Mrs. Ethel Hay
(Miss Freda 'Hills of Casper, Wy was served by Mesdames E. S. Bird. cream from running down into her
FRANK KEENAN
Intense, heart-stirring is this
den; alternates, Mrs. Mary Rich, Mn oming is expected shortly for a visit Frank H. IngrsriuMP. Clara Choate, eyes, she timidly suggested her
RENEE ADOREE
Mabel Sherman. Miss Kitty Coburi with Mrs. Gladys Packard at Bay F. S. Rhodes. AlVin Carter. Belle fear to Tommy, but he laughed at
oldest
of all stories, told in a new
and Mrs. Delia Cross. The paper for View Square.
x
Burpee, Carroll Cole. Lettie Whitten, her and said, "Gve me a chance. L,
ROBERT FRAZER
the afternoon was given by Mrs
F. E. Leach. Miss Jennie E. Black think there'll be no trouble about i
way. It will strike a responsive
Lucie Walsh, whose “Memoirs of
(Mr. and Mrs. George Miller hau • ington and a upry busy and equally that.” Thereupon he took a large i
'.SEE—T,he battle ( f the racing
chord
in the heart of every man
Revolutonary Ancestors" proved
returned from a month's visit wit i modest Grace street matron whose glass of lemonade, and standing on',
Aments,
a
thrill—rescue of
delightful feature. After the meet their daughters. Mvs. George Carroll, name cannot be divulged under dire his head with the glass bottom side 1
recked mariners, an exciting fight
and woman.
ing refreshments of tea, cake und ie
Portland, and Mrs. Arthur Hall and penalties. The supper was followed up, drank the whole of it, never j
kith a giant swordfish—gripping
cream were served by the hostesses Mrs. Arthur iBromley in Woburn, by an excellent program in charge spilling a drop.
_ all the- way.
Mrs. Walsh, Mrs, Kittredge and Miss Mass.
of Miss Eda Knowlton with Mrs. B.
"There.” he said, smacking his lips
—Also—
Kinognm* and Komedy
Thorndike. The next meeting will
P. Browne. Miss Elsa Hayden. Miss “Don’t lie so fortlish. Now help your
be with Mrs. Grace -ltlack, Talbot av
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar- Winola Richan and Miss Mary Was self.”
-Make a Man”
.enue, Monday, March 2.
cade.--adv.
gatt contributing.
She took a glassful, and sure1

Was Addressed Last Night
By Representative F. D.
Cummings of Portland.

FIRST

This Great Anniversary Sales Event Will Be Con
tinued Through FEB. 14 Because of the Stormy
' Weather of the Past Week
1 lot of $500 Sweaters

1 counter of Furnishings

$2.98

98c

COATS

We Are Offering Something in

FLOOR COVERINGS
NEW-NOT REMNANTS

35 CENTS

STONINGTON FlffiNITURE CO.

STIAND
Kenneth McDonald
“SLOW

Cutler-Cook Co.

Cutler-Cook Co.

$JQ.OO

$J3-00

DRESSES
at
$ g.00

$18.0°

$22 °°

$18 °° $22 °°

$38.00

Includes all sizes, 16 to 48
and all material, silk flan
nels, wool.

at

$29.00

That formerly sold from
$18 to $65, including all
fur trimmed and all sizes,
16 to 52.

1 large lot of

SKIRTS,

$2-98

$5.00 value

A large lot of

COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
SKIRTS

each

at

$5.0

Some sold as high as $50.
While they last . .. $5.00

It is impossible to list all our Birthday offerings;
a personal inspection will convince you

SALE CONTINUES ALL NEXT WEEK

CUTLER-COOK
COMPANY
Cor. Main & Elm
Mail Orders
ROCKLAND

Filled

EVERYTHING
MUSICAL
i
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
Accordions, $4 to $100
Auto Harps, $7 to $12
Brief Cases,
$3 to $7
Clarinets,
$35 to 85
Chinese Gongs, $4.50
Cornets,
$15 to $100
Drum Traps $30 to $ 100
Harmonicas
1 5c to $2
Harmortica Holders, 50c

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands $1 to»$2.75
Music Rolls $1 to $3.75
Saxophones $85 to $100
Strings, all Instruments
Violins,
ViolinBows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c

V. F. Studley Inc.
ROCKLAND

Tel. 713.

283 Main St.

AS LIGHTNING”

EMPIRE

JAMES KIRKWOOD

aPARIU
THREE SHOWS—2:00, f:45, 8:30

t«TT,«B.“THE FIRE PATROL”
♦

LILA LEE

COMEDY

“The Fast Worker”
Reginald Denny

“WANDERING
HUSBANDS”

ANNA Q. NILSSON

TODAY (

REVIEW

MONDAY-TUESDAY
'Tomorrow^

J1gnes

lori

“WOMEN
WHO GIVE”

With
Pat O’Malley

and Raymond
Hatton in

support of

Mias AyiVs
LATEST COMEDY

Matrimonial s. .tistics prove
that the first hund ?d years are
the hardest. But “ "omorrow’s
Love” proves that the first two
years are the funniest.
Better be there when t^e
wedding bells chime and t..3
fireworks begin.
HEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY—“THE SEA HAWK"

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 7, 1921.

Page Eight
IN

YOUR INCOME TAX

THE REALM

OF

PLAN FARM WORK

MUSIC

Organizations Effected In
Nutshell Information That
Two Counties—Dates of
Will Help You In Prepar What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote
the
Interests
of
This
Engaging
Art.
Meetings.
ing Returns.
[Twelve brief articles covering essential
points of Income tax laws.
Begun in Jau
13 issue.]

WHO? Single persons who had nei
income of $1,000 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more, .and mar
ried couples who had net income ol
$2,500 or more or gross income oi
$5,000 or more must tile returns.
WHEN?. The filing period is from
January 1 to March 15, 1925.
WHERE? Collector of internal revnue for the district in which Un
person lives or has his principal*
place of business.
HOW? Instructions on Form 1019.-.
and Form 1040; also the law an«
regulations.
WHAT? Two per cent normal ta.
on the first $4,000 of net income it
excess of the personal exemption*
and credits. Four per cent norma
tax on the next $4,000.
Six pe.
emit on the balance of net income
Surtax on net income in excess oi
$10,000.

♦ * * *

Number 12

Under the revenue act of 1524,
thousands of ]>ersons are required to
file returns of income although the
inc nines are not taxable. The act
provides that returns shall he filed
by every single person whose net in
come lor 1924 was $1,000 or more or
whose gross income was $5,000 or
more, and by married <• aiplcs living
together, whose aggregate net in
come was $2,500 or more, or whose
aggregate gross income was $5,000 or
more. The exemptions are $1,000 for
single pers-.ns and $2,500 for married
persons living together, plus a $400
credit for each dependent. A pers -u
may have a gross income of $5,000
and, by reason of the deduct inns for
business expense, hud debts. 1 is.ses
etc., a net income cf less than $1,000.
A single person may have an ex
emption of $2,500 as the head of a
family. Nevertheless, returns arc re
quired in both ’instances.
Heavy penalties are provided Ly
the act for failure to file a return ar.-d
pay at least one-fourth of tin
amount of tax due within the time
Match J5
prescribed, on or h<
1925.
OUR POPULAR SONGS

Opponent To Copyrights Bill Charge;
Some Authors With “Pinching’'

Where do the popular songs conn
from? This question occupied the
attention Wednesday of the House
Patents Committee, before which op
ponents of the new copyrights hill
attacked authors and composers who
are seeking protection from the ra
dio, phonograph and other mechani
cal reproducers. Alfred W. Smith,
representing the Music Industries
-charged the song writers with pla
giarism.
“Musical experts say that the par
ticular theme which made ‘March eta’
a hit can be found in the overture of
‘The Merry Wives of Windsor.’ by
• Nicolai. That appetizing song,“Yes.
; We Have No Bananas,’ may be found
• almost note for note in part of ‘Th
Messiah’ by Handel and iri part in
’ ‘I Dreamt I Dwelt’ from ‘The Bohe
mian Girl’ by Ba lie. Tin Always
Chasing Itainbows* in its main theme
is note for nite like parts of‘<’hopin’*
1 Fantasie-Irnpromtu’ Opus 66.”
Enactment of the

bill

would

Nothing in musical world has at« Walter Damrosch were Mines. Hess,
traded more attention than the dis Mero. Novaes, I.eginska, Ney and
appearance and vague reappearance Schnitzer. and Messrs. Bauer. Brailof Ethel 1Leginska, noted pianist, Qwsky,
Friedburg.
Gabrilowitsch,
omposer and conductor. Just pre- Hutchson.
l^evttzski.
Lhevinne,
ious to a concert in
New York, Maier, Pattison, Schefllinfc, Siloti, and
Miss Leginska. during a moment’s Stojowski.
The entire
assembly
hsence of her secretary utterly | joined pianos in the first number,
lropped from view, and for several j “Variations on a Theme by Beet:.ays « uld r.d be located by siren- [ hoven.” by Saint-Saens, which the
tous search. Finally the announce* review described as dull. The re
nent was made that she was with view said it was also great fun
friends, recovering from a sudden guessing who was playing the solo
cute attack of nerves—a nervous parts, especially as Mr. Bauer, in a
leakdown in.in overwork accom- humorous way, appeared to he play
»anicd by lack of memory. The an ing all of them. Hes^. Leginska and
nouncement stated that her memory Mero played a trio, overture to Boiwas slowly returning, but no address eldieu’s “La Dame Blanche,’’ and
names were given out so that Maier and Pattison played in their
where site is remains still a source of artistic fashion Chabrier’s “Espana”
vonoer.
Rhapsody, tl have the Victor rec
* * # •
ord of this number by Maier and
1 understand that Miss Leginska Pattison, and it is fine.) in Schu
lropped out of sight once before, mann's “Carnaval” the 18 pianists
aid to have been a publicity stunt. joined forces: each pianist played a
)no pap, i granting this second occa- number, and all joined in
the
ion as an attack of temperament “Marche centre les Philistlns.” Al
»r pique, believes it will injure her though there were many humorous
looking possibilities,,as n> societies aspects to the concert, it was a note
ire eager to book an artist who might worthy event with some beautiful
appear and might not. Readers will piano playing.
About $50,000 was
ecall that Miss
I.eginska was realized from this concert.
brought to Rockl; ml by Mr. Chap
man very early in iter career. Even
1 came across a review of the con
hen she was a wonderful pianist,
cert given by the Banks Glee Club
titd gave the promise of what she
to which Mrs. Shaw alludes and will
has developed into since—an extraquote in part:
rdiuary pianist, a composer of note,
“The annual concert of the Banks
ml a gifte 1 conductor. She has al
Glee Club is always an event for that
ways he i eccentr.a, but that is the
part of the music-loving public which
rivilege of genius. She has .affected
»dd clothes, one style only, of dark especially enjoys male choruses The
organization has been at it for 46
loti., short plain skirt, short severe
waist in coat style, stiff white Peter years, and is now firmly established.
n collar ami flowing black tie. Bruno Huhn. its conductor, showed
With her bobbed hair and this style that he was not only master of his
jf garb she presents a boyish appear- fate and captain of his soul, but al
mce. Her eccentricity does not end so ditto of his forces. The club sang
with her hair-comb and dress. The exceedingly well and responded as a
tiblic is waiting to be convinced man to his baton. The tone balance
whether this latest affair is the real of the organization is better than
Ling or just another publicity turn, that of most clubs of the sort, and
f the latter, I fear Leginska will while the tenor section is a trifle
wake some morning and find her weak in volume. Mr. Huhn has been
wise enough not to force it. and the
rov. n is only pasteboard.
sweetness of the resulting quality
I was interested in the Piano Fes- more than makes up for what the
ival Dec. 34 at the Metropolitan Op- section Jacks in volume. The audi
ence demanded encores of many of
i » I’ou e f.»r the benefit of the A.l.
P., and wrote Mrs. Carrie Burpee the numbers. One of the best was
Shaw for her review of it. Mrs. ‘Sally in our Alley.’ Hadley’s hu
morous ‘Musical Trust’ in the second
-haw replied in a chai thing letter,
ut had to disappoint me as to the part of the program, was also very
review. 1 feel sure she won’t mind ] good, indeed.’’
The review spoke very favorably
my sharing the letter with her many
of the assisting soloists, particularly
Rockland friends. 1 quote:
‘The unique concert of eighteen of Miss Mabel Farrar, the violinist,
pianists must have been indeed in saying that she proved herself a
eresting, but as I was not feeling player of remarkable ability and
equipment. Her playing
was of
well, I decided not to go. There are
so many concerts every day and ev- such high order that she should ap
•ning that one becomes used to miss- pear again immediately, so as to
brighten a season that has brought
ng some cf them. We have attend
ed as many as three in one day, but out too many violinistic mediocri
wo is usually the.limit, and four in ties.”

in-

i crease to the cost of phonograph re<
, ords and piano rolls, he added, de
claring “the public has the right to
i demand the retention of such restrici tion of copyright monoplv as is ne• cessary to allow fullest and freest
use of music at the lowest possible
price.”

i week about as many as we care
for. Having heard the greatest ar
tists so many times, we are less hun
gry to take in everything musical
than we were when we first came to
New York- Yet I hardly think our
love for music or our enjoyment of it
is becoming less keen.
“’Since 1 wrote you last we have
heard Novaes play the love.y Grief
concerto in A minor with the State
Symphony Orchestra; a concert of
the New York Banks Glee Club— a
male chorus of about 6.5 numbers,
composed entirely of men who are
connected with the banks of NewYork City, and whose slogan is “We
using because we love to sing,’’ and
they certainly seem to live up to their
motto. Bruno Huhn conducts the
chorus and there were two soloists.
Mis.s Farrar, a line young violinist,
and Miss Lowell, a very pleasing
soprano.

HEADS FIGHT ON BLINDNESS

“We also attended a lecture on
Psychology by Anna Maud Hallam,
who has been meeting with such suc
cess in England that it is said thou
sands were unable to gain admission
to some of our lectures You may be
interested to know that A— is hav
ing a busy and successful season—
is engaged for four concerts within
the coming fortnight. She is to ac
company Barrere in two recitals, one
ol which is to be given in Hartford,
Cotin.. and the other in New York
City. She is the official accompan
ist for the Forrest Hills Choral Bo
ciety
nd the .New York Rubinstein
Club, both of which are to give con
certs within the next three weeks,
and with rehearsals and pupils, she
surgery.
is a very busy little woman. But she
Now’ we do md have a single man is very happy in her work and enwho drinks and a dunken mm in our joy« the success which it affords.”
The review ol' the concert in w hich
city is never seen any more.—E. B.
Thornton. President the Bedford! IS pianists took part made interestSteam Stone Works.
| ing reading. Under the baton of

Dr. Hugh O. Turrentir.e of Little
Hock, Ark. has been appointed by the
Near IMst Relief to have charge oi
the organization’s fight against eye
diseases among children in Russian
Armenia. Trachoma, the eye disease
which is the scourge of the Near East
has been made a special subject of
attack by the American committee,
and thousands of cases ol' incipient
blindness have been averted by the
methods of treatment and cure de
vised hv American spec; ilisis.
This
important work will now be central
is
ized under Dr. Turrentine, wh
widely known in America as the
Inventor of iustiinnents used in ey

“NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR”
That's What They Say About

An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A time-tried Family Emerg
ency Remedy, best for Coughs,
Colds, Colic, Cramps, Croup and
all sudden attacks. A Foe to
Inflammation. Keep it in the
Houso. Sold everywhere.
2-S-tf

Several planning meetings have
been held this past month. Followi
ng is a list of officers selected:
Appleton: Chairman. Harry Miller:
Diary, J. B. Gusltee; Poultry. A. G.
Pitman: Clubs, L. N. Moody.
Bristol: Chairman. Sanford Weeks;
Poultry, Mrs. Erskine: Club, Mr. Jen
nings.
• Camden: Chairman and
Farm
Management. H. II. Nash; Clubs
Ralph Cripps; Dairy, M. L. Keene;
Poultry. Harold Allen.
X. Edgecomb: chairman and Farm
Management, Leon Dodge; Club,
Harold Haggett: Pain. George Sher
man: Poultry, Edgar Smith.
Friendship:
Chairman,
Albion
Wotton; Poultry, O. C. Cook; For
estry. Rufus Condon.
Hope: Chairman, E. II. Nichols;
Poultry. F. M. Payson; Dairy, H. E.
Hardy; Orchard, E. X Hobbs.
Nobleboro: Chairman and Farm
Management, .1. A. Perkins; Club,
llda Bennett; Dairy. A. Z. Bennett;
Orchard, O. IL Rollins.
West Rockport: Chairman and
Farm Management, Henry Keller;
Poultry, H. Lampson; Dairy. Robert
Oxton.
During the comins month the re
maining farm management meetings
will l»e held; also several poultry and
dairy meetings. Stereoptieon slides
Will he shown in connection with
these meetings. Labor saving devic
es used on Maine farms have been
obtained for Farm Management meet
ings and poultry management slides
for the pottltrx meetings.
There will be opportunity given
during the day to discuss individual
problems, so come prepared for a
good lively meeting. The schedule
for the remainder of the month fol
lows:
£8 Aina, Selection of Clothing.
IS Appleton, Selection of clothing.
25 Bristol. Corsetry and Good
Posture.
13 Bunker
Hill, Corsetry and
Good Posture.
23 Cantden, Good Manners
10-11-12 Dresden, Clothing School.
13 Friendship, Costume Slips and
Manners.
5 Hope, Costume Slips; dress
finishes.
20 Jefferson, Good Manners.
10 Montsweag, House l'irnishings.
12 Nobleboro, Good Manners.

EAST WALDOBORO

CAN IQETA

gpolooed

ffOOlv^ HERE

THE GONVENTIOri

DUQINC,

Location
Wave
Call
length letter.280.2 WNAC Boston
282.8 W-OAN i^iwrenceburg. Tenn.
285.5 WREO Lansing. Mi< h.
285.5 WKMC Berrien Springs. Mich.
285.5 WKAR l-la.-t Lansing, Mich,
283.3 KFKX Hastings, Neb.
293.9 Jt EAO Uolumhus
293.9 WBAV Columbus
296.9 KFRU Bristow, Ok la.
299.8 \VI‘G Atlantic City
302.8 WTAS Elgin, 111.
302.8 W.I.IH Moosehetort, Ill.
305.9 WlIAlt Providence
309.1 Kl'KA East Pittsburgh
315.6 WAHG New York
315.6 WGBS New York
315.6 KFDM Beaumont, Tex,
Buffalo
319.0
Denver
322.4 KO A
325.9 WM1I Cincinnati
325.9 WSAI Cincinnati
Springfield, Mass.
333.1 WBZ
336.9 WSAC Clemson College, 8. C.
336.9 KFMX Northfield. Miim.
336.9 WM’Al. Northfield, Minn,
340 7 WKAQ San Juan. P. II.
340.7 KSAC Manhattan, Kan.
Chicago
344.0 WIJ4
344.6 WCHII Zion. 111.
State College, N. M.
348.6 kob
348.6 WTK" Hartford, Conn.
352.7 WWJ Detroit
352.7 W.I A1» Waco, Tex.
301.2 W11N New York
365.6 WTIB Kansas City
3G5.6 WIJAF Kansas City
370.2 WF.BH Chicago
370.2 WON Chicago
374.8 KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.
379.5 WGY Schenectady.

Wave
Call
length letters
379.5 WTLAZ
384.4 W.M.Hl'
389.4 WTAM
389.4 WEAR
394.5 wn
394.5 WDAR
394.5 WOA1
399.8 WHAS
496.2 WOlt
49-5.2 WUY
416.4
422.3 WJAV
422.3 WMH
428.3 WSB
434.5 NAA.
440.9 WDWl’
440.9 WOS
447.5 WQJ
447.5 WMAQ
454.3 WJZ
461.3 WCAE
468.5 WCAP
468.5 WKC
475.9 WEE I
475.9 WBAP
475.9 WFAA
483.6 WHAA
483.6
491.5 WEAK
499.7 WMC
508.2 WGO
508.2 W1P
516.9 WCX
526.0 WXYC
526.0 WHO
526.0 WO AW
535.4 KYW
535.4 WHA
546.1 KSD
545.1 KFl'O

nJ

A ONE T?00ft\i?FT

Week days- -9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
titindays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

"Books
are
windows
through
which tile soul looks out.”—Henry
Waul Beecher.

Perhaps one of. the most intimate
bits of biography that has been pub
lished this year is that revealed in
the letters of Arcilie Butt, military
aide to President Roosevelt during
the. last year of his administration.
The letters, written by Major Butt
to his mother,-are* tilled with intimate
details about the Roosevelt famihand life in the White House. They
have -appeared serially in newspapers
hut have Just recently been pur
chased by the library in book form.
« » a *

Location

Troy. N. Y.
Miami Beach, Flit.
Cleveland
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
San Antonio, Tex.
Louisville
Newark, N. J.
New York
Minneapolis
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Atlanta
♦ Arlington, Va,
Cranston. IL I.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Chicago
Chicago
New York
Pittsburgh
Washington
Washington
Boston
Fort Worth. Tex.
Dalhs, Tex.
Iowa City, Iowa
Davenport, Iowa
New York
Memphis
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Detroit
New York
Des Moines
Omaha
Chicago
Madison, Wis.
St. Ix>uls
St. I-ouis
• Reserved
The C-immerce Department has been engaged for some time
in an attempt to divide the ether along more efficient lines.

IS THERE RUNtllNC, V
WATER IM THAT ROOfA k
»

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
KATHLEEN M. SNOW .............. LIBRARIAN

Ke-all i cal ions of radio w ave lengths to broadcasting stations are i nnounced at the Commerce Department. The stutions
given allocations are those listed by the department as "B"
grade, with nudern mechanism, high power and .stocks or spare
parts which will reduce inter.liediency of service. Wave lengths
in meters, i all letters and locations, are:

won

his brother Ivan's Sunday.
Mrs. W. H. Keene of Gardiner vtas
at nome last v. eek.
Mrs. Alva Hmmons of Warren
called on her sister, Mrs. Ethel Win
NORTH BURKETTV1LLE
slow Saturday.
Mark Creamer nn l family of West
The Barlow school closed Satur
Waldoboro were at Frank Orff’s Sun
day after a successful term taught by
I have heard several express the day.
hope that Mr. Chapman will secure
Mrs. Mtry Smart and family of Miss Lydia Herrick of Belfast
Roland Hayes, tenor, tor the 1525 Rockland spent Sunday with her There were six scholars that were
not absent during the term: Henry
Maine Music Festival. He would mother. Mrs. Charles Brown
prove an unusual drawing card, as
Emery D. Mank of Quincv, MaAs . and Delphy Light, Oertrude and Ha
there is no singer before the pub was called here by the death of his zel Bsancy and Lucy and Algy Lin
scott, Benjamin Edgecomb missed
lic today who is attracting more father, Moses S. Mank.
widespread attention. His popular
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Lines were only one day.
Sunday icallers her were Mr. and
ity is growing greater all the time, callers at Harold Orff’s Sunday.
also his art. At his recital at Sym
Harold Flanders, who has been a Mrs. Roy Light. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
phony Hall. Boston, Feb. 1, although recent guest of Harris Doherty in Light mid Robert Esancy of North
it was his third recital of this sea Boston, also visiting his brother Union nnd Merle Robbins of Collins
son, applauding hearers filled every Ralph, and sister. Mrs. \V. L. Smith ville. Benjamin Edgecomb spent the
weekend with his uncle, Robert l.sseat on the floor and stage and in in Portland has returned home.
the balconies, and every available
Mrs. Sadie Black spent the week ancy in Noytit Union,
The mail carrier was unable to
foot of standing room as well. Few end in Rockland.
artists receive such response in a
The Social Club met with Mrs. make his trip Friday and Saturday
x-oitservative city like Boston.
Wendell Studley Thursday with six 'on account of snow.
Miss Herrick is spending a few
members and two visitors present
• • • •
days with Misses Gertrude and HaReadings
and
music
by
the
members
, „
, .
,
■ „ . i „„
I am indebted to Miss Mabel Lamb
: zei Esancy before returning to iter
for the program of the mid-year reci- and victroia selections were enjoyed. ,home ,in Belfast.
tai of the Flushing, N- Y. Conserva- [ I*efi'eshments were served. The next
tory. This school is devoted to danc- | Dtceliug. Feb. 12, will be held at the
NORTH HAVEN
ing^piano, violin, and speech art, and Roc'.: schoolhouse.
One of our oldest citizens and a
Mrs. Vivian Billings Roberts teaches
At the Baptist church on Sunday
first grade work in the faculty. Tw.,1 lifelonc resident. Moses Snow Mank,
of her young daughters appeared in died Jan. 2.x, in his 90th year. He 1 morning the subject of the pastor's
the program—Nancy in a piano duet, had been in failing health for two j address will be "The Price of PopuThe children's choir w ill
‘The Blacksmith,’’ and Barbara in a years but was conlined to his bed on- I lnrity."
dance called "The Fairy Ballet," be ly a few days. He is survived by one ' sing. Bible school at 9.43. On Suning the leader of the group of eight daughter. Mrs. Frank Goodwin, a day evening "The Life of Martin Luothers. Miss Lamb also sent me the son Emery of Quincy, Mass., a son ther in Picture nnd Story?' will be
program of a song recital given in Ja>np!< " i|h whom he made his home. given at 7 o’clock. The High School
Flushing, by May Peterson, soprano, six grandsons and two great grand chorus, which is being so much en
which Mrs. Roberts attended. A very- daughters. Services were held Sat joyed. will again aid in the singing
interesting program, made up in four urday afternoon. Rev. W. it. I*atter- and furnish special music. No one
groups, featuring songs in different son officiating, O. V. Ilassner, un- j can afford to miss these helpful ser
longues. Among the familiar Amer dertaker. The remains were placed vices. The class in music and reli
ican songs I note "A Memory" by Ru in the tom!) at West Waldoboro to gious Instruction met in the church
dolph Ganz and "The Night Wind,” await li.itiai in the Goshen ceme Friday afternoon. On Friday even'ng the Boy Scouts met under the
by Farley. I think Miss Phoebe Pen tery.
leadership of the pastor. The Guii 1
dleton sang “A Memory" at her re
wMl meet in the sewin; room Tuescital in Rockland two or three years
A FLEET AT AUCTION
oay afternoon at 2.30.
ago: and Miss Mcluiughlln sang “The
»
Night Wind" at one of her concerts.
Subject to approval '.y the federal i
Mrs. Roberts had marked on the court, the assets of the Atlantic |
A Good Thing . DON'T MISS IT
program op'xjsp.e the former song "A Coast Company, including 31 schoon- I
Send your name and address plain
Lovely Thing," It is truly that, an ere. owned wholly or in part by that!
ly written, together with 5 cents (and
exquisite thing, hauntingly sad.
company, were sold for $159.1)00 at , thia Blip) to Chamberlain Medicine
pubic auction Tuesday by Nathan Co,, Des Moines, Iowa, and receive
Five representatives of the Interior \\ . Thompson, trustee in bankruptcy In return a trial package containing
Deixirtment, Bureau of Education, Io IL It. Freeman, representing Charles CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REM
two representatives of the Virginia Bolster i f Boston, attorney- lor EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
State Bound of Education, and the Crowell & Thurlow, vessel owners. chial, ‘‘flu" and whooping coughs,
Bean of the School of Education of The amount Is $15,000 in excess of and tickling throat; CHAMBER
the College of William and Mary will tile minimum fixed by court decree. LAIN'S TABLETS for stomach trou
cooperate in making a complete sur The company's liabilities amounted bles, indigestion, gassy pains that
vey of the school system of Char to $1,337,000, as given when Its l>ank- crowd the heart, biliousness and con
lottesville, Va The survey was un ruptcy petition was filed In Septem stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN'S
SALVE, needed in every family for
dertaken at the request of the State ber.
barns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin
Board of Education of Virginia and
of the School Board of Charlottes
Commur.ity Fair Feb. 23-23. Ar- affections; these valued family medieinea for only 5 cents Don’t miss IL
cade.—adv.
ville.

HAVeHT YCUASHiGLE^
ffOOfA LEFT ?
HAVE 4UST

■. ■ .11-1 ...
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WHAT PC V0V

NlEAN NOlA/

An autobiography that is unusttol
both in its subject and its clover
' writing Is "Louder, Please." the Hfe
story of Ernest Elmo Calkins. The
author became deaf when he was
but a youngster. Though this pre
vented him from fully sharing the
life of other boys and determined
his education, friends and social
amusements, it did not prevent him
from making a success in his profes
sion of advertising, nor in any way
embitter him. It is one reviewer's
opinion that "If all men or even the
majority of those who attempt to
write their own lives could do it with
the cleverness, the humor, the re
straint which Mr. Calkins exhibits
In his narrative, many people would
desert the reading of fiction."
• • • •
Selma Lagerlof has the enviable
position of being the beat beloved
woman in all Sweden. Those who
have known this winning septuage
narian through her children’s books
need no introduction to the story she
has written of her childhood. "Marbacka” is its title. It is already in
its fifth printing. Perhaps that
which fascinates one most Is the ut•e.- simplicity if the telling

GATHERING FORGES

Coast Guard Hopes To Mini
mize “Rum Row” Pro
ceedings.

“Pape’s Cold Compound”
Take two tablets
every three hours
until three doses
are taken. The
first dose always
gives relief. The
second and third
doses completely
break up the cold.
Pleasant and safe
to take. Contains
no quinine or opi
ates. Millions use
“Pape’s Cold Com
pound.” Price,
Druggists guarthirty-five cents
antee it

REWARD
$100 reward will be paid
for information that will
lead to the arrest and con
viction of the person or

persons who recently broke
into and entered the resi

dence of Clifford, Smith at

• 4 V «

In spite of the many biographies
which have been written about
Woodrow Wilson it is the opinion of
unbiased judges that a rea bioogra
phy has yet to appear. Hitherto the
library has not purchased any of
these biographies which have proved
to he of but temporary interest.
There has recent! been added to the
collection, however, "Woodrow Wil
son," by Wiliam Allen White. This
book which has received widespread
and diverse recommendations has
not been purchased as "the" biogra
phy but as one of the outstanding of
the letwer stories of the life of out
war President.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Glencove on Warrenton
Street, in the Town of
Rockport.

R. E. THURSTON
Sheriff of Knox County
10-tf

/

A recent list of books purchased at
the library includes two titles which
will be of especial interest to Hovers
The United States Coast Guard of travel hooks. The first is called
hopes to stop the flow of liquor from "So You’re Going to Paris !” It is,
written by Clara Laughlin and bears
rum row into the New England
the sub-title "And if I were going
states about 50 per cent, when the with you these ate the things I'd
guard gets its entire equipment into Invite you to do." one is convinced
Slic.iw, according to the unofficiil at first glance of the truth of the
word received here. This does not publisher's slogan "Belter titan
guide hook !" 'Tis especially rec
mean, it is raid, that officials in tint ommended for stay-at-homi-travel
.-ervice are despairing of their ability i ers.
to enforce the law, but rather that
The second liook is called "Pori:
they apiireciate the size of the task
and Happy Places." Ils author is
they l.ave before them.
Those
Since tile Coast gourd took over Cornelia Stratton Parker.
the work of chasing rum runners who have read her "American Idyll'
who operates in ttranil boats between need no enticing reviews to induce
rum row and the cast it has found them to travel with her as she and
the New England const one of the her three young sons see Europe.
4

hardest the have to deal with. To
The list of new bonks also includes
begin with the coast line Itself is so
Irregular that it -furnishes any num the following fiction titles: "Seven
ber of small harbors and secluded Sleepers," a swiftmoving story of
coves for the "rummies" to make national intrigue of the period fol
their landings. And the men who flowing the World War. The reader
are operating the landing launches is in constant suspense throughout
are experienced fishermen and sea the story.
men of New England who know vir
The best short stories of 1924
tually everything that is to be known
compiled by O'Brien. This not onl>
about the shore.
This latter advantage held by the gives the best short stories but give
valuable information on the short
other side has been felt keenly by the
Coast Guard since the majority of story as a form of literature and
bibliographies of authors, magazines
the men on its antt-rum fleet have
and books.
but recently been Tecrulted from
"The Thundering Herd" by Zane
among the young men of the coun
Grey, -the story of a great buffalo
try, to any of whom know little or
nothing about the sea and the ways hunt which led to the extermination
of the buffalo.
of a rum runner It is said, that the
‘•Nora Pays" by I.ucille Van Slyke
majority of the Co-jst Guard antia different version of the funda
rum men arc not yet fully trained for
mental theme of “Breed," "This
their work.
Freedom," etc. It is in no way siml
Just now only part of the guard's
tar to these stories, however, having
equipment is in use on the New
for Its heroine “Norette" the ownet
England coast and litlle headway is
of a fashionable shop on Fift Ave
being made. This is largely be
r.ue. The story reveals that Norette
cause of weather conditions. It is
has left her family of three girls tc
interesting to note that the guard's
make her own way In New York
activities have caused an Increase in
Her visits to them after an absenct
the price of liquor in New England
of fifteen years brings the reader
even if the flow has not been greatly
the reader to the story proper
checked.
which Nora learns that she "pays'
The last great difficulty which tithe
for her long absence.
Coast Guard is said to And in New
“The Red Mass.” « tale of French
the law it is trying to enforce. OfRevolutionary times, wiiten by Val
Englar.d is a lack of sympathy with
entine Wiliams. Its appeal is large
tlcials feel that if tills were not true
ly to men lovers of historical ro
they would get more, co-operation.
ma nee.
'The Inevitable Milionaircs," a new
Oppenheim tale in which the read)
is entertained with the unsuccessfu
efforts of the two millionaires whr
try to lose their money.

bv H.B.

WELL we UAVEhT
HAD TIME TOFIX THE!
ROOF VET, 0UT WF
WILL AS SOON AS
iTSTORSTrAlfUNC;

I

Break a Cold Right Up with

NEW RADIO WAVE LENGTHS

The Judge: The Clerk Forgot b Mention There's A Shower Mie Room TooudELlWERE PRETT/

COLDS

Food for Thought
Ktcrtlng with the fair supposition
that a remedy costing 25 or 50
cents a bottle frequently saves a
$3.00 fee, Imagine if you cap the
total savings effected by the many
milliom of- bottles of Johnsou's
Aped; re Llpiment sold since 131).
There is nothing so positively
good as this doc’or's prescription for
Crippy Voids, Bronchial Colds, Sore
Throat, Cramps, Chills, etc. More
thau 100 years of splendid success
has attended the Internal and ex
ternal use of this famous old family
remedy.
It is not unreasonable to assume
that many a 25 or tl) cent bottle'of
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment has
saved a 25 or 50 dollar total of
I expense,

Unquestionably great benefits, es
pecially to the women, have been de
rived under Prohibition. Men whr
used to si>end all their spare money
on themselves for drink now spend
It on the whole family.—Theo-D.
Cockerell. University of Colorado.

Until spring on any of our
used cars. Your old car or
a cash deposit will hold any
used car until spring.
1922 Chandler Tour. $650
In perfect condition; lew mileage.

1921 Hudson Tour. $450
New top and side curtains

1921 Studebaker Spl. $350
Good condition

1922 Dort Touring $300
Fine condition

1920 Buick 6 Tour. $285
Good condition

1922 Chevrolet Tour. $250
Perfect mechanically

OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
Now is the time cf year to buy a
good open car at the right price.
They will be higher in the spring.

SNOW-HUDSON CO.
INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION
We have added to our service
equipment a complete

BATTERY STORAGE AND
REPAIRING OUTFIT

Where we can take care of your
battery needs.
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
■
PARTS

By adding this equipment to our
service station we have the most
complete and up-to-date service
station this side of Boston.
We do everything
but paint your car

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.
587 MAIN ST.

TEL. 333

ROCKLAND, ME.
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The Accumulative

Effect of Good

Advertising
SlTllWflri

lilil

I11B

Cannot
Be Overestimated

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINE
TuAS-tf

